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Abstract 
Let K be a real quadratic number field. Let p be a prime which is inert in K. 
We denote the completion of K at the place p by Kp. Let j > 1 be a positive 
integer coprime to p. In this thesis we give a p-adic construction of special elements 
u(r, T) E K; for special pairs (r, T) E (71.,/ jZ)X x Hp where Hp = IP1(Cp)\IP1(Qp) 
is the so called p-adic upper half plane. These pairs (r, T) can be thought of as an 
analogue of classical Heegner points on modular curves. The special elements u(r, T) 
are conjectured to be global p-units in the narrow ray class field of K of conductor j. 
The construction of these elements that we propose is a generalization of a previous 
construction obtained in [DD06]. The method consists in doing p-adic integration of 
certain Z-valued measures on X. = (Zp x Zp)\(pZp x pZp). The construction of those 
measures relies on the existence of a family of Eisenstein series (twisted by additive 
characters) of varying weight. Their moments are used to define those measures. We 
also construct p-adic zeta functions for whieh we prove an analogue of the so called 
Kronecker's limit formula. More precisely we relate the first derivative at s = 0 of a 
certain p-adic zeta function with -logp NKpjQpu(r, T). Finally we also provide sorne 
evidence both theoretical and numerical for the algebraicity of u(r, T). Namely we 
relate a certain norm of our p-adie invariant with Gauss sums of the cyclotomie field 
Q((j, (p). The norm here is taken via a conjectural Shimura reciprocity law. We also 
have included sorne numerical examples at the end of section 18. 
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Résumé 
Soit K un corps de nombre quadratique réel. Soit p un nombre premier inerte dans K. 
Nous noterons par Kp la complétion de K en p. Soit j > 1 un entier positif co premier 
à p. Dans cette thèse nous donnons une construction p-adique de certains éléments 
u(r, T) E K; pour certaines paires (r, T) E ('Ill j'Il) x x Hp où Hp = IP'1 (Cp)\IP'l (Qp). 
Ces paires (r, T) sont en quelque sorte des analogues des points de Heegner classiques 
sur les courbes modulaires. Nous avons conjecturé que les éléments u(r, T) sont des p-
unités dans le corps de classe de K au sens restreint de conducteur f. La construction 
de ces éléments que nous proposons est une généralisation d'une construction obtenue 
dans [DD06]. La méthode consiste essentiellement a faire de l'integration p-adique de 
certaines mesures sur X = (7Lp x 7Lp)\(p7Lp xp7Lp) à valeurs dans 'Il. La construction de 
ces mesures repose essentiellement sur l'existence d'une famille de séries d'Eisenstein 
(tordues par des caractères additifs) avec le poids k ;::::: 2 qui varie. Les moments de ces 
séries d'Eisenstien sont utilisés pour définir ces mesures. Nous construisons aussi une 
fonction zeta p-adique pour laquelle nous prouvons un analogue de la formule limite 
de Kronecker. Plus précisément, nous relions la première dérivée en s = 0 d'une 
certaine fonction zeta p-adique avec -logp NKpjQpu(r, T). Finalement nous donnons 
une bonne raison théorique de croire en l'algébricité de u(r, T). À savoir, nous relions 
une certaine norme de notre invariant p-adique avec des sommes de Gauss contenues 
dans le corps cyclotomique Q((f, (p). La norme ici est définie à l'aide d'une loi 
de réciprocité de Shimura conjecturale. Nous avons aussi inclu quelques résultats 
numériques à la fin de la section 18. 
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Introduction 
Let L be a number field. Define 
(L X)- = {x E LX : Ixl v = 1 for aIl infinite places v of L}. 
One can think of (L x)- as the intersection of the minus spaces of aIl corn plex con-
jugations on LX. A complex conjugation of L acts as -1 on (L X)-. One can show 
that if L contains no CM field then (L X)- = {±1}. Moreover when L contains a CM 
field, if we denote by LeM the largest CM field contained in L, then (L X)- ç L~M' 
From now on we assume that L is a CM field. 
Let p be an odd rational prime number. The group of p-units of L is defined as 
Od1]x. Dirichlet's units theorem tells us that p 
(0.1) 
where 9 is the number of prime ide aIs in L above p and 2n = [L : Q]. We define the 
group of sirong p-uniis of L to be 
Up(L) := (L X)- n Od~r 
p 
= {x E LX : for aIl places v of L (finite and infinite) such that vip, Ixl v = 1}. 
Clearly Up(L) is a subgroup of the group of p-units of L. If we let L + be the maximal 
real subfield of Land g+ the number of prime ide aIs of L + above p then an easy 
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calculation shows that rankz(Up(L)) = g - g+(see proposition 1.1). For example 
when the prime p splits completely in L we have rankz(Up(L)) = [L : Q]/2. 
Let K = Q( v05) be a real quadratic number field where disc(K) = D and p be 
an odd prime number which is inert in K. We denote the complet ion of K at p by 
Kp. In [DD06] a p-adic construction of elements in K; is proposed. Those elements 
are conjectured to be strong p-units in certain abelian extensions of K, namely the so 
called narrow ring class fields of K. We recall the main ideas of their construction. 
Let N > 1 be an integer coprime to D such that ao(N) = I:dlN 1 > 2. Let a(z) 
be a nOn constant modular unit on the modular curve Xo(N) having no zero or pole 
at the cusp ioo (such modular units always exist). Let Hp = JPll(Cp)\JPll(Qp) be the 
p-adic upper half plane. For certain points T E Hp n K they define a p-adic invariant 
u(a, T) E K;. When this p-adic invariant is non trivial, i.e. w~en u(a, T) =j:. ±1, the 
two authors have conjectured that u(a, T) lies in a certain narrow ring class field Lr 
of K which depends on T and a. More precisely they conjecture that u(a, T) is a 
strong p-unit in Lr. If we assume that u(a, T) is a non trivial strong p-unit contained 
in Lr then Lr contains a CM field and therefore has at least one complex embedding. 
Note that any ring class field Lring of K is Galois over Q. Therefore by normality 
Lr is totally complex. Because of the dihedral nature of Gal(Lring IQ) we see that 
having at least one complex embedding is equivalent for Lring to be a CM field. We 
thus conclude that if u( a, T) is a non trivial p-unit in si de Lr then Lr has to be a CM 
field. 
The key idea in their construction is to use the periods of the modular unit a(z) 
in or der to construct a family of IZ-valued measures on JPll(Qp). In their construction 
they use modular units of the form 
a(z) = II fl(dz)n d 
dlN 
where fl(z) = q ITn21 (l_ qn)24 (where q = e27riz ) and the nd E IZ's are integers subject 
to the conditions I:dlN nd = 0 and I:dlN ndd = O. The "periods" 
from the modular unit :c~zl) and they are given by the formula 
(0.2) 1 j C2 dl (a(z)) '71 - og -- E/ù 
27ri Cl a(pz) 
8 
considered come 
where Cl, C2 E r 0 (N) ( ioo ). These periods can be expressed in terms of Dedekind 
sums. A key feature of their method is the possibility of testing their conjecture since 
the p-adic integral defining the invariant u( a, T) can be computed in polynomial time. 
For a description of this algorithm see [Das05]. 
In this thesis we propose a generalization of their construction. Let No and f be 
coprime positive integers such that (pD, f No) = 1. We call f the conductor and No 
the level. We replace the function Â~d~~) for dolNo by a certain power of the Siegel 
function 9Uj ,0) U doT), see (3.1) for the definition. 
The first novelty is that instead of working with one modular unit a(z) we work 
with a family of modular units {9t(Z)}tET indexed by the finite set T = ('!lI f'!lV 1 (pl 
where (Pl corresponds to the group generated by the image of p inside ('!lI f'!lV. 
By construction those modular units are roU No)-invariant in the sense that for all 
1 E roU No) one has 
where (: :) *t = dt(mod f). 80 the matrbq acts not only on the variable z but 
also on the indexing set T. Moreover every modular unit in this family has no zero 
or pole on the set r 0 U No) (ioo ). The periods considered are of the form 
(0.3) _1 le2 dlog ( 9t(Z) ) E '!l 
2ni Cl 9t (pz) 
where CI,C2 E roUNo)(ioo) and t E T which is the analogue (0.2). 
Using equation (0.3) we define, for every triple 
'!l-valued measures on JPI(Qp) denoted by 
Using those measures, we propose a construction of elements in K;. For certain pairs 
(r, T) E ('!lI f'!l)X x 'Hp we associate an invariant u(r, T) E K; which depends also 
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on the family of modular units {gt (z) ha. Those elements are constructed as certain 
p-adic integrals of our measures. The element u(r, T) is conjectured to be a strong 
p-unit in K (f (0), the narrow ray class field of K of conductor f. In particular, if 
we want to construct non trivial strong p-units inside K (f (0), it will be essential to 
assume beforehand that the latter field is totally complex. This shows the importance 
of working in the narrow sense and not just in the wide sense. We propose a conjec-
tural Shimura reciprocity law (see conjecture 5.1) which says how the Galois group 
Gal (K (f (0) / K) should permute the elements u( r, T). We also prove an analogue of 
the Kronecker limit formula relating our invariant u(r, T) to the first derivative at 
s = 0 of a certain p-adic zeta function. More precisely we prove that 
(2) 3((0) = vp(u(r, T)) 
where (p( s) is a p-adic zeta function interpolating special values at negative integers 
of a classical zeta function (( s), attached to K, deprived from its Euler factor at p, 
namely (1 - p-2s)((s). 
Let us explain more precisely the main ideas involved in the construction of the 
invariant u(r, T). In a very similar way to [DD06], our family of Z-valued measures 
J.Lgt{CI -+ C2} on ]fDI(Qp) can be used to construct a 2-cocycle K, E Z2(fl' K;) (see 
definition 5.10 ) where 
1 
E SL2(Z[-]) : a - l(mod f), C - O(mod f No)} p 
and K; has trivial fI-action. It turns out that the 2-cocycle K, is a 2-coboundary i.e. 
there exists a 1-cochain p E CI(fl' K;) such that d(p) = K Note that p is uniquely 
determined modulo Zl (f l, K;) = H om(f l, K;) which turns out to be a finite group. 
In order to show the splitting of the 2-cocycle K, one is le ad to lift the system of 
measures J.Lgt{CI -+ C2} to a system of measures on X := (Zp x Zp)\(pZp x pZp). 
There is a natural Z;-bundle map 7r : X -+ ]fDI(Qp) given by 7r(x, y) = ;. In or der 
to lift our measures from ]fDI (Qp) to X we use the periods of a family of Eisenstein 
10 
series twisted by additive characters with varying weight k 2: 2. When the weight 
k equals 2 then the corresponding Eisenstein series is the logarithmic derivative of 
our modular unit. We denote the unique lift of J-lgt{Cl ---+ C2} to X (under certain 
conditions see theorem 6.1) by Îigt {Cl ---+ C2}. Note that by construction we have 
7l' * Îigt {Cl ---+ C2} = J-lgt {Cl ---+ C2}. U sing this lift one can gi ve a "sim pIe expression" for 
u(r, T) namely 
(0.4) 
where "fT is an oriented generator of the stabilizer of T under the action of rI' There-
fore the invariant u(r, T) is obtained from the evaluation of the l-cochain p at "fT' The 
presence of the stabilizer "fT is accounted for the presence of endomorphisms of infinite 
order of the lattice Z + TZ which is equivalent to the presence of units of infinite order 
in OK. When the element T E Hp n K and T is reduced, there is a natural bijection 
cP : X ---+ O~ given by (x, y) f-t X - Ty. If we let Vr = cP*Îigr {ioo ---+ "fTioo} then (0.4) p 
can be rewritten in a more functorial way as 
This new point of view, which applies to any totally real number field, is the subject 
of a recent paper by Dasgupta, see [Das06]. 
We compute the various moments of Îigt {Cl ---+ C2} i.e. integrals of the form 
where m and n are positive integers, see proposition 11.5 for explicit formulas. Fol-
lowing [Das05], we also give explicit formulas for the measures Îigt {Cl ---+ C2} evaluated 
on balls of X, i.e. compact open sets of the form 
See proposition 14.1 for the formulas. Both of these formulas involve periods of 
Eisenstein series which can be expressed in terms of Dedekind sums. Having such 
formulas turns out to be essential for numerical verifications. We have included at the 
11 
end of section 18 a few numerical examples which support the conjectural algebraicity 
ofu(r,T). 
Finally we give sorne theoretical evidence for the algebraicity of u(r, T) by com-
puting "their norm" and relating them to normalized Gauss sums, see theorem 17.l. 
Let f be an integer such that for all qlf, q is inert in K. Assume furthermore that 
-1 ~ (p) :::; (71.,/ fZY, then we prove that 
(0.5) 
where p = pOK, Sis a product of normalized Gauss sums in F = Q((f ) (Frp) . Q((p) ç 
Qp- The norm in (0.5) is taken via a Shimura reciprocity law which is still meaningful 
even if we don't assume the algebraicity of the element u(r, T). Note that the left 
hand si de of (0.5) lies necessarily in Kp n F = Q((f) (Frp) ç Qp- Because of the 
assumption -1 ~ (p) :::; (71.,/ fZY we see that Q( (f )Frp is a CM field. 
Notation 
Let K be a number field and 0 an order of K. For a finite subset of places S of K 
we define Os to be the ring of S-integers of 0 
Os : = {% E K : a, b E 0, and 1 % Iv :::; 1 for l/ finite and l/ ~ S } . 
Let Moo = {(JI, ... ,(Jr} be the set ofreal embeddings of K. Given an integral Os-ideal 
f and a subset M ç Moo we define the following sets 
(1) Ios(f) := {b ç K: b is an integral Os-ideal co prime to f}, 
(2) QOs,l(fooM) := {* E K : a, {3 E Os, (a{3, f) = 1, a (3(mod f), and 
(Ji(~) > 0 'V(Ji E M}, 
where we think of OOM = IITiEM OOi where OOi is the infinite place corresponding to 
(Ji. Two ideals a,b E Ios(f) are said to be equivalent modulo QOs,l(fooM) ifthere 
exists an element À E QOs,l(fooM) such that Àa = b. This gives us a relation of 
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equivalence on Ios(f). The quotient Ios(f)/Qos,l(fooM) is a generalized Os-ideal 
class group corresponding by class field theory to a certain abelian extension of K. 
Let K be a quadratic number field. For T E K\ Q then we define 
and 
Let N be a positive integer then we define 
(1) ro(N) := {(: !) E SL,(Z) : c _ O(mod N)}, 
(2) r,(N) := {(: !) E SL2 (Z) : c O(mod N), d - l(mod N)}. 
1 The Z-rank of strong p-units 
Let L be a number field. Remember that 
(L X)- = {x E LX : Ixl v = 1 for aIl infinite places li of L}. 
One can think of (LX t as the intersection of the minus spaces of aH complex conju-
gations of (L X)-. A complex conjugation acts like -1 on LX. If L contains no CM 
field then a simple computation reveals that (L X )- = {±1}. In the case where L 
contains a CM field let us denote by LeM the largest CM field contained in L. In 
this case one has that (L X)- ç L~M. For this reason we now assume that Lis a CM 
field of degree 2n over Q. Let K be a totally real subfield of L and let p be a prime 
ideal of K. We define a relative group of strong p-units 
Up(L/K) := 
{x E LX : for aH places li of L (finite and infinite) such that li t p, Ixl v = 1}. 
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We would like to compute the IZ-rank of Up(Lj K). Let S be the set of places of L 
containing exactly all the infinite places and all the finite ones above p. Let Ys be the 
free abelian group generated by the elements of S. Let also X s be the subgroup of 
Ys of elements having degree O. Let 7r E K be such that 7rOK = pm for sorne integer 
m. We have a natural map 
À : IR 02 0 d ~ r -+ IR 02 Ys 
7r 
10 E 1--+ I:: log IElv . [li] 
vES 
where Ilv denotes the normalized local absolute value for which we have the formula 
lai v = {Np"jlR(a) ~f li ~s co~plex 
N(lI)-v,,(a) If li lS fimte 
for any a E LX. Using Dirichlet's unit theorem and the product formula we see 
that À induces an IR-linear isomorphism between IR 02 Od~]X and IR 02 X s . Let 
T 00 be the complex conjugation on L then T 00 acts naturally on the left and right 
hand side of À. Note that T 00 acts always trivially on infinite places of S. One can 
verify that À is Too-equivariant. Let us denote by S+ = {li ES: Tooll = li} and 
by S- = {li ES: Tooll =J- li}. It is easy to see that the -1 eigenspace of IR 02 X s 
has dimension #;- where a IR-linear basis is provided for examples by the elements 
[li] - [Tooll] for li E S-. Therefore it follows that the +1 eigenspace of IR 02 X s has 
dimension equal to #S+ + #;- - 1. Since the map À is T oo-equivariant the same is 
true for IR 02 Od~]x. Note also that #S+ + #S- = n + 9 where 9 is the number of 
prime ideals of L above p. 
Proposition 1.1 Let L+ be the maximal real subfield of Land g+ be the number 
of prime ideals of OL+ above p then one has 
(1.1 ) rank2 (Up(Lj K)) = s = 9 - g+ .. 
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Proof A small computation shows that #8+ = n + 2g+ - 9 and #8- = 2(g - g+). 
From this we get 
dimR (IR 0z (OLlà)') -) = dimR (IR 0z Xs) = dimR ((IR 0z Xsn = #;-
= 9 - g+. 
The second equality follows from the fact that the eigenvalues of Too , which are ±1, 
lie in Z. Finally note that (Od~rr = Up(LjK) and in general for any finitely 
generated abelian group A we have dimIR(IR @z A) = rankz(A). 0 
Question Let K be a real quadratic field and L = K (f 00) be the narrow ray class 
field of conductor f of K. Let p be a prime number inert in K which is congruent to 
1 modulo f and assume that K(foo) is totally complex. Let p = pOK. If conjecture 
5.1 is true, can we prove that the Z-rank of the subgroup generated by our strong 
p-units is equal to 9 - g+ = [K(foo)j K]/2? 
2 Distributions on JP1(Qp) and holomorphie fune-
tians on the upper half plane 
Let p be a prime number and (A, +) be an abelian group. Let]P1 (Qp) be the projective 
line over the field of p-adic numbers endowed with its natural topology induced from 
the one on Qp. The field Qp has a natural normalized non Archimedean metric IIp 
where Iplp = ~. The group of matrices 
1 1 GLt(Z[-]) = bl E GL2(Z[-]) : det(J) > O} p p 
acts naturally on ]P1(Qp) by the rule x 1---+ "'(x = ~:~~ where "'( -- (ac db) E 
GLt(Z[~]) and x E ]P1(Qp). We define a baIl in ]p1(Qp) to be a translate of Zp 
under sorne element of GLt(Z[~]). Therefore by definition an balls of JlDI(Qp) can be 
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written as 
for sorne l' E GLt(Z[~]). Given a baIl B ç pl(Qp) one can show that there exists an 
element a E Z[~l and nEZ such that 
1 1 
B = {x E Qp : lx - al p :S ~} or B = {x E Qp : lx - al p ~ ~} U {oo}. p p 
This explains somehow the terminology for the word "baIl". We denote the set of aIl 
balls of pl (Qp) by B. 
An A-valued distribution on Pl(Qp) is a map 
which is finitely additive i.e. for all finite disjoint union U7=1 Ui of compact open sets 
of pl (Qp) we have 
where the summation on the right hand si de takes place in the abelian group A. It 
thus follows that a distribution on pl (Qp) is completely determined by its values on 
a topological basis of pl(Qp). A topological basis of pl(Qp) is given for example by 
its set of balls. 
We say that a distribution on Pl(Qp) has total value 0 if fl(Pl(Qp) = O. We would 
like to give a simple criterion to construct A..:valued distributions on pl (Qp) of total 
value O. Before stating this criterion we need to introduce sorne notation. 
Every ball B = 1'Zp can be expressed uniquely as a disjoint union of p balls 
p-l 
B = UB i ) 
i=O 
where Bi :~ 'Y (ŒiZp) and Œi ~ (~ ~). We can llOW state the criterion: 
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Lemma 2.1 If f-l is an A-valued function on B satisfying 
p-l 
f-l(JPl1(Qp) - B) = -f-l(B), f-l(B) = L f-l(Bi ) 
i=l 
for all B E B then f-l extends uniquely to an A -valued distribution on JPll (Qp) with 
total value o. 
The proof of this lemma can be made transparent by using the dietionary between 
measures on JPll(Qp) and harmonie cocycles on the Bruhat-Tits tree of PGL2(Qp). 
For a small introduction to the subject see chapter 5 of [Dar04]. From now on we will 
use the previous lemma freely. 
For the sequel we would like to give a general procedure to construct A-valued 
distributions on JPll(Qp) from certain analytic functions on the complex upper half 
plane. In practice we are mainly interested in the case where A = Z. 
Let H = {z = x + iy E C : y > O} be the upper half-plane endowed with its 
usual metric ds2 = dx 2 -+;dy2 . For any analytic function f : H -+ C we define the y 
multiplicative Up,m operator as 
p-l . 
rr T+J (Up,mf)(T) := f(-)· 
j=O P 
We say that f satisfies the multiplicative distribution relation at p or sim ply that f 
is a Up,m-eigenvector (even if Up,m is not a linear operator) if there exists À E C x such 
that 
(2.1) (Up,mf)(T) = Àf(T), \lT E H. 
We also call À the eigenvalue of f with respect to the operator Up,m. Similarly for 
any meromorphic function 9 : H -+ C we define an C-linear operator Up,a (where the 
"a" stands for additive) as 
1 p-l T + j 
(Up,ag)(T) := - L g(-). 
p j=O P 
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If we take the logarithmic derivative of (2.1) we get 
1 p-l . 
Up,a(dlogf)(T) = - 2:)dlogf)( + J) = dlogf(T). 
P j=O P 
Note that the constant À has dropped out. In general if g(T) is a meromorphic 
function on H we say that 9 satisfies the distribution relation at p if 
p-l . ~Lg(+J) (j g(T) 
P i=O P 
(2.2) 
for all TEH where (*) is defined, in other words g( T) is an Up,a-eigenvector with 
eigenvalue 1. We call (2.2) the additive distribution relation at p. When in addition 
the function f(T) is invariant under translation by Z, i.e. f(T + 1) = f(T), 'lIT E H, 
we find that for (N, p) = 1 
where fN(T) := f(NT). In this way get even more functions on the upper half plane 
satisfying the multiplicative distribution relation at p. Note that the multiplicative 
distribution relation is stable under standard multiplication of functions. Using the 
previous observation we get 
(2.3) II f(dT)n d 
dlN 
is also a Up,m-eigenvector for arbitrary integers nd's. Equation (2.3) is the basic tool 
for constructing Up,m-eigenvectors from a given one. We remind also the reader that 
since f (T + 1) = f ( T) for all TEH then f admits a q-expansion at ioo of the form 
Assume that f(T) satisfies additional symmetries and sorne boundary conditions 
namely that there exists an integer N > 1 coprime to p such that 
(1) f ( T) is r 0 (pN)- invariant and that it descends to a meromorphic function on 
Xo(pN). 
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(2) I(T) has no zeros or poles on the set of cusps fo(N)(ioo), i.e. for aIl "j E fo(N) 
we have a~'Y) =1= 0 and a~'Y) = 0 if n < 0 where a~'Y) is defined by (2.4). 
U sing (1), one can define the q-expansion of 1 ( T) at any point c E ]pl (Q) by the 
following rule: First choose a matrix "j E SL2 (Z) such that "jC = ioo. It is an exercise 
to vcrify that there a1ways cxists a matrix (~ ~) E 8L2(2) with h > 0 such that 
l' (~ ~) ri E ro{pN). Without 10st of gcnerality we can assume that h > 0 is 
minimal, we cau' it the width at the point c. It is easy to see that the width is constant 
on the orbit fo(pN)c. It follows that I("jT) is holomorphie on H and invariant un der 
the translation z 1--+ z + h. Therefore the funetion 1 ( "jT) admits a q-expansion at ioo 
of the form 
(2.4) I("jT) = L a~'Y)q;/h' TEH. 
nEZ 
Note that a~'Y) = 0 if n is small enough since 1 is meromorphic. The latter q-expansion 
is defined to be the q-expansion of 1 ( T) at the point c. If one ehooses a "j' sueh that 
"/ioo = "jioo = c then one ean verify that for n > 0 a~'Y') = (a~'Y) for sorne h-th root 
of unit y ( depending on n. 80 up to a root of unit y, an depends only on c. However, 
ao is uniquely determined by c. 80 formally speaking the q-expansion at c depends 
not just on c but also on the ehoice of the matrix "j E SL2(Z) such that "jioo = c. 
However, this slight ambiguity will not ereate any problems for the applieations we 
have in mind. Often we are only interested by the qualitative behaviour of the q-
expansion at c E ]p1(Q) whieh is the same for aIl points in c' E fo(pN)c, as one ean 
verify. 
We ean summarize so far the assumptions made on the holomorphie funetion 
1 : H ---+ C: 
(1) 1 descends to a meromorphic function on Xo(pN), 
(2) 1 is a Up,m eigenveetor, 
(3) 1 has no zeros and poles on the set of eusps f 0 (N) ( ioo ) . 
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where (p, N) = 1. 
Having sueh a f one ean associate C/f2-valued distributions on "[pI(Qp) of total 
value 0 where f2 is a finitely generated Z-rnodule of C defined by 
f2 := ({-. dlogf(T) : C lS a srnallloop around a zero of f }), 1 1 .
27f'l C 
where dlogf (T) = j(~? dT. By srnall loop we rnean a eircle C sueh that C doesn't 
cross any zero of f and inside that eircle f has only one zero. It is finitely generated 
beeause f descends to a rnerornorphic funetion on Xa(pN). In partieular if f has no 
zeros in 'H then f2 = {O}. 
In order to eonstruet sueh distributions we need to introduce sorne notation first. 
Let us denote 
ro~ {'Y E (ro(N), (~ ~} deth) ~ 1} 
Note that the matrix (~ ~) rj r o. A calculation shows that the natural image 
of ra in PGLt(Z[~]) has index two. It thus follows that the group ra splits the set 
of balls of j[DI(Qp) into two orbits, the one equivalent to Zp and the one equivalent 
to "[pl (Qp)\Zp. Let (Cl, C2) E ra(N)(ioo) x ra(N)(ioo). One is lead naturally to the 
following definition 
(2.5) 1'Y- lC2 JLj{ Cl -+ C2}( ,Zp) := dlogf( T), 'Y-lq 
(2.6) l'f{ Cl --4 C2}(-Y (ll'l(lQp)\Zp)) :~ - f~:," dlogf( T) 
where , E ra. The integral between the two eusps appearing in the bounds of the 
integral is taken to be along a eurve C (eontaining its end points) which is assurned 
to be srnooth, of finite length and doesn't cross any zeros of f(T). Moreover, we 
also require that C agrees with the unique geodesic of 'H joining ,-ICI to ,-lC2 on 
srnall enough neighbourhoods of ,-ICI and ,-IC2. In particular if we let UI and U2 
be srnall enough open dises centred around ,-ICI and ,-IC2 respectively we find that 
Uln'HnC and U2n'HnC are srnall arcs containing no zeros of f. Such neighbourhoods 
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always exist since f descends to a meromorphic function on Xo(pN). Under these 
assumptions those integrals make sense since the functions j(~] has no zero, pole on 
the path C and this latter path is well behaved in small neighbourhoods of its two 
endpoints. Note that the image of the integrals (2.5) and (2.6) in cln doesn't depend 
on the choice of such special paths since we mod out by the only obstruction coming 
from the poles of dlogf ( 7) which correspond to the zeros of f. Those poles are the 
only obstruction since dlogf (7) is a meromorphic 1-form on H, therefore closed. 
By definition the total value of J-tj{ Cl --+ C2} is zero. Moreover, since Stabro CLp) = 
ro(pN) (uses (N,p) = 1) and f(7) is ro(pN)-invariant, one sees that (2.5) and (2.6) 
are well defined. Finally, the fact that J-tj{ Cl --+ C2} is a distribution follows from 
lemma 2.1. The condition of lemma 2.1 is verified since f is by assumption a Up,m-
eigenvector, see equation (2.2). 
Remark 2.1 The reason why one needs to be careful about the endpoints of the 
path of integration cornes from the observation that f(7) could have infinitely many 
zeros or poles in a small real interval around the point C E r 0 (N) (ioo ). 
Remark 2.2 Note that the set {f(c) E C : C E ro(N)(ioo)} is finite since f(7) 
is a ro(pN)-invariant. 
Remark 2.3 An important observation is that the the group generated by the 
matrix (~ ~) gives rise ta a nonlrivial action on the set ro(N)(ioo) ~ ro(ioo) by 
the rule 
( pon 01) : ro(N)(ioo) --+ ro(N) (ioo) 
( 
pn 0) 
C f---+ 0 1 C = pn C. 
where nEZ. In other words, the multiplication by p map reshuffles the set r 0 (N) (ioo). 
Here it is crucial for N and p to be coprime. Philosophically the non triviality of this 
action combined with the special properties of f(7) give rise to non trivial C/n-valued 
distributions on ]pl (Qp) . 
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An important property satisfied by the family of distributions ILf{CI ---+ C2} is a ro-
invariance. For all compact open set U and 1 E ro one has 
This is a direct consequence of the definition of ILf{ Cl ---+ C2}. 
In general one imposes even st ronger conditions on f (7) in or der to control the 
range of ILf{CI ---+ C2}. We introduce the following useful definition: 
Definition 2.1 We say that f (7) satisfies the real algebraicity condition on the 
set ro(N)(ioo) if there exists a real number field L ç C su ch that f(x) E L, 'l/x E 
ro(N)(ioo) . 
In general, modular functions tend to have algebraic coefficients therefore the previous 
definition is not too hard to fulfil. For example suppose that all the" q-expansions" 
of f(7) at the cusps ro(N)(ioo) lie in M[[q]] where M is a CM-field. Let M+ be the 
maximal real subfield of M. Then taking the norm of f(7) down to M+[[q]] gives rise 
to a modular unit satisfying the definition 2.1. 
Assumptions: Form now on we assume that f(7) satisfy the conditions (1), (2), 
(3), has no zeros in 7-{ and also that it satisfies the real algebraicity condition on the 
set ro(N)(ioo). 
We thus get that D = {O}. Doing a small change of variables reveals that 
(2.7) 1 1'Y-1c2 1 jfh- 1C2 ) dt A 1 - dlogf = - - E - + -z 
27ri -y-1C1 27ri fh-1C1) t 27ri 2 
where t = f (7) and A is the finitely generated additive subgroup of IR (by remark 
2.2) generated by log If(c)1 for C E ro(N)(ioo) (here we assume that there exists a 
C E ro(N)(ioo) such that f(c) = 1). The real part of the le ft hand side of (2.7) is 
half integral since the bounds of the integral appearing on the right hand si de are real 
valued. Therefore if we define 
we obtain a ~Z-valued distribution on JPI(Qp). 
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Remark 2.4 Note that there are only finitely many possibilities for the bounds 
appearing in the right hand side of (2.7). On the other hand the image by f of the 
geodesic joining Cl to C2 and the one joining c~ to c; will be in general different even 
if f(CI) = f(cD and f(C2) = f(c;). 
Definition 2.2 We say that a Cp-valued distribution JL on ]p1(Qp) zs a measure 
if there exists a constant c E IR>o such that 
for all compact open sets U of]pl (Qp). 
Clearly a ~Z-valued distribution is a measure sinee we can take c = 1 if p i= 2 and 
c = 2 if p = 2. 
Remark 2.5 A Cp-valued measure on ]P1(Qp) allows one self to integrate Cp -
valued continuous functions. In general Cp-valued distributions only allow the in-
tegration of locally constant functions. 
Suppose that f satisfies the real algebraicity condition on the set fo(N)(ioo) forthe 
number field L, i.e. for all c E fo(N)(ioo) we have f(c) E L ç CC,. Note that L 
cornes naturally equipped with an embedding in IR by definition. One can also use 
the imaginary part of of (2.7) to construct LX-valued distributions on ]pl (Qp). For 
every pair of cusps (Cl, C2) E fo(N) (ioo), define a LX-valued distribution Vf{ Cl -+ C2} 
on ]pl (Qp) by the rule 
for all, E fo. 
Using lemma 2.1 one can verify that vf gives rise to an LX-valued distribution on 
]pl (Qp) of total value 1 (the abelian group A considered is multiplicative). Note that 
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the set 
is finite. 
Let us fix an embedding l, : L "--> Qp and let L be the topological dosure of l,( L) 
in Qp' If we fix a p-adic branch of logp by dedaring logp 7r = 0 for sorne uniformizer 
in L then we can define a L-valued measure on JP'l(Qp) by 
Vf{ Cl --+ C2} := logp OVf{ Cl --+ C2}. 
We thus get that Vf{ Cl --+ C2} is a L-valued measure. Unfortunately the measure 
Vf{ Cl --+ C2} depends on l, and the choice of the p-adic branch of logp' 
In the present paper we only explore the case where f (c) = 1 for an C E r 0 (N) (ioo). 
When f satisfies the latter hypothesis we see directly from (2.7) that IL f {Cl --+ C2} 
is Z-valued and also that an possible L-valued measures Vf{ Cl --+ C2} are trivial, i.e. 
equal to 0 on an compact open sets of JPl(Qp). 
3 A review of the classical setting 
Let Ji be the Poincaré upper half-plane and X(N) = Ji* jr(N) be the modular 
curve of level N where Ji* = Ji U JP'l(Q). A modular unit of level N is a function 
u(r) E Q((N)(X(N)) with r E Ji, for which div(u(r)) is supported on JPl(Q). In 
particular modular units are non vanishing analytic functions on Ji. Because of this 
latter property they can be written as an infinite product in the variable qr = e27Tir . 
The simple st example of a modular unit is provided by quotients of the form .6.~t~), 
where .6.(r) = 'r}(r)24 and 'r}(r) is the famous Dedekind eta function defined by the 
infinite product 
'r}(r) = qi4 II (1 - q;). 
n2:1 
The modular unit .6.~t~) is invariant under the larger group ro(N) :;2 r(N). Let K be 
an imaginary quadratic number field. By evaluating those modular units on quadratic 
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irrationalities r E 1t n K one gets points in certain ring class fields of K. In or der to 
get points generating ray class fields of K, one needs to consider a more general type 
of modular units. These modular units can be obtained by taking suit able powers of 
Siegel functions. 
For a pair ofrational numbers (al, a2) E (*,Z)2 such that (al, a2) =j:. (0, 0) (mod Z), 
we define a Siegel function of level N as 
(3.1) 
where t(al,a2)(r) is the Klein form, see chapter 1 of [DK81] for the definition. The 
infinite product corresponding to the Siegel function is given by 
1 -(3.2) 9(al,a2)(r) = _e21fia2(al-I)/2q;B2(al\1 - qz) rr (1- q~qz)(l - q~q-z), 
n2:1 
where z = alr+a2, B2(X) = x2-x+1/6 is the second Bernoulli polynomial, B2(X) := 
B 2 ( { X }) where {x} stands for the fractional part of x, qr = e21fir , r E 1t and qz = 
e
21fiz
, zEe Note that the infinite product in (3.2) converges since Im(r) > O. Using 
the identity K 2. in chapter 2 of [DK81] we de duce for (al, a2) - (bl , b2)(mod Z2) 
that 
(3.3) 
where (bl , b2) - (al, a2) = (nI, n2). We thus see that 9(al,a2)(r) and 9(bl,b2)(r) differ 
only by a 2N root of unity. The function 9(al,a2) (r) is not too far from being a modular 
unit. Let 1 E SL2(Z) then 
(3.4) 
where Eb) is defined by 
for sorne Eh) E !-L12. The subscript of the Siegel function (al, a2h on the right hand 
si de of (3.4) is the usual multiplication of a row vector by a matrix. 
From the identity (3.4) we de duce that for any 1 E SL2(Z) and any r, s E Z 
(3.5) 
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In particular when ry E r(N), using the identity (3.5) combined with (3.3), we see 
that the function 
(3.6) ( ) 12N T t---+ g(fJ,-ft) T 
is invariant under the substitution T t---+ ryT. We thus see that a suit able power of 
a Siegel function gives rise to a modular unit. A natural question that arises is: 
How large is the set of modular units of X(N)? This is answered by the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 3.1 The Z-rank of the group of modular units of X(N) modulo 
QJ( (N ) x is equal to 
(3.7) number of cusps of X(N) - 1. 
Moreover, the subgroup generated by modular units as in (3.6) for all integers r, s has 
maximal rank. 
Proof The proof consists essentially in showing that the divisors of Siegel functions 
of level N give rise to the universal even distribution on QJ2jZ2[N]. See theorem 3.1. 
of chapter 2 in [DK81]. D 
The -1 in (3.7) is explained by the trivial relation (deg(div(u(T)))=O) imposed 
on the divis or of any function on X(N). In thus follows that the Z-rank of modular 
units is as large as it could be. Beside their modular properties, the main interest of 
modular units reside in the fact that can be used to construct units in ray class fields 
of imaginary quadratic number fields. 
Using equation (3.1) defining the Siegel functions, on can think of g12 as a function 
on CC x .c where .c is the set of lattices of rank 2 in cc. It thus makes sense to write 
g12(t, A) for any t E CC and A E.c. For w E A, g12(t + w, A) = E( w)g12(t, A) for 
sorne E(W) E SI. Therefore g12 modulo SI is well defined on pairs (t+A,CCjA). This 
notation agrees with the previous definition of gt;1,a2)(T) given by (3.1) in the sense 
that g12(alT + a2, AT) = g(al,a2) (T)12 for any pair of real numbers (al, a2) and TEH. 
Finally one should also point out that the function g12 is homogeneous of degree 0 
meaning that g12(>..t, '\A) = g12(t, A) for any ,\ E CCx. 
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N ow we would like to formulate one version of the theorem of complex multiplica-
tion for imaginary quadratic number fields. Let K be an imaginary quadratic number 
field and f an integral ideal of K. Let C(f) := IoK (f)/QOK,l(f) (resp. K(f)) denote 
the ray class group of conductor f (resp. the ray class field of conductor f) 
Theorem 3.1 Let f = (1) for sorne f E Z>o and assume that f is divisible by 
at least two distinct primes of Z. Let a E C(f) and choose a, b E a. Then 
(3.8) 
If we let rec-1 : C(f) -+ Gal(K(f)/ K) then 
(g121 (1, fa- 1 )yec-1 (c) = g121 (1, fa-ICI) 
for any C E IOK (f). 
Proof See theorem 3 of chapter 19 section 3 of [Lan94bJ. 0 
Remark 3.1 Note that since a is an integral ideal then 1 E a- 1. It is easy to see 
that a-1 can always be written as a-1 = ~Ar for some 8 E Z>o and T E (1-i n K). It 
thus follows by homogeneity of g12 that 
(3.9) 
Here we emphasize the fact that for any integral ideal a co prime to f we can associate 
a pair (8, T) E Z x (1-i n K) such that a-1 = ~Ar. One can then evaluate the Siegel 
function on the pair (8, T) using (3.9). Note that this procedure depends implicitly 
on the conductor f = (1). If we take a, b E a E CU) and let a- 1 = ~An b-1 = ~Ar" 
then equation (3.8) implies that 
( ) 121 ( ')121 g(0'7) T = g(0,1) T . 
This is an easy consequence of the homogeneity of degree 0 of g12 plus the the fact 
that the function T 1-7 g(0'7)(T)121 is f 1(1)-modular. 
One can relate the logarithm of the absolute value of (3.9) with the first derivative 
of a certain zeta function (depending only on the ideal class of a modulo QOK,l(f)) 
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evaluated at s = O. This is the so called second Kronecker's limit formula. For the 
remaining of the section we introduce sorne notation in order to define a certain class 
of zeta functions associated to a positive definite quadratic form Q(;!2) and a spherical 
function P(;!2) with respect to Q(;!2). We only need the case where n = 2, i.e. when 
;!2 = (Xl, X2). For the general case, see chapter 1 section 5 of [Sie80]. 
Let z = a + ib E 'H. We attach to z a 2 by 2 positive definite matrix Mz 
.1 (1 a) Note that Mz is normalized in the sense that det(Mz ) = 1. We define 
b a Izl 2 • 
Qz(XI,X2) :=;!2tMz;!2= b- Ilxl + zx21 2 
where ± = ( :: ). Note that Q. (x" X2) is normalized in the sense that disc( Q.) = 
- 4. The veetor w : = ( ~"li) is an isotropie vector with respect to Q, i.e. Q, ( - if, 1) = 
O. The following homogeneous polynomial of degree g, P(XI,X2) := (-i;!2tMzw)9 = 
(Xl + X2Zy is a spherical function with respect to QAXI, X2). Following [Sie80] we 
can associate to such data a zeta function 
(3.10) 
where '!l!.*,]2* E Q2. For any integer 9 2: 0 and sEte with Re( s) > 1 this function 
(with respect to the variable s) converges absolutely. It is a fact that this function 
admits a meromorphic continuation on all of te with at most a pole of or der 1 at 
s = 1 (this occurs precisely when 9 = 0 and '!l!.* E ,:1?). Moreover it satisfies a nice 
functional equation. 
Define 
Z(s,'!l!.*,]2*,z,g):= 1f-Sf(s + gj2)((s,'!l!.*,]2*,z,g). 
Siegel shows the following functional equation (special case of equation (61) in [Sie80]) 
(3.11) 
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Let 9 ~ 0, ~. ~ ( :;;) and~' ( ~ ) then after sorne rearrangements the 
equation (3.11) looks like 
(3.12) 
21ri(m1 l-m2 y) -(1-s)f(l - ) 1 
"" e~ = Jr S f2(1-s) "" . ~ IQ ( )1 2s Jr-sf(s) ~ IQ ( )1 2(1-s) !!l#(O,O) z ml, m2 !!l=(r,t) (mod f) z ml, m2 
where m goes over Z2. For any Cl' 7) E (]Z)2 and z E H, equation (3.12) motivates 
the following definitions 
Using this notation equation (3.12) can be rewritten more compactly as 
We can now formulate the second Kronecker limit formula: 
Theorem 3.2 Let (al, a2) E (Q? be such that (al, a2) t/:- 2;2 and TEH then we 
have 
('(0, (al,a2),T) = -logNc/IR (g-a2,al(T)) 
= -logNICjIR(gal,a2) (~1)). 
Proof For the first equality see chapter 20 section 5 of [Lan94b]. For the second 
equality we use the homogeneity property of g12. 0 
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4 Modular units and Eisenstein series 
4.1 The Siegel function 
In this section we define certain modular units that will be used in section 5 to 
construct Z-valued measures on Pl(Qp). For a pair C'j, 7) E (-}Z)2 we associate the 
Siegel function 
where z = 1T + l' As explained in the first section the function gUj,y)(T)12! is a 
modular unit on X(J). Let No > 0 be a positive integer coprime to pf. From now 
on we will be mainly concerned by Siegel functions of the form 
gUj,O) (dofT) = q;!:(Y) (1 - qrdOT) II (1- qdO!TqrdOT )(1 - qdO!Tq-rdOT) 
n:2:l 
for sorne dolNo, do > O. An easy computation shows that g(y,0)(dofT)12! is a modular 
unit with respect to the group fl(f) n fo(do) :2 fl(f) n fo(No). The following 
lemma gives an explicit formula for the divis or of g( y ,0) (dofT) l2! when regarded as a 
function on X(fNo). It is more natural to work with X(JNo) since this curve is a 
Galois covering of pl (C), therefore aH its cusps have the same :width namely f No. 
Proposition 4.1 Let f be a positive integer and r E 'lL/ f'lL. Choose an integer 
No coprime to pf. Thenfor every dolNo the function g(y,O) (dofT)12! is fl(J)nfo(do)-
invariant. In pdrticular we can think of it as a function on the modular curve X(f No) 
with its divisor supported on the set of cusps of X(fNo)) denoted by cusp(X(JNo)). 
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A uniformizer at ioo for the group f(f No) is given by T f-+ e fNo. One has 
div(g(y,O) (dofT)12!) = L 6f~~ (fdo, C)2 B2 ((;~:oc)) [~] 
[~JEcusp(X(fNo)) 
where (fdo, c) stands for the greatest common divisor between fdo and c. We say that 
the modular unit g(y,O) (dofT)12! has primitive index if (r, f) = 1. 
Proof This is a standard computation. 0 
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Remark 4.1 Observe that the divisor of 9Uj,0) (dofT)12f is always an integral 
multiple of 6f. So it is natural to ask if such a unit is a 6f power of sorne modular 
unit in C(X(f No)). In general the answer is no. However later on we will show that 
by taking suitable products of the 9Uj ,0) (dofT) 12f 's, one can extract an f -th root, see 
proposition 4.2. 
4.2 Mad ular units assaciated ta a gaad divisar 
Definition 4.1 For positive integers f, No coprime we define D(No, f) to be the 
free abelian group generated by the symbols 
{[do, rl : 0 < dolNo, r E 71../ f7l..}· 
If 6 E D(No, f) we call f the conductor of 6 and No the level of 6. 
A typical element 6 E D(No, 1) will be denoted by 6 = Ldo,r n(do, r)[do, rl where the 
sum goes over dolNo (do> 0) and r E 71../ f71.. with n(do, r) E 71... We have a natural 
action of (71../ J7I..) x on D(No, 1) given by j * [do, rl := [do, jr] and we extend this action 
7I..-linearly to aH of D(No, 1). 
Since (p,1) = 1, by reducing p modulo f, we get an action of p on D(No, f). We 
denote by D(No, I)(p) the subgroup of D(No, 1) which is fixed by multiplication by 
p(mod 1). Sometimes we will use the short hand notation 
j(mod 1) * 6 =: 6j . 
We want to define the notion of a good divis or with respect to the data No, J, p. 
Definition 4.2 We say that a divisor 
n(do, r)[do, rl E D(No, 1) 
dolNo,rEZj fZ 
is a good divis or if it is non zero, p * 6 = 6 and that for all r E 71../ f7l.., 
(l) LdolNo n(do, r) - O(mod 1), 
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(2) LdolNo n(do, r)do = O. 
More concisely one sees that a good divisor is an non zero element of D(No, f)(P) 
which satisfies (1) and (2). 
Remark 4.2 Note that when p - l(mod f) the condition p * 6 = 15 is automati-
cally satisfied. 
Proposition 4.2 To a good divisor 6 = LdoINo,rEIZ/flZ n(do, r)[do, rl E D(No, f)(P) 
we associate the function 
( 4.1) (38(T) := II 9Cy,O) (dofT) 12nCdo,r). 
doINo,rEIZ/ flZ 
This function is a modular unit which is fI (f) n f 0 (No) -invariant. M oreover for all 
cE fo(fNo){ioo} we have (38(C) = 1. 
Proof Using equation equation (3.3) with the fact that for all r E 'LI f'L 
L n(do, r) - O(mod f), 
dolNo 
we see that the ambiguity created by the f -th root of unit y is canceIled. The latter 
observation combined with equation (3.5) shows that the right hand side of (4.1) is 
f 1(f)nfo(No)-invariant. Using the explicit formula in proposition 4.1 combined with 
the fact that for aIl r E 'LI f'L, LdolNo don(do, r) = 0, we get that ordc({38(T)) = 0 
for any c E f 0 (f No){ ioo }. Finally using the infinite product of the Siegel function 
plus its transformation formula, a calculation shows that for aIl c E fo(f No){ ioo}, 
(38 (c) = 1. For this latter computation it is enough to work at ioo after a suit able 
shift. 0 
Remark 4.3 The first remark is that div(g(!j,O) (dofT)12) = div(g(7,O)(doT)12), so 
they only differ by a root of unity. So we could well assume 
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However we have chosen not to do this since later on we will associate Eisenstein series 
of odd weight to 6 and forcing 6 to be inside D(No, fh would impose unnecessary 
restrictions. 
Note also that a good divisor 6 E D(No, f)(p) gives rise to a family of modular 
units indexed by (71.,/ fZY / (p) sinee for any r E (71.,/ fZ)X we still have that 6r is a 
good. If we denote the family by {;3"r(T)}rE(Z/jZ)X /(P), we see that the group roU No) 
acts transitively on it via T I---t fT. 
4.3 The dual modular unit 
Definition 4.3 Let 6 = LdoINo,rEZ/jZ n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f)(P) be a good divi-
sor then we define 
(4.2) ;3;(T):= II g(O,_n(dOT)12jn(~,r). 
doINo,rEZ/ jZ 
We calI ;3;(T) the dual unit of ;3,,(T). 
Remark 4.4 Note that the modular unit now have an f in its exponent. Aiso 
for very divisor dolNo and r E 71.,/ fZ the exponent is a multiple of n (~~, r). One can 
verify the formula 
where WIN, = (f~o ~1). 
We have the analogue of proposition 4.1 with the same assumptions. 
Proposition 4.3 We have 
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Remàrk 4.5 Note that contrary to g(y,O) (fdoT)12f, the divisor in (4.3) is not 
necessarily a multiple of f so the f in the exponent of g(O, -n(dOT)12! is essential. 
We also have an analogue of proposition 4.2. 
Proposition 4.4 The funetion (38(1') is f 1(f) n fo(No)-invariant. Moreover for 
aU e E fo(f NoHO} we have (38(e) = 1. 
Proof The pro of is identical to proposition 4.2 except that we use proposition 4.3 
instead of proposition 4.1 and replace fo(JNo)(ioo) by fo(JNo)(O). Note however 
that one doesn't need the assumption LdolNo n(do, r) - O(mod f) for aH r E Z/ fZ. 
4 4 Fr (N )12 ~(T) 
. am g(*-,O) T ta ~(NT) 
One can relate the modular unit (38(1') with the modular units used in [DD06]. We 
have for any positive integer N the identity 
(4.4) 
N-1 
rr ()12 ~(T) j=l g(-k,O) NT = (N ~(NT)' 
for sorne (N E MN. As in [DD06] choose a divis or cS = LdolNo ndo[do] such that 
L ndodo = 0 and L ndo = o. 
dolNo dolNo 
To such a divisor they associate the modular unit 
which is fo(No)-invariant. 
If we set 6' = L:doINo,rEZ/!Z n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f) with n(do, r) = ndo for aH 
r E Z/ fZ then we readily see that cS' is a good divisor with respect to any prime p. 
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Using equation (4.4) with N = f we find 
for sorne ( E /-Lj. 
Remark 4.6 Having in mind the construction of points in ring class fields of a 
real quadratic number field K as in [DD06], we see that once the modular unit is 
fixed one can vary the prime number p freely (as long as p is inert in K) since it 
doesn't depend on the choice of the modular unit. However in the ray class field case, 
for a general good divis or 5, the prime number p is related to the conductor of 5, 
i.e. f. Therefore one doesn't have the same freedom as in the ring class field case. 
The additional constraint is a congruence modulo f. For example we can always let 
p vary among the set of primes p congruent to 1 modulo f. 
4.5 The p-stabilization of modular units 
In order to construct measures one needs modular units that satisfy the distribution 
relation at p, i.e. modular units which are Up,m-eigenvectors where 
( 4.5) 
p-l . 
il T+J (Up,mJ)(T) := f(-)· 
j=O P 
Note that by taking the logarithmic derivative of (4.5) one obtains the usual additive 
distribution relation for a measure on 7!..p. 
For any do 1 No the function 
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is f 1(f) n fo(pdo)-invariant (the notation p-1r should be interpreted as the class of 
p-1r modulo j). Moreover it is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 with respect to the 
multiplicative Up,m-operator. 
Proposition 4.5 
U (9tf~0) (dofT) ) (4.6) p,m 12f (d) 
9(p-/r ,0) p OT 
p-1 g12f (d f(r+i)) C"O) 0 p 
:= I1 12f (d f(!±i)) 
t=O g(p~lr ,0) POp 
Proof(sketch of the Up,m-invariance) One has the identity 
gt~fO)(dofT) p-1 
(4.7) 12/' (fd T) = I1g(;},0)(pfdoT)12 f 
g(p~lr ,0) p 0 t=O 
where ri - i(mod p) and ri r(mod f). A direct calculation shows that every term 
on the right hand side of (4.7) is Up,m- invariant i.e. 
(4.8) Up,m (g(;},O) (pfdoT) 12f) = g(;j,O) (pfdoT)12 f 
for all i. The identity (4.8) relies heavily on the infinite product of the Siegel function. 
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Remark 4.7 In section 4.8 we will give a more conceptual proof of the latter 
proposition using Eisenstein series, see equations (4.16) and (4.19). 
Definition 4.4 For a good divisor cS E D(No, j)(P) we define 
(3/j (T) 
(3/j,p(T) := (3 () p-l*/j pT 
(3/j (T) 
(3/j(pT) . 
Proposition 4.6 Let cS E D(No, f)(P) be a good divisor then (3/j,p(T) is f 1(f) n 
fo(pNo)-invariant, Up,m-invariant and \je E fo(f No)( ioo) we have (3/j,p(e) = 1. 
Proof We already know that (3/j,p(T) is f 1 (f) n fo(pNo)-invariant. Since (3/j(x) = 1 
for all x E fo(fNo)(ioo) and multiplication by p induces a permutation on the set 
f (f 7\T ) (' ) h (3 () f30(X) 1 F' Il th U . . o HO zoo we get t at /j,p x f30(px) = l' ma y e p,m-mvanance cornes 
from the identity (4.6). 0 
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Remark 4.8 A more careful study of the modular units on the curve X(Nopf) 
reveals that any modular unit 
( 4.9) 
which is f 1(f) n fo(Nop)-invariant, Up,m-invariant and has no zeros and poles at the 
set of cusps f 0 (f No) (ioo) cornes necessarily from a good divisor in the sense that 
there exists an integer m and a good divisor <5 such that 
80 we don't lose much by assuming that the modular unit cornes. from a good divisor. 
The pro of relies on the fact that B2 (x) is the the universal even distribution of degree 
1 on QjZ. 
Definition 4.5 Let cS E D(No, j)(p) be ,a good divisor. We define 
f3* () f3'8 ( 1" ) 8,p 1" := f38(P1")' 
We have an analogue proposition 4.6 for the dual modular unit f3'8,p(1"). 
Proposition 4.7 Let <5 E D(No, f)(P) be a good divisor then f3'8,p(1") is f 1(f) n 
fo(pNo)-invariant) Up,m-invariant and 'Ile E fo(f No)(O) we have f3'8,p(e) = 1. 
Proof It is similar to proposition 4.6 except for the Up,m-invariance which will be a 
consequence of proposition 4.9. 0 
Remark 4.9 Note that there is no direct analogue of equation (4.6) for the dual 
modular unit g(O, 7) (d01")12f since 
are not Up,m-invariant. Nevertheless it is still true that f3'8,p(1") is Up,m-invariant. 
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4.6 The involution LN on X 1(N)(C) 
As it is weIl known Yl(N)(C) := H/f1(N) classifies pairs (P, E), up to equivalence, 
where P is a point of exact or der N on an elliptic curve E defined over C We denote 
the equivalence class of a pair (P, CI A) by [(P, A)]. Any class can be represented by 
a pair of the form ('1J (mod ZW1 + ZW2), ZW1 + ZW2) for W1, W2 E C We define a map 
"N on such pairs by 
It is easy to check that "N is well defined on such pairs and also on equivalence classes 
of Y1 (N) (C). A small calculation reveals that ,,2 restricts to the identity on equivalence 
classes. Therefore when N > 1, " gives a non trivial involution on Y1(N)(C). If we 
think of 9Uit ,0) (NT) 12N as a function on such pairs then a direct calculation shows 
that 
One can investigate what properties of modular functions are preserved under this 
involution. For example let us look at the curve X 1(pf) where N = pf. The property 
of being a Up,m-eigenvector is in general not preserved by "pf' For ex ample consider 
the modular unit 
9(/p'0) (fpT) 12pf 
which is a Up,m-eigenvector (with eigenvalue 1). A caIculation shows that 
( (1 )12Pf) ( )12pf "pf 9(-.L 0) pT = 9(0 =1) T fp' , pf 
is not a Up,m-eigenvector. However, let us take a good divisor c5 E D(No, f)<.P> and 
consider the Up,m-eigenvector f38 (T). U sing proposition 4.9 we see that it is still true 
that 
is a Up,m-eigenvector. In general, the properties of modular functions which are 
preserved under the involution "N can probably be made more transparent if one 
uses the adelic point of view by viewing them as functions on double cosets. 
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4.7 Bernoulli polynomials and Eisenstein series 
We recall first sorne definitions for Bernoulli numbers and polynomials. The Bernoulli 
numbers are defined by the generating function 
t t n 
-t-= ~Bn-,. 
e -1 ~ n. 
n2:0 
Note that B2n+1 = 0 if n ~ 1. 
We also define Bernoulli polynomials as 
(4.10) 
One can verify that 
From (4.10) one can de duce the useful formula Bn(1- x) = (-lt Bn(x). 
Definition 4.6 For n ~ 2. We define the n-th periodic Bernoulli polynomial as 
where {x} = x - [x]. For n = 1 we define 
- 1 R;z(x) BI(X) .= {x} - - +--
. 22· 
Note that BI (x) corresponds to the famous sawtooth function. 
Computing the Fourier series of Bk(x) we find for k ~ 1 that 
where the prime of the summation means that Vie omit n = O. One easily verifies 
that 
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Either by using the generating function of Bernoulli polynomials or the Fourier series 
one finds for any positive integer N 
N-1 . 
N k- 1 ~ Ek(x + '1) = Ek(X) L.J N . 
i=O 
( 4.11) 
We are now ready to define a certain class of Eisenstein series for which the constant 
term of the q-expansion at ioo is a certain periodic Bernoulli polynomial evaluated 
at sorne rational number. 
Definition 4.7 For r E ZI fZ and an integer k 2: 2 we define 
( 4.12) 
(
(_1)k(21Ti)k)-1 1 e-27rimy 
Ek(r, T) := (k _ 1)! L (m + nfT)k 
m,n 
- f-1 
= -Bk(-rlf) + Le-27ribr/f~ LL 1 
k b=O Jk mE/Z n#O (m + bl f + nT)k 
- f-1 
= -Bk( -ri f) + ~ ~ e-27ribr/f ~ ~ mk-1(qm + (_l)kqm ) k Jk L.J L.J L.J n'rH/ f nT-b/ f 
b=O m2:1 n2:1 
where qz = e27riz . The prime on the summation means that we omit the pair (0,0). 
Remark 4.10 When k 2: 3 the convergence of the right hand si de of (4.12) is 
absolute. When k = 2 the convergence is not absolute, nevertheless the q-expansion 
is still meaningful. 
Generally when the level f is fixed we simply write Ek(r, T). 
For any '1 E r 0 (f) we have the useful transformation formula 
whore (: !) * r :~ a-Ir = dr(mod fl. Observe aJso that the q-cxpansion at ioo 
of Ek,r (T) is defined over Q( (f ). In fact the q-expansion at any other cusps of X o (f) 
is also defined over Q( (f ). One can think of the expression 
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as a system of twisted k-fold differential on Xo(f). We have used the ward twisted 
since 1 also acts on the index r E 'ILl j'IL. However Ek(r, T) is a true k-fold differential 
on the curve Xl (f), 
For future referenee we define Ek(r, T) and we caU it the dual of Ek(r, T). 
Definition 4.8 For r E 'ILl j'IL and an integer k ;::: 2 we define 
* ((_1)k(27fi)k)-1 1 e 21rin y 
Ek(r, T) := (k _ 1)! L (m + nT)k' 
m,n 
The first thing ta notice is that 
(4.13) 
If we denole Wf = (; ~ 1 ) then we can rewrite the previous identily as 
(4,14) 
Remark 4.11 Note that in the case where j = 1 we have that Ek(T) is invariant 
under W1 therefore Ek (T) is self dual. When j > 1 it is not the case sinee W f = 
( 
0 -1) j O. ~ r 1(f). 
The q-expansion of E'k(r, T) is given by 
* ._ ((_1)k(27fi)k)-1 1 e 21rin y 
Ek(r, T) .- (k _ 1)! L (m + nT)k 
m,n 
- f-1 
= -Bk(rl1) + L e21ribr/f L L 1 
k b=O mEZ n;;t'O (m + (b + jn)T)k 
- f-1 
_ -Bk(rl j) ~ 21ribr/f ~ ~ k-1( m ( l)k m ) 
- k + L.J e L.J L.J m q(fn+b)T + - q(fn-b)T' 
b=O m2':l n2':l 
As in the previous case, for any 1 E r 0 (f) we have the useful transformation formula 
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whcre (: !) * r :~ ar _ d- 1r(mod f). This is exactly as in the prcvious ca.se 
except that the action on the index r E (7l../ f7l..Y is inverted. It is for this reason that 
we have denoted it by * instead of *. 
4.8 Hecke operators on modular forms twisted by an additive 
character 
In this section we discuss the theory of Hecke operators on such twisted modular ' 
forms. 
Let 1/J : 7l.. x 7l.. --+ MN be any additive character. For every lattice A ç CC fix a group 
homomorphism rp(A) : A --+ 7l..x7l... Denote this family of group homomorphisms by rp*. 
Assume furthermore that rp* is homogeneous of degree -1, i.e. rp(o;A) = rp(A) 00;-1 
for any lattice A and 0; E te x . 
In such a setting it makes sense to define a function Ek,,p,'P* on the set of alllattices 
by the rule 
1/J( rp(A) (w)) 
wEA-{O} 
It is also convenient to define for any lattice A' ç A 
wEN-{O} 
For any scalar 0; E CC x we define 
Since rp* is homogeneous of degree -1 we have 
therefore 
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It thus gives an action of ex on such Eisenstein series. 
We still have a notion of Hecke operators Tk(n) (k stands for the weight of the 
Eisenstein series) where we define 
(n(n)Ek,,p,<p.) (A) = nk-1 L Ek,,p,<p(A) (A'). 
[A:N]=n 
We want to compute the action of the Hecke operators Tk(p) on Ek,,p,<p. We have 
( 4.15) 
(Tk(p ) Ek,,p,<p.) (A) = pk-1 L Ek,,p,<p(A) (A') 
[A:N]=p 
l-l Ek,,p,<p(A) (A) + pk-1pE k,,p,<p(A) (pA) 
pk-1 Ek,,p,<p* (A) + Ek,,pp,<p* (A). 
The equality (4.15) cornes from that the fact the U[[A:N]=pA' = A and for two distinct 
lattices A', Ali of index p in A we have A' n Ali = pA. Note that if p _ 1(mod N) 
then Tk (p ) Ek,,p,<p* = (1 + pk-1 ) Ek,,p,<p* , i.e. Ek,,p,<p* is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 
1 + pk-1. 
In or der to simplify the dependence of <p* on the set of lattices , it is convenient to 
work with normalized oriented lattices AT := Z + TZ for TEH. For every T in a fixed 
fundamental domain V of H modulo S L 2 (Z), we define <p( AT) : AT -7 Z X Z to be 
·the group homomorphism (in fact isomorphism) given by m + nT f--+ (m, n). Having 
fixed the fundamental domain V we can write any lattice A uniquely as A = ).,AT 
for a certain T E V and)" E ex. We define <p(A) := <p(AT) 0).,-1. In this way <p* is 
. homogeneous of degree -1. 
For any T in the fundamental domain we thus have 'Ij;(<p(AT) (m+nT)) = e21fi (mft+n "k) 
for sorne integers r, s depending only on 'Ij;(and on the choice of the fundamental do-
main V). We define 
When the level is fixed we drop the (mod N) notation. 
N ow we fix a level N = f and a prime p co prime to f. 
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Definition 4.9 We define 
Ek,p(r, T) := Gk(( -r, 0), fT) - pk- IGk(( _p-Ir, O),pfT) 
= Ek(r, T) - pk-I Ek(p-I r, pT). 
Note that Ek(r, T) is a rI (1)-modular and Ek,p(r, T) is rI (1) n ro(p)-modular both of 
weight k. 
We define the additive Hecke operator Up,a on the set of meromorphic functions 
9 : Ji ---t C to be: 
Proposition 4.8 Ek,p(r, z) is a Up,a-eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 i.e. 
( 4.16) 
Proof We have 
1 p-I T + j 
UpaEkp(r,T) = - ~ Ekp(r, --) = Ekp(r,T). 
" p~' p , 
J=O 
p-I 
pk-I L Ek(r,p7/., + (T + j)7/.,) + pk-I Ek,r(7/., + PT7/.,) 
j=O 
p-I ~ L Ek(pr, A~) + pk- IEk(r, ApT) 
p j=O P 
Up,aEk(pr, T) + pk-l Ek(r, pT). 
Replacing r by p- I r in the last equality we find 
( 4.17) 
We are now ready to compute the action of Up,a on 
We have: 
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Using (4.17) for the first term of the right hand side of (4.18) and the definition of 
Up,a for the second term we find 
1 p-l 
= Tk (p)Ek (p-l r , T) - pk-l Ek(p-l r ,pT) - pk-l_ L Ek(p-l r, T + j) 
P j=O 
= Tk(p)Ek(p-l r , T) - pk-l Ek(p-l r, pT) - pk-l Ek(p-l r , T) 
= pk-l Ek(p-1r, T) + Ek(r, T) - pk-l Ek(p-1r, pT) - pk-l Ek(p-l r, T) 
= Ek,p(r, T) 
where in the third equality we have used (4.15). 0 
Definition 4.10 We define 
Note that there is no twist by p on the second index. 
Proposition 4.9 We have 
(4.19) 
Proof This is a similar computation to what we did previously. 0 
Remark 4.12 Even if Ez'p(r, T) is not an Up,a-eigenvector (unless p - l(mod 1)) 
it is still very close. 
4.9 The q-expansion of Ek,p(r, T) 
For any rational number % E Q with (b,1) = 1 define (%)1 to be the unique represen-
tative modulo f between 0 and f - 1 congruent to %. 
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The q-expansion of Ek,p(T) is given by 
f-1 
1 ~ -21ribr/f ~ ~ k-1( m + ( l)k m ) Jk 6 e 6 6 m qnT+b/f - qnT-b/f' 
b=O m>l n>l 
(m,p}=l -
We thus readily see that for k k'(mod pn(p - 1)) all coefficients of Ek,p(T) vary p-
adically continuously when n goes to infinity. In particular for a fix congruence class 
a modulo p - l, if we look at all the integers k a(mod p - 1) and k = O(mod pn) 
with n going to infinity, we see that all the coefficients are analytic functions in the 
weight k. We thus have a one dimensional p-adic family of Eisenstein series. 
4.10 Relation between Eisenstein series and modular units 
A calculation shows that 
(1) dlog(g(y,O)(fT)12) = 12· dlog(g(y,O) (fT)) = -24nif E2(r, T)dT, 
(2) dlog(g(o,y) (T)12) = 12· dlog(g(o,y) (T)) = -24niE~(r, T)dT 
where dlog stands for the logarithmic derivative with respect to the variable T. 
This motivates the following definition 
Definition 4.11 Let 0 = 2:doINo,rEZ/fZ n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, J)(Pl be a good di-
visor then we associate to this divis or two families of Eisenstein series. We set 
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(1) Fk,8(T) := 2:do,r don(do, r)Ek(r, dOT) 
(2) Fk,8(T):= 2:do,rd8-1n(~~,r)Ek(r,doT) 
and also 
do,r 
do,r do,r 
where the last equality uses the fact that p * <5 = <5. Similarly we define 
do,r 
do,r do,r 
The motivation for the definition of Fk,8(T) and Fk,8(T) is justified by the next propo-
sition 
Proposition 4.10 Let <5 = 2:doINo,rEZ/fZ n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f)(P) be a good 
divisor then when the weight is equal to k = 2 we have 
and similarly 
(1) dlog (38(T) = -247fiF{,8(T)dT 
(2) d log (38,p ( T) = - 247fiF{,8,p ( T ) dT 
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Finally Fk,8 ( T) and Fk,8 ( T) are related by the formula 
( 4.20) 
where W fNo = ( 0 -1) fNo 0 
Proof Straight forward computations. 0 
Remark 4.13 For l a prime number coprime to f No we have 
Similarly for l a prime number coprime to p f No we have 
Moreover equation (4.16) shows that for any k 2: 2 we have 
The group foU No) (resp. fo(pf No)) acts transitively on the family 
(resp. the family {Fk ,8r ,p(T)}rE(Z/fZ)x/(P))' The same thing also holds when we take 
the dual Eisenstein series. Everything is straight forward except the Up,a-invariance. 
For the latter, we use the fact that p*r5 = r5 combined with equation (4.19). 
Remark 4.14 Because r5 = I:d r n(do, r)[do, rJ is good we have for every r E 0, 
'lL/ f'lL that I:dolNo n(do, r)do = O. This latter condition implies that Fk,8(Z) is holo-
morphie at ioo. Similarly we have that Fk,8(Z) is holomorphie at O. 
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5 The Z-valued measures tLr{ Cl ---+ C2} and the in-
variant u(<5r , r) 
Let 0 =1- 6 E D(No, j)ip) be a good divis or. Consider the family of modular units 
To such a family we want to associate a family of measures. Before defining the 
measures we need to define sorne suit able subgroups of matrices of GL2(Z[1]). p 
Definition 5.1 For quantities p, J, No fixed we define 
~ (a b) (1) ro := { e d E GLt(Z[ljp]) : e - O(mod JNo)}) 
(2) ro = {, E ro: det(r) = l} = { E SL2(Z[1]) : e - O(mod JNo)}) ~ (a b) 
e d p 
(3) rI = {( ab) E SL2(Z[1]) : a - l(mod j), e _ O(mod J No)}. 
e d p 
(4) r = {( ab) E SL2(Z[1]) : a, d - l(mod j), b, e - O(mod J No)}. 
e d p 
Obviously one has the inclusions ro :2 ro :2 rI :2 r. Note that the group ro = 
(fo(fNo), P) where P = (~ ~) 
Remark 5.1 We have an almost transitive action of ro on B where B is defined 
as the set of balls of JP'1(Qp). One has B = ro(Zp) Il ro(JP'I(Qp)\Zp). 
We can now define a family of measures. For the rest of the subsection we assume 
that 6 E D(No, j)ip) is fixed good divisor. 
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r-... 
Definition 5.2 Let (Cl, C2, k) E foU No) (ioo) x foU No)( ioo) x (7l1 f7lY 1 (p). Let 
B EBbe any ball Of]PI(Qp). If Bis inside the coset SL2(7l[~])(7lp) setE = 1 otherwise 
set E = -1. If E = 1 choose Î E f s.t. Î7lp = B. If E = -1 choose Î E f such that 
Î7lp = ]pl (Qp)\B . We define 
(5.1) 
whe" ,* k _ dk(mod f) for, ~ (: !) E ro ç SL2(Z[~]). It makes sense to 
reduce d modulo f because its denominator is at worst a power a p which is coprime 
to f. 
Note that Stabro (7lp) = fo(pNo) n foU) = fo(pf No). Therefore since the modular 
units in {,B"k,P( T)}kE(Z/fZ)X /(p) are fo(pf No)-invariant in the sense that 
we get that (5.1) is weIl defined. 
We can now state the main theorem of the section 
Theorem 5.1 There exists a unique system of measures indexed by 
fo(ioo) x fo(ioo) x (7llf7lY/(p) 
satisfying the following properties: For all (Cl, C2, k) E fo(ioo) x fo(ioo) x (7l1 f7lY 1 (p) 
(3) (ro-invariance property) For all Î E fo and all compact open U ç ]p1(Qp) we 
have 
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ProofThe Up,m-invariance of the f3o k ,p(T)'S implies that JLdCI ---t C2} are distributions 
on JPlI(CQp). Also since 'ï/c E fo(JNo)(ioo) we have f3o k ,p(c) = 1, the line integrals 
can be interpreted as the winding number with Tespect to the origin of a closed path 
f30k.p(C) where C is an arbitrary path joining ,-ICI to ,-IC2. 80 we really get Z-valued 
measures. The fo-invariance cornes from the definition of the measures. Finally the 
uniqueness follows from the properties (1)-(3) combined with the fact that fo splits 
B into two orbits. 0 
Remark 5.2 Theorem 5.1 gives us a partial modular symbol of Z-valued mea-
sures on JPlI (CQp) i. e. 
f-L- {- ---t _} : fo(ioo) x fo(ioo) x (Z/ fZ)X / (p) ---t {Z-valued measures on JPlI(CQp)} 
( Cl, C2, k) r----+ JLd Cl ---t C2}. 
Note that the image of JL- {_ ---t _} lies in the set of f 0-invariant measures. 
In the next subsection using explicit formulas for the moments of those periods 
we will see that this modular symbol is odd in the sense that 
Remark 5.3 Finally it should be pointed out that the Up,m-invariance of f3o k ,p(z) 
combined with the fact that p*5 = 5 implies that the measures constructed in theorem 
5.1 are in fact ra := (ra, (~ ~) )-invariant, sec Proposition 5.13 of [DarOl]. 
We have a notion of a dual family of measures. 
(5.2) 
where E = 1 if B E foZp with ,Zp = Band E = -1 if B E fO(JPlI(CQp)\Zp) and 
,Zp = JPlI(Qp)\B. 
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We have an analogue oftheorem 5.1 except that ,*r is replaced by ,*r and the set 
of cusps of foU No)(ioo) by the set of cusps foU No)(O). Note that , * r = ,-1 * r. 
The reader also will have no problem to formulate the analogue of theorem 5.1. 
5.2 Periods of modular units and Dedekind sums 
This section might be skipped at the first reading. We included it only for the sake 
of completeness. We use Dedekind sums to give explicit formulas for the periods of 
the modular units considered in theorem 5.1. 
Let us start with a very general principal which co mes from calculus 
Proposition 5.1 (general principle) Let G ç SL2(Z) be a discrete subgroup. Let 
X be the two dimensional compact surface (real dimensions) defined by X := 1-{* /G 
where 1-{* = 1-{ U ]pl (Q). Let f (T) be a Coo -closed l-form on 1-{ U {oo} which is 
G-invariant. Then for any fixed 9 E G the quantity 
doesn't depend on the base point x when x varies inside 1-{ U G( ioo). 
Remark 5.4 In the previous proposition we assume the path of integration to 
"be nice", i.e. contained in 1-{ U G(ioo) and contractible inside 1-{ U G(ioo). 
Proof First of all the integral does not depend on the path of integration since f ( T) 
is a closed Coo 1-form. Let x, x' E 1-{ U G(ioo) be arbitrary points. Let C, C' be 
arbitrary curves joining x,gx and x',gx' respectively. Let 7r : 1-{ U G(ioo) -+ X be 
the natural projection. Note that 7r(C) and 7r(C') in X are closed homotopie curves. 
Since the 1-form f(T)dT is G-invariant it descends to a COQ 1-form on X. Finally 
the latter is a closed 1-form on the surface X. Apply Stoke's theorem to obtain the 
result. D 
Let b = L:d r n(do, r)[do, rl E D(No, J)(p) be a good divisor that we fix until the 0, 
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end of the subsection. We want to give explicit formulas for 
---. dlog(u(z))dz 1 l c2 
21f'l Cl 
in the case where u(z) is the modular unit f36(Z) or f36,p(Z). 
Let a = (al, a2) be rational numbers contained in the interval [0,1[. Sinee ga(7) 
has no zeros in 'H we can define the logarithm of such modular units on 'H. We fix a 
branch of log 9 a ( 7) by setting 
log(ga(7)) = 1fiB2(ad7 + log(l - qz) + I)log(l - q~qz) + log(l - q~q-z))' 
n2:1 
For Ixl < 1 we define log(l-x) := - Ln2:1 xn ln. Because ofthe assumption on al, a2 
we have that ° ::; Iq~qzl < 1 and ° ::; Iq~q-zl < 1 for 1 :::; n where z = al7 + a2 E 
C,7 E 'H. vVe define rv: Q2 ------+ [0,1[2 be the function for which (UI, U2) E Q2 goes to 
--------(UI, U2) = (al, a2) with UI - al(mod Z) and U2 - a2(mod Z). 
Definition 5.4 Let (al, a2) E (kZ)2 and i E SL2(Z). We define the i-period of 
the Siegel function ga ( 7) to be 
(5.3) 
Remark 5.5 Up to a multiple of i1f those periods are rational sinee 
In fact, using the r (N)- invariance we see that any element 7 E 'H u r (N) (ioo) can 
be used to compute the period 1fab). This is an application of proposition 5.1 to 
the 1-form d~ (lOggab7) -10ggœy(7)) on the curve X(N). In practice we will take 
7 = ioo. Note also that (5.3) depends only on the image of a in (Q/z)2[N]. 
A property satisfied by those periods 1f a ( i) is the so called cocycle condition. 
Proof We have 1fabl/2) = loggabl/27) -logg~(7) where 7 is any point in the 
upper half plane. We also have log gabl/27) -log ga')'1 (27) = 1fabl)' It thus follows 
that 1fabli2) = 1fabl) + 10gga')'1 (27) -10gg~(7) = 1fabl) + 1fa')'! (,2). 0 
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Proposition 5.3 (Sch6neberg) Let 'Y = (: ~) E SL,(Z) and r, S E Z, not 
bath congruent ta 0 modulo N then 
if c # 0; 
if c = 0 
where (r s) (a b) - (r' -Ns') and SN (-NT '-NS )(a, c) is a twisted Dedekind sum: Fi N C d - Fi 
Proof See p. 199 of [B. 74]. 
For N > 1 we have the double coset 
where the xis can be chosen as upper triangular matrices of the form (~ :) with 
a, d > 0, ad = N and 0 :::; b :::; d - 1. 
Definition 5.5 For a matrix , E SL2(Z) we define TN(r) and RN(r) ta be ma-
trices such that ( ~ ~) 'Y = TN('Y)RN('"() where TN('Y) E SL,(Z) and RN('"() is 
equal ta a unique representative Xi. 
For any matrix 'Y = (: :) E SL2(Z) it is also convenient ta deline 
( NO) (~ 0) (a bN) ,(N) ;= 0 1 ' 0 1 = c/N d . 
Remark 5.6 Note that the map , f---t ,(N) induces a group isomorphism from 
ro(N) to rO(N). 
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Proposition 5.4 Let 6 E D(No, f)(P) and r' E ZI fZ. For any (: :) ~ 1 E 
r oU No) we have 
1 12(log,Bo)~T) -log,Bor(T)) = L L n(do, k)1f(rt,o) (Tfdob))· 
kE71/ f71 dolNo 
(5.4) 
and 
(5.5) 
Proof We only prove the equality (5.5) since (5.4) can be proved in a similar but 
simpler way. 
Let ~ E roU No). We compute: 
log ,Bor (p~T) - log ,BOr (pT) 
= L L n(dd, k) (lOgg~UdoP~T)12 -lOgg~UdoPT)12) 
kE71/f71doINo (f' ) (f' ) 
( 
pfdo 0) We can write 0 1 ~ = Tpfdob)Rpfdob) for Tpfdob) E SL2(Z) and Rpfdob) 
is sorne primitive upper triangular matrix of determinant pfdo that will be chosen 
later. We thus get 
~ L L n(do, k) (logg~UdoP~T)12 -logg~UdoPT)12) = 12 (j'O) (j'O) kE71/ f71 dolNo 
(5.6) L L n(do, k) (logg(~(TpfdOb)RpfdOb)T) -lOgg(~(PfdoT)) . 
kE71/f71doINo f f 
But 
(5.7) 
logg~(Tpfdob)Rpfdob)T) = logg rk ~ (Rpfdob)T) +1f(rk 0) (Tpfdo b))· (j'O) (j,O)TpfdOb) f' 
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.~. 
Substituting (5.7) in (5.6) we get that the right side of (5.6) 
(5.8) L L n(do, k) 7rUT'O) (Tpfdo(r))+ 
kE(Z/!,Z)X dolNo 
L L n(do, k) (log9 rh ~ (Rpfdo("()T) -logg(Tk O)(PfdOT)) . (j,O)TpfdOb) f' 
kEZ/ fZ dolNo 
It remains to evaluate the second term of (5.8). 
If pic we can take R"fd,(-y) ~ (P~do ~). However when pic we take 
Rp f do (-y) ~ ( f ~o f ~o.i) where 1 <0 j <0 p - 1 is chosen in such a way that 
i _ ~(mod p). Note that j does not depend on do. In or der to evaluate the second 
term of (5.8) we let T ----+ ioo and we use the explicit formula for the matrices Tpfdo(r) 
and Rpfdo(r). 
( Ado Bd
O ) (A~ B~) Let Tpfdo(r) = and Rpfdo(r) = 0 0 • Note that by 
Cdo Ddo 0 C~o 
assumption B~o = 0 if pic and B~o = jdof if pte. One finds 
lim L L n(do, k) (log9 rk ~ (Rpfdo(r)T) -log9-;;;-(PfdoT)) = 
7-+200 (j,O)Tpfdob) (j'O) 
kEZ/fZdolNo 
lim ~ ~ n(do, k) (log9 r;;;- (A~o~; B~o) -log9-;;;-(PfdOT)) = O. 
7-+200 L...t L...t (~ 0) (-,0) kE(Z/fZ)X dolNo f ' do f 
For the last equality we have used the the fact that Ldo n(do, k)do = 0 for all k E 
'!LI f'!L. 0 
We end this subsection by rewriting the formulas obtained in proposition 5.4 in a 
more compact way. 
Proposition 5.5 Let 'Y ~ (: ~) E ro(fNo) where col O. Then we have the 
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following formulas: 
(5.9) f-lj{ioo -> ,(ioo)}(Zp) 
1 
= -. (log (30· p(rT) - log (30· p( T)) 
27r'l J' J' 
= -12· sign(c) Ln(do,r) (D~~l(modJ)(a,c/do) - D~~imodJ)(pa,c/do)) 
do,r 
For the definition of D~(;:,od f) (a, c) see definition 11.1. 
, 
5.3 The modular symbols are odd 
Let (a b) =, E foU No) then we define the involution ," = (a -b). Note 
c d -c d 
that for ,l, ,2 E foU No) we have (r1l2)" = ,Îl2' Let also z" = -z be the natural 
involution on Ji then we have ,"z" = (rz)". 
One can also verify that TN(r)" = TN(r"). Remember also that the function BI 
is odd. Using the previous observations we de duce the important equality 
It thus follows that 
(5.10) 
This last equality is important because it tells us that the family of measures con-
structed in theorem 5.1 give rise to odd modular symbols. 80 using the explicit 
formulas in proposition 5.4 we get the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.6 Let u(z) = (3o(T) or (3o,p(T). Then we have 
j -C2 dlogu(z) = _jC2 dlogu(z) 
-CI CI 
for any Cl,C2 E foUNo)(ioo). 
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Proof Let Il, 12 E r 0 (f No) be such that Il (ioo) Cl and 12 (ioo) C2. Since 
Ij(ioo) = -Ij(ioo) = -Cj (j = 1,2) we find that 
j C2 dlogu(z) = -iCI dlogu(z)+ i c2 dlogu(z) CI 200 200 
= i-CI d log u(z) _1-c2 d log u(z) 
200 200 
= _j-C2 dlogu(z). 
-CI 
where the second equality follows from proposition 5.4 combined with (5.10). 
5.4 From 1i to 1i~(No, f) 
We would like to generalize theorem 3.1 to real quadratic number fields. Unfortu-
nately one cannot evaluate modular units on a real quadratic argument TEK sinee 
K n H = 0. What one does is to replace H by the p-adic upper half-plane Hp := 
]pl (Cp) _]pl (Qp), equipped with its structure of a rigid analytic spaee. We take the op-
portunity here to introduee sorne useful notation that will be used for the sequel. For 
any Z-module M ç C and a prime number p, we define M(p) := M[~] ~ M 0z Z[~]. 
Let p be a prime number inert in K. Choose a Z-order 0 ç K and fix a positive 
integer N coprime to p. In [DD06] they associate to such data the set 
(5.11) 
Remar k 5.7 Note that (5.11) differs slightly from [D D06] since in there setting 
o is assumed to be Z[~]-orders instead of Z-orders. Therefore there is no need to 
tensor over Z[~]. This has the obvious advantage of simplifying the notation in (5.11). 
However having in mind the definition of discriminants (covolume) of lattiees, we have 
decided to work with Z-modules. 
Implicitly in the definition of H~, there is a level N structure which is assumed to 
be fixed. One can verify that the set H~ is nonempty iff there exists an O-ideal a 
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such that 01 a c:::: ZI N, this is the so called Heegner hypothesis. In the spirit of the 
remark 3.1 we propose the following generalization of H~ (N) = H~. 
Definition 5.6 Let K be a real quadratic number field. Let p be a prime number 
inert in K. Fix a Z-order 0 of K. Let f (called the conductor) be a positive integer 
coprime to p . disc( 0). Let No (called the level) be a positive integer coprime to p f . 
To such data we associate the set 
where GK / Q = {l,a}. 
The notation (A~), 1) = 1 means that A~), as an O(p)-ideal, is coprime to fO(p). We 
have a natural action of ro := { E GLt(Z[l]) : c O(mod f No)} on the - (a b) 
c d P 
set H~(No, 1) given by 
( ab) aT + b * (k, T) = (dk, d)' c d CT + 
Note that the quotient H~(No, 1)/ro is finite (This will be proved, see (5.13)). We 
now define a map that allows us to go from H~(No, f) to O(ptideals. 
Definition 5.7 We define a map D(which depends on O,p, No, f) 
where IO(p) stands for the monoid of integral o(p) -ideals of K by the following rule: 
(r T) f-7 A A(p) , r T 
where 0 =1 Ar E Z is the smallest positive integer such that the following two properties 
hold. 
(1) Ar = r(mod f) 
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Definition 5.8 Let (r, T), (r', T') E H~(No, 1). Let S1(r, T) = AA~) and 
S1(r', T') = A'A~). We say that (r,T) rv (r', T') iffthere exists a.\ E QO,1(J00) S.t. 
(AA (p) AA (p) )) = (.\A' A (p) .\A' A (p) ) T' NOT T' , NOT" 
We have a natural identification of H~(No, 1)/ rv with 
{(L, M) : pairs of Z[l]-rnodules of rank 2 in K, EndK(L) = EndK(M) = O(p) p 
and L/M ~ Z/No}/Qocp),1(Joo)} 
which again can be identified to 
{(L,!vI) : pairs of Z-rnodules of rank 2 in K, EndK(L) = EndK(M) = 0 
and L/M ~ Z/No}/(QO,l(Joo), (p)). 
This identification will allow us to view H~ (No, 1) / rv as a disjoint union of finitely 
rnany copies of a certain generalized ideal class group attached to O(p) = 0[1]. p 
Let us assume the existence of an O(pLideal a such that O(p) /a ~ Z/No. Then 
there exists an inclusion 
(5.12) 
given by the following rule: 
Choose an ideal a ~ O(p) coprirne to f such that O(p) /a ~ Z/No. Then for an 
ideal lE Iocp)(J) we associate the pair (I, aI). A calculation shows that there always 
exists a.\ E QOCP),1 (Joo) S.t. (I, aI) = .\(AA~), AA~~T) for sorne integer A and TEK. 
Obviously this rnap is an inclusion. However it is not canonical since it depends on 
the choice of the ideal a. The nurnber of distinct inclusions as in (5.12) is in bijection 
with 
(5.13) 
Class field theory gives us an isornorphisrn 
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/~". 
where Ho(Joo) is the abelian extension of K corresponding to Io(J)/QO,l(JOO) by 
class field theory. We let L := HO(JOO)(FTp ) be the subfield of Ho(Joo) fixed by the 
Frobenius at pO = gJ. Therefore in this case we get an natural action of GL/ K on 
1i~ (Na, f) given by the following rule 
Obviously this action is simple but in general not transitive sinee (5.13) could be of 
size larger than 1. 
The next two lemmas show that rv is indueed by the action of fa. 
Lemma 5.1 Let (r, T) E 1i~(Na, 1) and '1 E ra. Let D(r, T) = AAr) and Db * 
rÎT) = BA (p) Then the pairs (AA (p) AA (p) ) and (BA (p) BA (p) ) are congruent ,~r. r, Nor ~r, No~r 
modulo QO,l(JOO). In other words the relation of equivalence rv on 1i~(Na, 1) is 
f a -invariant. 
CCc Proof Let "1 ~ (: ~) E ro, nCr,T) ~ AA~) and n("(*r,"IT) ~ BA~j. Note 
that B - Ad(mod 1). Because (r, T) E 1i~(Na, 1) we have that (Ar), 1) = 1 and 
Or) = o(p). If we let Qr(X,y) = UX2 + Vxy + Wy2 then the first equality says 
that (U, f) = 1. The second equality says that U2 - 4VW = pn D(n 2:: 0) where 
D = disc( 0). By assumption (j, D) = 1, fic and detb) = ad - bc > O. We also have 
the identity 
(5.14) ( ab ) (T TO') = (TI TIO') ( CT + dO) . C d 1 1 1 1 0 CTO' + d 
where T - TO' > 0 and T' - T'O' > O. Combining all the previous observations we see 
that 
A 
é B (CT + d) E QO,l(jOO), 
for é = ±1 chosen appropriately. Finally note that 
(1) ~(CT + d)A~) = Ar), 
(2) ~(~oNaT -+ d)A~~o)Nor = A~~r 
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where ,(No) = E GL2 (Z[1]). 0 ( a Nob) ciNo d P 
We prove the converse of the previous lemma 
Lemma 5.2 Let (r, T), (ri, TI) E 7t~(No, f) be equivalent then there exists a ma-
(
ab) ~ trix c dEr 0 such that 
for some À E QO,l(1oo) and integers su ch that k - r(mod f) and kl - rl(mod f). 
Note that we obtain automatically that d - t(mod f). 
Proof Let n(r, T) = kA!?) and 0(1'1, TI) = kl A~). By definition of 0 we have that 
k, kl are integers congruent to r and ri respectively modulo f. Since (r, T) t'V (ri, TI) 
there exists a À E QO,l(1oo) such that 
(5.15) 
By looking at the first component of (5.15) we get kA!?) = Àkl A~). Therefore there 
exists a matrix, = (a b) E GL2(Z[1]) such that 
c d P 
(5.16) 
Let cp : Ar) -+ A~) be the natural Z[~l-module isomorphism defined by cp(l) = 1 and 
cp(T) = TI. Note that the restriction CPIA Cp) induces an isomorphism CPIACp) : A~~T -+ 
~T ~T 
A~~TI which sends 1 r--t 1 and NoT r--t NOTI. Let 'ljJ : A~) -+ Ar) be the Z[~l-module 
isomorphism induced by multiplication by Àt, so 'ljJ(1) = Àt . 1 and 'ljJ(TI) = ÀtT'. 
We thus have cp 0 cp E Aut;Z[l] (AT)' By equation (5.16) we readily see that the matrix 
p 
corresponding to 1> 0 'P with respect to the basis {l, T} is 'Y ~ (: ~). 
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Using the second equality of (5.15) we get À-f,A~~TI = A~~T' From this we deduce 
that cp 0 CP(A~~T) = A~~T' In other words the automorphism 'ljJ 0 cp preserves the lattice 
A~~T' Therefore the matrix corresponding to 'ljJ 0 cp with respect to the basis {1, NOT} 
has coefficients in Z[.1 J. But this matrix is nothing else than ( a bNo). We 
p ~~ d 
thus conclude that Nole. 
Because (r, T) E H~(No, f) we have (Ar), f) = 1 and or) = O(P). Let QT(X, y) = 
Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2. Since (Ar), f) = 1 we get that(A, f) = 1. Also because or) = 
O(p) we have B 2 - 4AC = Dpn (n 2: 0) where D = dise(O). But by assumption 
(j, dise(O)) = 1. Note that 7 = -B~v'15. Looking at (5.16) combined with the 
previous observations gives us the congruence, 
k' 
e7 + d = À1: = integer (mod f) 
since À - l(mod f). Because (A, f) = 1 and (D, f) = 1 we de duce that c - O(mod f). 
Finally using equation (5.14) combined with À » 0 we see that det(--y) > O. 0 
Corollary 5.1 The relation of equivalence rv on H~(No, f) is induced by the 
action of r o. 
Corollary 5.2 Let (r, T) E '/{~ (No, p). Sinee (~ ~) *( r, T) ~ (pr, T) we deduce 
that the first component is well defined modulo the action of p in the sense that 
(pr, 7) rv (r,7). 
5.5 Construction of the K;-points u(br , T) 
The family of measures constructed in theorem 5.1 will enable us to construct K; 
points. Note that Kp is the unique quadratic unramified extension of Qp so 
In this section we assume that 6 E D(No, f)(P) is a fixed good divisor. We remind 
also the reader that 
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(1) fo = { E GLt(Z[l]) : C - O(mod fNo)}, ~ (a b) 
C d p 
(2) f 0 = bl E î\ : det (r) = 1}, 
(3) fI = {( ab) E SL2(Z[1]) : a l(mod j), C - O(mod f No)} and 
C d p 
(4) f = {( ab) E SL2(Z[1]) : a, d l(mod j), b, c O(mod f No)}. 
c d p 
Definition 5.9 Let k E (Z/fZ)x. Let also Cl,C2 E fo(ioo) and Tl,T2 E HpnKp. 
We dejine 
where f1d Cl -7 C2} is the measure of theorem 5.1 for the for the modular unit (36,p( T). 
Sinee the measures f1k{ Cl -7 C2} are Z-valued it makes sense also ta dejine a 
multiplicative integral 
Where the limit goes over a set of covers that become jiner and jiner. 
Definition 5.10 LetT E HpnKp, jix an xE fo(ioo) and k E (Z/fZ)X, thenfor 
aU Î1, Î2 E r 0 we dejine 
We let the group ro acts trivially on K;. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.7 The 2-cochain /'î,X,(k,T) E C2 (fo, K;) is a "twisied" 2-cocycle 
saiisfying the foUowing relation: 
(d/'î,x,(k,T))('Yl, Î2, Î3) = /'î,X,(k,T)(r2, Î2) - /'î,x,h'11*k,T)(r2, Î3) 
for aU Îl, Î2, Î3 E fo. In particular (d/'î,x,(k,T))lrl = 0, i.e. /'î,X,(k,T)lrl E Z2(fl' K pX). 
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Proof We compute: 
(dKox,(k,T)) (rI, 12, 13) 
= Il Kox,(k,T)(r2, 13) - Kox,(k,T) (1l/2, 13) + Kox,(k,T) (rI, 1213) - Kox,(k,T) (rI, 12) 
= Kox,(k,T)(r2, 13) - Kox,(k,T) (rl/2, 13) + Kox,(k,T) (rI , 1213) - Kox,(k,T) (rI, 12) 
1
'Y2
T 
1'Y2'Y3x 1'Y1 'Y2 T 1'Y1 'Y2'Y3 X 
= dlog,60k>p(Z) - dlog,60k,p(Z) 
T 'Y2X T 'Y1 'Y2X 
1
'Y1 T 1'Y1'Y2'Y3 x 1'Y1 T 1'Y1'Y2 X 
+ dlog,6ok'p(Z) - dlog,6ok'p(Z) 
T nx T nx 
where the second equality follows from the trivial action of f 0 on K;. Let ?rll (Il) = 
a E Z[~l. Using the invariance property of the measures under fo we can multiply the 
bounds of the integral of the second term by 111 at the cost of replacing k(mod f) 
by ak(mod f). 80 we find 
(5.17) 
Rearranging the first two terms together and and the last two in (5.17) we get 
In particular if a is congruent to 1 modulo f the right hand side of the last equality 
vanishes. We thus have that Kox,(k,d r 1 E Z2(fl' K;) and Kox,(k,T) Ir E Z2(f, K;). 0 
We can now state one the main theorem of the paper. 
Theorem 5.2 The 2-cocycle Kox,(k,T) Ir 1 is a 2-coboundary i. e. there exists a 1-
cochain PX,(k,T) E Cl(rl , K;) s.t. d(Px,(k,T)) = Kox,(k,T)l r 1. 
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Proof See theorem 6.2 where we give an explicit splitting of K,X,(k,T) Irl' 0 
The theorem 5.2 will allow us to define points in K;. 
Let PX,(k,T) E CI(rl , K;) be such that dPx,(k,T) = K,x,(k,T)' Let rl,T = {)I E rI : 
IT = T}. By Dirichlet's theorem we can identify rl,T with 2/22 x 2. Let IT be the 
unique matrix in r 1,T S.t. 
where 1 < E is a positive generator of r l ,T/{±l}. When red(T) = Vo (see chapter 5 of 
[Dar04] for the definition of red) we have (±IT) = Stabr1(fNO) (QT(X, y)), see lemma 
9.1. In particular, when red( T) = vo, the matrix IT has integral coefficients. We have 
a similar thing if we replace r 1 by r. 
Proposition 5.8 The l-cochain PX,(k,T)lrl,'T modulo Hom(r1 , K;)lrl,'T do es not 
depend on x. 
Proof Let x, y E r 1 ( ioo ). So we want to show that 
This is equivalent to show that 
The last equality means exactly that (K,X,(k,T) - K,y,(k,T))lrl,'T = O. 
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Now applying 111 to the bounds of the third term of the last equality (note that 
111 * k = k) and settIng 
we get 
Cx,y(r2) - Cx,y(rn2) + Cx,y(rl) 
(dCx,y)(ll, 12) 
We thus have proved that d(Px,(k,T)-Py,(k,T)-CX,y) = 0 on r 1 . 80 PX,(k,T)-Py,(k,T)-CX,y E 
Hom(r l , K;). Finally evaluating at IT and using the observation that Cx,y(rT) = 0 
proves the daim. 0 
Remark 5.8 The group Hom(r1, K;) is finite group. This cornes from the fact 
that (rl)ab = rd[r l , rI] is finite, see [Men67] and [8er70]. We thus have an injection 
Hom(f1, K;) <-t /-tp2-l. 
It now makes sense to define the following K; points: 
Definition 5.11 We define the K; invariant 
u( k, 7) = u( 6k, 7) := PX,(k,T) (IT) = P(k,T) (IT) E K; / /-tpLl' 
where (±l',) = Stabr,(T) such that cr + d > 1 for l', = (: :). 
Remark 5.9 Implicitly in the notation for P(k,T) and u(k, 7), a good divisor 
6 E D(No, f)(P) 
is fixed. 80 it is important to keep this in mind! 
Proposition 5.9 Let (r, 7), (ri, 7 / ) E 1t~(No, f) be equivalent then 
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Proof By lemma 5.2 there exists a matrix ry = (: !) E ra and integers k, k' such 
that 
where k = r(mod 1) and k' - r'(mod 1). 
Now we want to exploit the ro-invariance of the measures in theorem 5.1(see 
remark 5.3 for the ra-invariance) to show that P(k,T)(rT) = P(kl,T1)(rT1) (mod f1pLl)' 
Remember that "fT) "fT' E rI. We compute. Let "fI, "f2 E rI then 
now multiplying the last equality by "7-1 and using the fact that "7-1 * k' - k(mod 1) 
we find 
We thus de duce 
(5.18) 
Let PT/~lx,(k,T) E C 1(r11 K;) be a 1-cochain splitting /\'T/-l x,(k,T) i.e. dPT/-l x,(k,T) 
/\'T/-1x,(k,:'). Then by proposition 5.8 we have 
If we define 
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then using (5.18) one finds that d(P7]-l x ,(k/,TI)) = K,x,(k/,TI) , so this definition makes 
sense. 
Since ITI = fj,Tfj-1 we find that 
Px,(k' ,T') (,T') 
(3.6) 
D 
P7]- l x,(k,T) (fj-1'T l fj) 
Px,(k,T)(fj-lfj,Tfj-lfj) (mod /1pLl) 
PX,(k,T) (,T) 
Corollary 5.3 Let (r,T) E H~(No,f). Then invariant u(r,T) depends only on 
the class of (r, T) modulo rv. Therefore by corollary 5.1 
for any 1 E fo. 
We are now ready to formulate the main conjecture. 
Conjecture 5.1 Let (r, T) E H~(No, f). Then 
u(r, T) E Od~r, 
p 
where L = Ho(foo ) (Frgo) where gJ = pOK and Ho(foo) is the abelian extension 
corresponding to the generalized ideal class group Io(f)/Qo,1(foo). Moreover we 
have a Shimura reciprocity law. Let 
rec: GL / K -? Io(f)/(QO,l(fOO),P), 
then for 0' E G L/ K we have 
where rec(O') * (k, T) = (k' , T'). Furthermore, if we let CCXl denotes the complex conju-
gation in GL / K then 
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Remark 5.10 The last equality is in accordanee with the fact that the modular 
symbols defined in remark 5.2 are odd. 
Remark 5.11 In [DD06], sinee the conductor f = 1, one is lead to consider 
various orders of K. However in our case, sinee f can vary, it is sufficient to consider 
only the case where 0 = OK. 
6 The measures /1{ Cl ~ C2} 
The main ingredient in showing the splitting of the 2-cocycle "'(k,T) (see theorem 
5.2)consists in the construction of a family of measures on Q;\ (0,0) taking values in 
Zp. This family of measures encode the moments of sorne family of Eisenstein series 
of varying weight that are Up,a-eigenvectors. 
Following [DD06] we define X := {(x,y) E Z; : (x,y) = l}. The group ro acts 
by left translation on Q;\(O,O) by (a b) ( x) = (ax + by ). There is a 
e d y ex + dy 
Z;-bundle map 
7f : X -tJP1(Qp) given by (x, y) f-t x/y. 
From now on we assume a fixed choice of a good divisor JE D(No, f)(P). Remember 
that for r E Z/ fZ we have defined 
_ ((_I)k(27fi)k)-1 e27rimr/f 
Ek(r, T) - (k _ 1)! L (m + nfT)k 
m,n 
for any integer k ~ 2. In order to simplify the notation and have better looking 
formulas we renormalize our Eisenstein series. 
Definition 6.1 For every j E (Z/ fZY / (p) we set 
Fk(j,z):= -12fFk,8j(z) 
F;;(j,z):= -12F;;8(z) 
, J 
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Fk,p(j, z) := -12f Fk,8j,p(Z) 
F;;,p(j, z) := -12F;;,8j,p(z) 
Since 6 is not appearing in this notation it is important to keep in mind that such a 
divisor 6 is fixed from the beginning. The group r oU No) acts transitively on the set 
Similarly the group ro(pf No) acts transitively on 
where the action is induced by the change of variables T r-t 'T. 
We can now state the key theorem which is used to show the splitting of the 
2-cocycle. 
Theorem 6.1 There exists a unique collection of p-adic measures on Qp x Qp-
(0,0) taking values in Zp (in fact in Z see theorem 13.1) indexed by triples (r, s,j) E 
î\(ioo) x î\(ioo) x (Z/fZY/(p), denoted by 'j1j{r --+ s} such that: 
1. For every homogeneous polynomial h(x, y) E Zp[x, y] of degree k - 2, 
2. For all, E ro and all open compact U ç Q~\(O, 0), 
3. (invariance un der multiplication by p), 
Furthermore the measure satisfies: 
4· For every homogeneous polynomial h(x, y) E Zp[x, y] of degree k - 2, 
r h(x, y)d'j1j{r --+ s }(x, y) = 18 h(z, l)Fk ,p(j, z)dz Il!.pxz; r 
Remark 6.1 Note that (3) follows from (2) by taking the matrix "1 = (~ ;). 
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Proof We prove it in section 12. 
The family of measures constructed on JlDl(Qp) in theorem 5.1 can be thought of as 
the pushforward of the measures in theorem 6.1. This is the content of the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 6.1 For all compact open U ç JlDl(Qp) we have 
'jij {r ---7 s} ( 1r -1 (U)) = {tj {r ---7 s} (U). 
where 7r: X ---7 JlDl(Qp) is the Z;-bundle given by (x,y) 1-+;. 
Proof Define a collection of measures ZJj {r ---7 s} on JlDl (Qp) by the rule 
for any compact open U ç JlDl(Qp). We daim that ZJj satisfy the three properties of 
theorem 5.1. Therefore by uniqueness we de duce that ZJj{r ---7 s} = {tj{r ---7 s}. 
Let us show the first property. Let Zp ç JlDl(Qp). Then 7r- l (Zp) = Zp X Z;. We 
have 
where the second equality follows from the 4th property of theorem 6.1 and third 
equality follows 27riFk,p(j, z) = dlog(f3,)j,p(z)). 
Let us show the second property. 
ZJj{r ---7 S}(JlDl(Qp)) = 'jij{r ---7 s}(7r- l (JlDl(Qp))) = 1 d'jij{r ---7 s}(x, y) 
=0 
= {tj {r ---7 s }(JlDl (Qp)) 
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where the third equality follows from the 1st property of theorem 6.1. 
It remains to show the third property. We need to show that for aIl "f E ro one 
has 
(6.1) 
for any compact open set U ç ]pl1 (Qp). In order to prove the equality (6.1) we will 
brake the open set U on smaller open sets on which we have a better control on the 
p-adic valuation. Before starting note the 11"-l"f(U) ç X but in general "f11"-l(U) cJ;. X. 
In order to show that both sets have the same measure we want to use the third 
property of theorem 6.1. 
Since rois generated (without taking inverses) by the elements {P ~ (~ ~), p-1 ~ 
(~ ~) ,ro(fNo)} it is enough to prove (6.1) when'Y E roUNo) or 'Y ~ P or p-l 
We define for nEZ 
Un = un pnzpx = {u EU: 1+1 < lulp < ~1} pn pn-
Clearly the Un's are disjoint and open. 80 in or der to show equation (6.1) it is enough 
to show that 
for any Un-
Let'Y~ (: ~) Ero(fNo)andn<Othen 
-1 -1 { au + b 1 } 11" ((Un) = 11" CU + d E ]pl (Qp) : u E Un 
= Z;{((p-n(au + b),p-n(cu + d)) EX: u E Un)} 
= p-nZ;{(au + b, CU + d) E (Qp X Qp)\(O, 0) : u E Un} 
where Z; A := {(ka1, ka2) EX: (al, a2) E A} (the Z;-saturation) for any subset 
A ç Qp x Qp. 
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On the other hand 
,1f-l(Un) = ,Z; {(p-nu , p-n) EX: u E Un} 
= Z;{(ap-nU + bp-n, cp-nu + dp-n) EX: u E Un} 
= p-nZ;{(aU + b, cu + d) E (Qp X Qp)\(O, 0) : u E Un} 
In that special case we really get the same sets. The case n 2: 0 can be treated in a 
similar way. 
Let us verify it for, = p-l and Ua. We have 
1f-l(rUa) = 1f-l {~E JPl(Qp): u E Ua} 
= Z;{(u,p) EX: u E Ua} 
On the other hand 
= pZ; {(~, 1) E (Qp x Qp)\(O, 0) : u E Ua)} 
p 
,1f-l(Ua) = ,Z;{(u, 1) EX: u E Ua} 
= Z;{(~, 1) E (Qp x Qp)\(O, 0) : u E Ua} 
p 
The remaining cases can be treated in a similar way. 0 
6.2 Splitting of the 2-cocycle 
We are now ready to prove the splitting of the 2-cocycle. We show the splitting 
by giving an explicit formula for the 1-cochain PX,(k,T) E C 1(fl' K;) where (k,7) E 
rt~(Na,f) and x E fa(fNa)(ioo). We have K; =p'l!, X O~p. The map 
Kpx ~ Z x O~, X f--+ (ordp(x) , up(x) := ~ ( )) 
P pOT pX 
is an isomorphism. Therefore in or der to determine P(k,T) it is enough to give explicit 
formulas for ordp(p(k,T)) and up(P(k,T)). 
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,,-..., .. 
To each v E V(T) we associate a well defined partial modular symbol mv{r -+ s} 
on the set of cusps ro(J No)( ioo) taking values in the set of fo-invariant measures on 
JIDI(Qp). We define 
1 18 m VQ k{r -+ s} := -. dlog,65k (z), 
, 2m r 
for all v E V(T), 1 E j\, k E (Z/jZY/(p) and r,s E ro(JNo) (ioo). Note that the 
assignment v 1--+ mv,k {r -+ s} satisfies the following harmonicity property: 
L mv',dr -+ s} = (p + l)mv,dr -+ s}. 
d(v',v)=l 
The latter equality cornes from the fact that F2 (k, z) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 
(1 + p) for the Hecke operator T2(p). 
Lemma 6.2 Let (k, T) E 7t~(No, f) with red(T) = v. Let 1 E rI then 
(6.2) 
Proof Same pro of as lemma 3.5 of [DD06]. 0 
Remar k 6.2 U sing proposition 5.4 we get an explicit formula for mv,k {x -+ IX} 
it terms of Dedekind sums. 
Theorem 6.2 Let 1 E rI then 
(6.3) 
Note that the multiplicative integral makes sense since P:k{ioo -+ I(ioo)} by theorem 
13.1 takes values in Z. 
Proof Vve have decided to reproduce the proof of of proposition 4.6 of [DD06] 
because we find the calculation interesting. 
Let Il, 12 E rI. Note that X. and lix. (i = 1,2) are both fundamental domains for 
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multiplication by p on Q;\{(a, an. We have 
(d ) ( ) _ P(k,T) (,l)P(k,T) (,2) P(k,T) ,1,,2 - () P(k,T) 1112 
fx(x - yT)djid ioo ---+ 11ioo }(x, y) fx(x - yT)djik{ ioo ---+ 12ioo }(x, y) 
fx(x - YT)djik{ioo ---+ 11I2ioo}(X, y) 
fx(x - YT)djidioo ---+ 12ioo }(X,y) 
fx(x - YT)dJ-lk{,1 ioo ---+ 11I2ioo}(X, y) 
fx(x - YT)djik{'1 ioo ---+ 11I2ioo}(a, b) 
fx(x - yT)dJ-ld 11ioo ---+ 11I2ioo }(x, y) 
where 11 ( : ) ~ ( : ). For the latter equality we have used the lact that 
Let 11 ~ (~ ~), then we have Da - Bb ~ x and -Ca + Ab ~ y. Therelore 
x - Ty = a(D + CT) + b(AT + B) = (CT + D)(a - bf1T). From this we de duce 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
lx (x - y,1 T) -. . = ( ) J-lk{,1 Z00 ---+ 11I2Z00}(X, y) X. X - yT 
= j (t -,1T ) J-lk{ 11ioo ---+ 11I2ioo }(t) 
Jll'Jl(Qp) t - T 
= !\:(k,T) (,1 , 12) 
where for (6.4) we use the fact that the total measure on X is zero and for (6.5) the 
fact that 7r*ji = 11. 0 
Remark 6.3 Note that using only the fact that ji is Zp-valued one can still prove 
the splitting of !\:(k,T). One can do the same calculation as theorem 6.2 by replacing the 
multiplicative integral by its additive integral (after having taken logp). Combining 
the additive version of (6.3) with (6.2) provides a explicit splitting of !\:(k,T). Using 
this approach doesn't use the integrality of ji but only the fact that it is a bounded 
distribution, i.e. a measure. 
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7 Archimedean zeta functians attached ta tatally 
real number fields 
7.1 Zeta functions twisted by additive characters 
For this section we let K be an arbitrary totally real number field. 
Let K be a totally real number field of degree r. Let {al, ... ,ar } be a complete 
set of real embeddings of K. Let () be the different of K and Do = NK / Q((») the 
discriminant of K. Let f be an integral ideal of K. Let OK(foo r be the group 
of totally positive units of OK that are congruent to 1 modulo f. Let w be a sign 
character of K i.e. a product of a subset of the characters 
sign 0 ai: K X -----t}Rx -----t {±1}. 
Let c be an integral ideal of K coprime to f. Following [Sie68] we define 
where Tr and N are the usual trace and norm functions on K down to Q. Note that 
for any E E OK(foo rand fl E ~ we have fl- Efl E C()-l ç ()-l thus Tr(fl- Efl) E Z. 
So the summation doesn't depend on the choice of representatives of {O =1- fl E ~} 
modulo OK(foo r· 
Let p E K be such that pc ç OK and (pc, f) = 1, then a straight forward calcula-
tion shows that 
c c e27riTr(pJ-i) 
\li (Pf() ,w, s) = w(p )N(f() l L W(fl) IN( ) 18 . OK(foo)X\{O#J-iE~} fl (7.1) 
From this it follows that the first entry of \li depends only on the narrow ray class 
modulo f in the sense that if a, b E IoK(f), p E K, p - 1 (mod f) and p » 0 is such 
that pa = b then 
(7.2) 
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Note that if there exists a p E O~ congruent to 1 modulo f such that w(p) = -1 we 
find using (7.1) that \[I(~, w, s) = O. The existence of such units should be avoided. 
Remark 7.1 One can relate the zeta functions \[I(~, w, s) to classical zeta func-
tions L(X, s) where X is a character of the narrow ideal class group of conductor f. In 
or der to do so we need to recall sorne properties of finite Hecke characters. 
Definition 7.1 We define 
(1) IOK(f) = {Integral ideals of OK which are coprime to f} 
(2) IK(f) = {fraction al ideals of OK which are coprime to f} 
(3) PK,l(fOO) = {o:OK ç K : 0: E K,o: - l(mod 1), 0: » O} 
We identify the quotients IOK(f)/ PK,1(foo) and IK(f)/ PK,l(foo) with the narrow ideal 
class group of conductor f. 
We have the following short exact sequence 
1 -- (OK/f( /(O~(oo) (mod f)) ~ IK(f)/ PK,l(foo) -- IK(I)/ PK (00) - 1, 
where t,(a(mod f)) = aOK where a is chosen to be totally positive. From this short 
exact sequence we see that every character X : IK(f)/ PK,l(foo) --+ SI can be pulled 
back to a char acter 
Xj := X 0 t, : (OK/f)X /(O~(oo) (mod f)) --+ SI 
where the subscript f stands for finite. 
Let 0: E K X be co prime to f then we define Xoo(O:) := X((O:))/Xj(O:). When 0: 
is totally positive we have X((o:)) = Xj(O:) therefore Xoo(O:) = 1. However if 0: is 
not totally positive and (3 is a totally positive element such that 0: = (3 (mod f) then 
Xj(O:) = X(((3)) therefore Xoo(O:) = X((~)). In thus follows that XOO is a sign character 
since (~) 2 is a totally positive element congruent to 1 modulo f. Thus every character 
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when restricted to principal ideals (a) coprime to f can be written uniquely as X = 
XooXi where Xoo: (IR®KV ---t SI and Xi: (OK/fV/(O~(oo)(modf)) ---t SI. Ifwe 
think of Xi as a character on ( OK / f) x then the pair of characters (Xoo, Xi) satisfies 
the identity 
(*) 
- -Conversely for every pair of characters (w, '1]) E ((IR ® K) x , (OK / f) X) satisfying (*) 
there exists a lift 'l/J : IK(f)/PK,I(foo) ---t SI (the number of lifts is e:x:actly hj(, the 
narrow class group of K) such that 'l/Ji = '1] and 'l/Joo = w. 
Let us assume that O~(f) = O~(foo). In this case we have that PK ,I(f)/ PK, 1 (foo) ~ 
(Z/2Y. 80 the index of the wide ray class field of conductor f in the narrow ray 
class field of conductor f is 2r . In or der to simplify the notation we let C foo = 
IK(f)/PK,l(foo) and Cf = I K(f)/PK,I(f). We identify Cf as a subgroup of C foo via 71"* 
where 
is the natural projection. Let '1]1, ... ,'I]r be generators of the group of characters of 
PK,! (f) / PK, 1 (foo) 
defined in such a way that for a E PK,l(f) we let 'l]i(a) = wi(a) = signo(J'i(a) where a 
is a generator of a congruent to 1 modulo f. The 'I]/s are weIl defined because of the 
assumption on the units. For every i take an arbitrary lift of 'l]i to IK(f) / PK, 1 (foo) 
and denote it again by 'l]i. By construction ('I]i)oo = Wi = sign 0 <l"i- It is easy to 
----see that the group generated by the 'l]i 's is a complete set of representatives of C foo 
----modulo Cf. We thus have the disjoint union 
~ ~ 
Note that Cf corresponds precisely to the set of characters X E C foo such that Xoo = 1. 
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7.2 Gauss sums for Hecke characters and Dirichlet characters 
Let X E Gfco be a Hecke char acter and, E K be such that (1) = ft where (a, f) = l. 
For a ç- E OK we define 
g,(X, Ç-) := Xf(l) L Xf(p)e27riTrbp~). 
p (mod f) 
We define Xf(P) = 0 if (p, f) i- 1. It is easy to see that g,(x, Ç) doesn't depend on " 
so from now on we omit the subscript ,. When ç- is coprime to f we have 
(7.3) g(X, ç-) = Xf(Ç-)9(X, 1). 
. Furthermore when X is primitive (7.3) remains valid for ç- not co prime to f sinee 
g(X, ç-) = O. 
We also define Gauss sums for Dirichlet characters X : (OK/m)X -t SI where m 
is sorne integral and y E ~~. We define the Gauss SUffi 
T(X, y) := 
" 
L X(x)e27riTr(xy). 
x(mod m) 
(x,m)=1 
Let X E Gfco be a Hecke character and Xf be the Dirichlet character corresponding 
to the finite part of X, then it is easy to see that 
where (1) = ft· 
7.3 Relation between \lf(;f' Xoo, s) and L(X, s) 
In this subsection we would like to relate the functions W ( ft, xco, s) to classical Artin 
L-functions L(X, s) where X is a primitive character. We essentially reproduee a proof 
that can be found in [Sie68]. 
Proposition 7.1 Let X: IK(f)/PK,I(foo) -t SI be a primitive character then 
L x(ac)w (~f' Xco, s) = g(X, l)L(X, s) 
cE!x(f)/PK,df) 
where ac E c is any integral ideal. 
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Proof We first extend X to IK (I) by setting x(a) = 0 when (a, f) =1= 1. We have 
'" x(a) L(s, X) = ~ N(a)s 
aÇOK 
For every class a we fix an integral ideal Ua E a. We have a natural bijection between 
the elements M E aa modulo O~ and integral ideals b E a-1 given by M f--+ Ma;;l E a-1. 
Therefore 
(7.4) 
Note that if (M, f) =1= 1 then Xi(M) = O. Remember that 
where (J) = B with (g, f) = 1. For M E OK coprime to f we have 
(7.5) 
substituting in (7.4) we get 
(7.6) 
Now using the assumption that Xi is primitive we can remove the restriction (M, f) = 1 
un der the Iast summation of (7.6) sinee (7.5) also ho Ids for M not co prime to f. 
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Rearranging a bit (7.6) we get 
where in the second equality every f-L is counted Af := IO~ (mod f)1 times and in the 
last summation we have used the fact that OK(fV = OK(foo V. Rearranging a bit 
the latter expression we get 
The last equality cornes from the observation that the set of ideals {pua} covers every 
element of IK(f)/ PK,l(f) exactly Af times. 0 
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7.4 Partial zeta functions ((a-\ f, w, s) as the dual of 'l1(;f' w, s) 
Let K be any totally real number field. Let w : (K Q9lR Q) x -> {± 1} be a sign 
character. Let f be an integral ideal of K and () be the different. For a fractional 
ideal a co prime to f we define 
8 ~ w(f.1) " ((a, f, w, s) := N(a) L..t IN( )1 8 
OK (foo) x \{j.tEa,j.t=l(mod f)} f.1 
Note that both functions depend only on the narrow class of a modulo f. Observe 
also that if b = .\a are integral ideals coprime to f then 
(7.7) 
Let {ai}f=l be the parity of w then we define 
where n = [K: Q] and dK is the discriminant of K. 
Theorem 7.1 We have the following functional equation 
where Tr(w) = Li ai· 
Proof The proof follows Hecke's classical method and relies on the functional equa-
tion of the generalized theta function which is a direct consequence of the Poisson 
summation formula. In order to prove (7.8) one needs to introduce heavy notation 
and also the notion of ideal numbers that repair the failure of not having a principal 
ring. For these reasons we have decided to only prove (7.8) in the case where K is real 
quadratic using a nice trick of Hecke which simplifies the argument. Moreover this 
second proof is better suited for the applications we have in mind since it involves an 
integral of a classical Eisenstein series against a suit able power of a quadratic form. 
o 
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Remark 7.2 One can use theorern 7.1 in conjunction with the weIl known func-
tional equation for L(s, X) to give another proof of proposition 7.1. However sorne 
difficulties arise since in order to express the partial zeta functions ((a, w, f, s) as 
linear cornbinations of L(s, X) one needs to deal with non primitive characters X of 
I K(f)/PK,l(foo ). 
Applying the last theorern in the case where K is real quadratic and letting a = aAr 
and f = (f) one sees that 
(7.9) FWl (s)w( aA~, Wl, s) = -FW1 (1 - s)N(f)l-s(((aAr)-l, J, Wl, 1- s) 
Jv D 
and 
Fwo(s)w( aA~, wo, s) = Fwo(1- s)N(f)l-s(((aAr)-l, J, wo, 1- s). 
JvD 
Note that if ArAr<7 = (~) then (aAr)-l = ~Ar<7. 
We conclude the end of this section by discussing sorne parity conditions on special 
values of partial zeta functions at negative integers. 
For integers m ~ 2 which are even the quantity 
(7.10) 
is equal to 0 unless ai = 0 for aIl i. Sirnilarly for integers m ~ 1 odd the quantity 
(7.11) 
is 0 unless ai = 1 for aIl i. We define Wo = 1 and Wl = sign(NKjQ). We thus see that 
for integers m ~ 1 the quantity ((a, f, w, 1 - m) can be different than 0 only when 
W = Wo and m is even or W = Wl and m is odd. 
Let 
(7.12) ((a, foo, s) := N(a)S L INt\W· 
O~(foo)\{ÀEa,À=l(mod f),..\»O} 
We sirnply caU those partial zeta functions. Note here that the surn is restricted to 
totally positive elernents. 
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Let (j 1, ... , (j n be the different embeddings of K and let {ai} r=l be such that 
ai E {a, 1}. We define 
((a, foo, {aÙ~=l' s) = N(a)S L 
{.\Ea:.\=:l(mod J) 
.\"i >0 if ai=O 
'\"i<O if ai=l}/OK(fOO)X 
1 
Let À E K X have parity {ai}?=l then using orthogonality relations we get 
(7.13) 
w is a sign char acter 
Choosing ai = a for all i with À = 1 in (7.13) and combining it with (7.10) and (7.11)) 
we see that for even integers m 2: 2 
(7.14) ((a, f, Wo, 1 - m) = 2n((a, foo, 1 - m) 
and that for odd integers m 2: 1 
(7.15) ((a, f, Wl, 1 - m) = 2n((a, foo, 1- m). 
Using again (7.13) we get that for any sign character 'r/ 
L 'r/(À)((aÀ-1, foo, s) = ((a, f, 'r/, s). 
(.\)EPK,l (f)/ PK,l (foc» 
We have the following well known theorem: 
Theorem 7.2 (Siegel,Klingen) For integers k 2: 1 the quantities 
((a, foo, 1 - k) 
are rational integers. 
Proof See [Sie69]. 
Corollary 7.1 For integers k 2: 1 we have 
F~~(~) k) \]J (f~' w, k) E Q, 
where Fw(s) = IdK ls/27l'-ns/2 rr=l re~ai). 
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Proof Use theorem 7.2 in combination with theorem 7.1. 0 
We finish the section by recording one more result: 
Proposition 7.2 Let (>.) E PK,l(f) where >. have parity {ai}r=l then for odd 
integers k 2: 1 we have 
((a>., foo, 1 - k) = (_l)I:ai((a, foo, 1- k), 
and for even integers k 2: 2 we have 
((a>., foo, 1 - k) = ((a, foo, 1- k). 
Proof We have 
(7.16) 
Now let (>.) E PK,1(f) where have parity {aJr=l. Without lost of generality assumes 
that >. E OK. Then we have 
W (~~,Wl'S) = Wl(>')W (f~,Wl'S) 
= (_l)I: ai W (f~,Wl'S) 
Substituting in (7.16) we find 
Now using (7.15) with s = k for k 2: 1 odd we de duce 
The proof for an even integer k 2: 2 is similar. We do the same calculation with Wl 
replaced by Wo. 0 
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8 Archimedean zeta functians attached ta real quadratic 
number fields 
We now specialize to the case where K is a quadratic number field of discriminant 
D.Note that the different () of K is (y75). Let f be sorne positive integer that we 
calI the conductor and No another positive integer that we calI the level. In or der to 
motivate the definitions of the various zeta functions attached to K we need to revisit 
the involution * f No on Xl U No). 
8.1 Involution *fNo on X 1(! No)(C) revisited 
For this subsection we assume that K = Q( y75) is an imaginary quadratic number 
field. Let [( f~o' rAT)] be a point of YI U No)(C). Using the definition on the involution 
LfNo defined in section 4.6 and denoting it simply by * we find that 
In particular we can think of * as sending f ~o 1---+ f-;;'o and T 1---+ f JOT . Define 
HOK (No, 1) as in definition 5.6 but where H replaces Hp. Let (r, T) E HOK (No, 1) 
then QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 where (A, f) = 1, NolA and B 2 - 4AC = D. We 
readily see that Q_l_(X,y) = CPNox2 + Bfxy + Ji y2. Therefore we deduce that f~r a 
disc(Q_l_) = f 2disc(QT). Note that the leading coefficient of Q_l_(X,y) is not 
f~r f~T 
coprime to f but its last coefficient ;io is. Remember that the group foU No) acts 
naturally on HOK U, No) by the rule 
aT+b 
,* (r,T) = (dr, d) 
CT+ 
where 'Y ~ (: ~). There;8 a natural llic!us;on of J-{OK (No, tl/ro(J No) C 
YI (f No)(C) given by (r, T) 1---+ [( ;;0' rAT )]. If (r, T) cv (ri, T') inside HOK (No, f)/fo(f No) 
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then there exists a matrix (: !) E roU No) such that dT T'(mad J) and 
(8.1) 
Rewriting (8.1) in term of T* = f~OT and T'* = fJOT1 we find that 
( d ClfNo) (T*)=(bfNoT*+a)(T'*). bf No a 1 1 
~ ~ 
If we let * : r 0 -t robe the involution defined by 
then we derive the following rule 
where 
( ab) * ( ) = (d-1 aT + b) * r, T r, d . C d CT + 
and 
[(r, T)]* = [( -r, T*)]. 
Note however that stricly speaking [( -r, T*)] doesn't belong to 1{0K (No, 1) sinee 
EndK(AT *) = Z + fwZ =1= Z + wZ = OK. 
Lelling Stabr,(fNO)QT(X,y) ~ (±')'T) where ')'T ~ (: !) we alsa see that 
(8.2) S ( *) (d cl f No) ()* tabr1 (jNo) T := "IT* = = "IT . bfNo a 
This involution * of level f No will play an important role later on. 
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8.2 Zeta functions 'lI and 'lI* 
Let K be a real quadratic field with discriminant D. Let us suppose that f = (f) 
where f is a positive integer. Let [a] E IoK(f)/QK,l(f) (the wide ide al class group of 
conductor f) where a is an integral ideal coprime to f. Let also 
be any sign character. We are mainly interested by the sign character 
Wl = sign 0 NK/iQ' 
Let \li ()Jj f' Wl, s) be the zeta function defined in section 7.1. In this section we would 
like first to define a zeta function \lI* ()Jj f' Wl, s) where the * refers to the involution 
discussed in section 8.1 Second of all we would like to write down a functional equation 
for the zeta functions \li and \lI*. In order to achieve those two goals it is more 
convenient to take a Z-basis f~r the integral ideal a. 
We take a Z-basis in the following way. There always exists an integer a E Z>o, 
(a, 1) = 1 and a TEK such that 
a(Z + TZ) = a. 
We let QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 with A > 0 be the primitive quadratic form 
associated to T. Since EndK(AT) = OK we have B 2 - 4AC = D. Without lost of 
generality we assume that T = -B:}A..fJ5. Note that the ideal AAT is an integral ideal 
(in fact A is the smallest positive integer n for which nAT is integral). 
A small computation shows that 
(8.3) 
where wl(vD) = -1, QT(X, y) = Ax2+Bxy+Cy2 = A(X-TY)(X-TŒy), T = -BM..fJ5, 
(±~r) = Stabr, (i) ( T ). The action of a malrix (: ~) acting on the veelor (x, y) 
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is given by (ax + by, cx + dy). We choose rJr in such a way that CT + d > 1 where 
ryT=(: !) 
Remark 8.1 Note that the variable appearing in the exponent of the exponential 
of (8.3) is the negative of the second variable of the quadratic form. 
Lemma 8.1 Let (E) = OK(fOO)X where E > 1. Then the matrix rJr E r 1(f) 
corresponds to the matrix representation of the multiplication map by En, for some 
n 2:: 1, on the lattice Ar with ordered basis {T, 1}. In particular one has that rJr E r(f). 
Proof Let OK = Z + wZ and assume that w = JD. The case where w = 1+fD can 
be treated in a similar way. The element T can be written as T = T~+S where t and r 
are coprime to f (this uses the assumption that (AT) f) = 1). Let E = U + fvJD > 1 
be a generator of OK(fOO)X and lei ryT = (: ~). Since (: !) ( : ) = 
(CT + d) ( ~ ) we have by definilion thal CT + d is a norm one algebraic inleger 
with fic and d l(mod f). Therefore CT + d E OK(fOO)X (this uses the fact that 
(t, f) = 1) and so CT + d = En for sorne positive n. The matrix corresponding to E 
with respect to the basis {JD, 1} is (u f VD ). It thus follows that the matrix fv U 
corresponding to multiplication by E for the basis {T, 1} is given by 
( 
r s) (u f v D ) ( 1 Ir -si rt ) . 
o t fv U 0 lit 
Computing the upper right entry we find - s:{v + Tf~D which is divisible by f. It thus 
follows that the upper right entry of the matrix corresponding to multiplication by 
En is divisible by f. 0 
If we consider the ideal Ta aAr = aTaZ + ~CZ = af (Z + ~Taz) then using (7.1) 
we find that 
(8.4) 
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Remark 8.2 Note that this time the variable appearing in the exponent of the 
exponential of (8.4) is the first variable of the quadratic form. Observe also that the 
ideal aTa AT is coprime to f iff f f C. The reader should keep in mind that one can 
pass from (8.3) to (8.4) by multiplying the ideal in the first entry of 'li by Ta. 
We want to define a w* -zeta function attached to the lattice aAT where the * corre-
sponds to a certain involution. The lattice aAT is equivalent to n( a, AT) n OK modulo 
PK,! (joo). Remember that we have an involution 
r -r 
(f 7\T ,rAT) I---t (-f ,rA_l) 
HO No fNo 
Let (1, T) E 1i~K (j, No) where T is reduced and consider the integral primitive binary 
quadratic form of discriminant D attached to T 
The lattice AAT is the integral 0 K- ideal corresponding to Q T (x, y). Consider also the 
primitive binary quadratic form of discriminant PD attached to T* = f ~OT • 
The lattice pC NoAT* is the integral OK,rideal corresponding to QT* (x, y) where 
OK,! = Z + fwZ is the or der of conductor f. Note that 
(1) Tr(p) E yZ if p E :~, 
(2) Tr(p) E yZ if p E Cf;2~r* = C~r* . 
Note thé appearance of P in the denominator of the left hand si de of the equality in 
(2). This is accounted for the fact that that the ring of endomorphisms of Cp NoAT* 
is OK,!. This l hope motivates the following definition 
Definition 8.1 Let aAT be an integral OK-ideal and let QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + 
Cy2 be the integral primitive binary quadratic form attched to T. Note that Ala. We 
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define 
'Ii' ( aAT ) "- N (CNOAT• )". 2:: sign(NK/Q(/l))e,·iT'K/Q(e) 
fv75' w, s.- v75 OK(jOO)X\{O#f.LECN~,.*} IN(p,) Is 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
r:n '" sign(QfNoT(m,n)) 21fifm 
=wl(vD) 6 e f 
(7],. (jNo))\(Z2\(O,O)) IQfNoT(m, n)ls 
h * - 1 - -Bf+fVJ5 Q ( ) - . (0) (f20 lIT 2 + Bf + A 2) d w ere T - fNoT - f2NOC ) T* X, Y - s'lgn HOX xy NoY an 
r* = ( d cl f No ) 
'Tl bf No a ' (
a bfNo) 
'Tlr(fNo) = clfN
o 
d . 
The third equality follows from the change of variable (x, y) 1---* (y, x) and uses the 
identity IQr.(m,n)1 = IQfNor(n,m)l. Again '11* depends only on the narrow ideal 
class modulo f of the integral ideal aAr. 
Remark 8.3 It is interesting to point out that the third equality reflects the 
functional equation of a certain Eisenstein series. This is clear if one looks at the 
proof of lemma 9.2. 
We want to define now dual zeta functions to '11 and '11* (dual in the sense of the 
functional equation). 
Definition 8.2 For sEte such that Re(s) > 1 we define 
(8.7) 
and 
sign( QT(m, n)) 
IQT(m, n)ls ' 
w*(aAr ).=f2s '" sign(Qr*(m,n)) 
v75 ,Wl,S . 6 IQr.(m,n)ls 
D f (7],.*)\(O#(m,n)=(*,O)(mod f)) 
where A is the leading coefficient of the quadratic form QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Oy2. 
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Remark 8.4 Note that the matrices rJT and rJT* preserve the congruence 
a ( A ' 0) (mod 1). 
We can now write down the functional equation for \[1 and \[1*. 
Theorem 8.1 For sEC such that Re(s) < -1 we have 
(8.8) () ( aAT ~ aAT -Fw1s\[l fT) ,Wl,S) = Fw1 (1-s)\[I( fT),wl,l-s), 
vDf fvD 
and 
(8.9) -F~l (s)\[I*( a:;; , Wl, s) = F~l (1 - s)~*( aA~, Wl, 1 - s). 
vDf fvD 
where FWl(S) = disc(QT)sj27r - sr (S!1)2 and F~l(S) = disc(QT*)sj27r - sr e!1)2. Note 
that the left hand side of (8.8) and (8.9) make sense when Re(s) < -1 sinee \[1 and 
\[1* admit a meromorphic continuation to C (see corollary 8.1). 
~ ~ 
Remark 8.5 Later on we will relate special values of \[1 and \[1* at negative even 
integers (see proposition 9.4). At this stage it is not clear that ~ can be related to 
~ 
\[1* in any obvious way. 
We end this subsection with this useful lemma 
Lemma 8.2 We have 
where the function on the right hand side is a partial zeta function of K weighted by 
the infinite character Wl = sign 0 NK/IQi' 
Proof We have 
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sign(QT(m, n)) 
IQT(m, n)ls 
=N(f)SN(AATa)S " Wl(p,) 
a Lt IN(p,)ls 
OK(fOO)X\{O""tlE~ATa,tl=l(mod in 
= N(f)S( (~ ATa, f, W1, s) 
= N(f)S( ((aAT )-1, f, Wl, s) 
The last equality follows from the fact that ATATa = (~). The term on the right 
hand si de of the last equality is nothing else than a partial zeta function twisted by 
the character Wl. Note that this coincides with equation (7.9). 0 
8.3 Proof of the functional equation of \lI for K quadratic real 
The key idea in the pro of of theorem 8.1 is a trick due to Hecke relating the zeta 
function of definite quadratic forms to the zeta function of indefinite quadratic form. 
After it is a matter of relating the functional equation appearing in (3.11) to the one 
appearing in theorem 8.1. We have decided to include the proof for the reader but 
essentially all the ingredients are already contained in [Sie68]. 
Proof of theorem 8.1 We only prove (8.8) sinee (8.9) can be proved in a similar 
manner. Let (: !) = '1 E SL,(Z) be an hyperbolic matrix fixing two real points T 
and TO" such that T > TO". Assume furthermore that a - 1 (mod 1) and c - 0 (mod 1). 
Consider the normalized quadratic form QT(Z, 1) = (z - T)(Z - TO") = ~QAz, 1) 
where QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2. We find the transformation formula 
We also define 
which makes sense for all s E CC such that Re( s) > 1. We will use the functional 
equation in s of 1/Jr (s, z) to de duce it for lJ! (~, W1, s). It also satisfies the following 
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~. 
" 
transformation formula in z 
(8.10) 
( R S) -for any P Q = Œ E f 1(j). It thus follows that the Coo 1-form IQAz)IS- l1jJr(S, z)dz 
is invariant under the transformation z 1---+ 'YZ. We take the opportunity here to men-
tion the useful formula 
(8.11) 
Lemma 8.3 Let C be the half circle of the upper half plane joining T and TU. Let 
ml ml ml . () () ( ') m2 E 'li} and "1-1 m2 = m; (for some mteger l) then 
1 1 10 (z)IS-ldz c Im2z - mlI 2(s-1) (m2z - md 2 T 
= 1 1 10T(z)IS- l dz 
c Im;z - m~12(s-l)(m;z - mD2 . 
Note that C) as a subset of 'H) is fixed (the orientation also is preserved) by the 
M oebius transformation z 1---+ 'Y z. 
where the second equality follows from the invariance of C by 'Y. 
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where ( ~ ) ~ 'Y~1 ( :: ). The second equality follows from (8.10) and (8.11). 
D 
Let x be an arbitrary point on C. From the previous computation we see that for 
any (m1,m2) E Z2\{(O,O)} we have 
(8.14) 
where the last summation goes over all the ,-l-translate of the fixed pair (ml, m2). 
Geometrically the small arc with end points x and ,-lX gives a tessellation of C under 
the action of the ,,-1). Note that we were allowed to change the or der of summation 
with integration because of absolute convergence since Re(s) > 1. Note that we can 
also replace ,-1 by, without affecting (8.14). 
Fix a complete set of representatives {(ml, m2)} for the action of (,) on (Z2\ { (0, 0) } ). 
Then for every representative (ml, m2) multiply the left hand side of (8.12) by 
e27rim2r/f. Taking the summation and using (8.14) gives us 
(8.15) '" e27rim2r/f 1 1 IQT(z)IS-1dz ~ lm z m 12(s-1)(m Z m)2 (m),m2)E(-y)\(Z2\(O,O)) e 2 - 1 2 - 1 
= j l'YX IQT(z)IS-1ij;r(S, z)dz. 
The orientation of C is taken to be the orientation of the arc segment joining Ter to 
T. It is therefore in the clockwise orientation. The quantity j := sign(a~d) takes 
care of this choice of orientation. By lemma 8.3 the summation on the 1eft hand side 
doesn't depend on the set of representatives which is clear from the right hand side. 
Also since the left hand side doesn't depend on x we get that the right hand side is 
independent of the base point x. 
We are thus lead to eva1uate the following expression 
r 1 IQ (z)IS-1dz Je Im2z - mlI2(s-1)(m2z - md 2 T . 
This ~s the content of the next lemma 
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Lemma 8.4 For Re(s) > 1 we have 
Proof We omit the pro of since this calculation is done in [Sie68] and a bit later we 
do a similar calculation. 0 
Corollary 8.1 Let Re(s) > 1 then 
where 
sign( Qr( ml, m2) )e21rim2r/ f 
IQr(ml, m2)ls 
Proof Combine (8.15) with lemma 8.4. 0 
Lemma 8.5 We have 
for any s E CC su ch that Re(s) < O. 
Remark 8.7 Note that the matrix Î E rl(f) preserves the congruence (r, O)(mod f). 
Proof of lemma 8.5 The proof uses the same ide as as lemma 8.1. 
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r' .. 
Let ((8, U', V', Z, g) (see (3.10) for the definition) with 9 = 2, u· = ( ~ ) and 
v· = ( n wc get 
((8, ( ~ ) , ( ~ ) , z, 2) 
e211"im2r/f 
_ yS"" __ -.----:-__ 
~ [(m2z - m1)[2(s-1)(m2z - md 2 
:Œ!#'O 
yS1/Jr(s, z). 
Using the functional equation in (3.11) applied to 1/Jr(s, z) we get 
We are thus lead to evaluate the integral 
1T 1 QT(Z) IS-11 (m - nZ)21 2s- 1 dz . Ta (m - nz)2 im(z) (m - nz)2 
The two end points of C correspond to T and Ta. We integrate from Ta to T, therefore 
since T > Ta this is integrating along C in the clockwise orientation. 
In or der to compute this integral we do a change of variables. The variables are z 
and w and t and we fix a pair (m, n) E Z2\{(O, On. We let 
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z = TW+T" W = Z-T" 
w+1 ' T-Z v = n7 - m, v
Œ 
= n7Œ - m 
nz - m = VW+V" 
w+1 j = sign(a~d) 
Q- (TW+T") _ ( Œ)2 W T w+1 - - 7 - 7 (w+1)2 
W = IV: lit 
9 = sign(vvŒ) = sign(QT(m, n)) 
(nz - m)-2dz = i(7 - 7lT )lvvlT l-1 
·(1 + igt)-2dt 
The of variaqles z I--t T:!~" sends the hyperbolic triangle C on the positive y-axis. 
Applying this change of variable we find 
1iOO 1-(7 - 7lT)2~ IS-11 (vw+v")2 12S-1 (w+1) w+1 (lT)( lT)-2d = -------:-( v-w-;"+-,V";;-:)-'-=-2----''- _ lT im( w) 7 - 7 VW + v w o w+1 (7 7) Iw+112 
=liOO I W IS-11(vW+VlT)212S-1(vW+VlT)-2dw 
o (VW+V lT )2 im(w) 
-100 1 (vv lT )-lit IS-11 (1 + igt)212s-1. lT -1 ·-2 
- ( ') 2 ( ) 1 ' 1, 1 vv 1 (1 + 1, gt ) dt 
o 1 + zgt vvŒ - zt 
= ilvvlT l-(l-s) -- (1 + igt)-2dt 100 1 t I-S o 1 + t 2 
100 t = ilvvlT l-(l-s) (--2 )-S(l + igt)-2dt, o 1 + t 
So we need to evaluate the quantity l := fOoo (1:t2)-S(1 + igt)-2dt. Doing the 
change of variables t I--t t we find that l = - fooo C:t2)-s(1 - igt)-2dt = -1, so 
l is purely imaginary. Therefore l = ~ fd oo ((1 + igt)-2 - (1- igt)-2) (1:t2)S-ldt = 
-2ig fooo (1+~2)2 (1:t2 )-Sdt = -2ig fooo t-s+1(l + t2)-s-2dt. 
Doing the change of variable 1 + t 2 = u followed by Ul--t l we find that 
u 
-2ig 100 r s+1(1 + t2)S-2dt = -ig 11 (1 - u)-s/2u-s/2du. 
Using the well know formula fol ux - 1(1- u)Y-ldu = ri(2~~) we get 
-2' 100 t-S+1(1 + t2)S-2dt = _' r(~)2 1,g 0 zg r(2 - s) . 
Combining everything together we find 
l ,x . re;S)27[2s-1 sign(QT(m, n)) x IQT(z)IS-1'lj;r(S, z)dz = J j2(s-l)r(s + 1) 2:: IQ (m n))ll-s h)\(m,n)=(r,O) (mod f) T , 
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This completes the proof of lemma 8.5. 0 
Lemma 8.5 suggests the following definition: 
Definition 8.3 
A(~ ) ._ f28 '" sign(QT(m, n)) 
yJ ,7",S.- ~ IQ ( ))1' f b)\O;i(m,n)=(r,O) (mod 1) T m, n 8 
Combining Lemma 8.1 with lemma 8.5 and rearranging a bit we obtain the functional 
equation 
(8.18) 
s + 1 2 ~ s r ~ 1-8 2 - S 2 2 1 1 r f(-2-) disc(QT)2 A8yJ(y,7",0) = disc(QT)-2 f(-2-) 'if 8- A -8rjJ(y,7", 1- s). 
But this is nothing else than the functional equation (8.8) of theorem 8.1. 0 
9 Relation between special values of zeta functions 
and Eisenstein series 
9.1 Archimedean zeta function associated to a class in 
H~(No, !)/fo 
In this section we want to associate to any class in H~(No, f)lro a well defined 
Archimedean zeta function. We first start by proving an elementary lemma. 
Lemma 9.1 Let 7 E Hp n K S.t. (disc(QT)'P) = 1 and let 
then IT E SL2 (7L). Note that IT is well defined up to ±1. 
Proof Let (: !) = "fT' Sinee det(ohl = 1 this implies that NK/Q(CT + dl = l. 
Since the denominators of c and d are at most powers of P and N (C7 + d) = 1 we 
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have that CT + d is norm 1 unit of O~) x. But since p is inert in K we have O~) x c:::: 
±1 xpz x O~. Therefore this forces cT+d E O~. We also have CT2 + (d-a)T+b = O. 
Therefore there exists a rational number of the form ~ ((m, p) = 1) such that 
(9.1) 
pS 
-(cx2 + (d - a)x + b) = Qr(x) = Ax2 + Ex + C. 
m 
let E = E 2 - 4AC then wlog we can assume T = -B2~VE. We have (CT + d) -
(CTO" + d) = C(T - TO") EOK. Therefore cV; E OK. But cfA = m/pS we thus have 
mv}'f E OK. Since (E,p) = 1 and (m,p) = 1 this forces 8 = o. Because A,B, C are p . 
integers, (m,p) = 1 and a, b, c, d E z[~], we deduce from (9.1) that c, b, (d - a) E Z. 
Finally note that Alc so we find that CT E OK and therefore dE Z. 0 
We would like to attach now a zeta function to certain pairs (r, T) E 7-i~(Na, 1). 
Remark 9.1 It is easy to show that if T is reduced, i.e. if red(T) = Va where Va 
is the standard vertex on the Bruhat-Tits tree and red is the reduction map, then 
(di8C( Qr), p) = 1. However the converse is false. We can therefore think of the reduced 
requirement as a finer notion compare to the more naive condition (di8C(Qr),P) = 1. 
Definition 9.1 Let (r, T) E }{~(No, 1). Assume that T is reduced i.e. red(T) = 
Vo. We set 
Then by lemma 9.1 we know that 'T/r E rI (1) , in other words Stabr1 (fZ[ 1]) ( T) -p 
Stabr,(f) (r). Wc choose ryT ~ (: !) in such a way that CT + d > 1. We define 
several zeta functions associated to the pair (r, T) by 
and similarly 
3') /"*(( ) ).- lTr* (O(T,r)nO ) J" r,T ,8 .- 'l! fv75 ,Wl,8 
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4) ~(*(( ) )._;'h* (S1(T,T)nO ) r,T ,s .- '±' fV75 ,Wl,S 
where Wl = sign 0 N K/Q and () = (VD). Note that the map 0 (see definition 5.7) 
depends on the quantities V,p, f and No· 
Proposition 9.1 If (r, T), (r', T') E 1{~(No, f) satisfy the assumption of the defi-
nition 9.1, namely red(T) = red(T') = VOl then if (r, T) f"V (r', T') we have 
(1) ( ( ( r, T), s) = (( ( r', T'), s) , 
(2) (*((r,T),s) = (*((r',T'),S) 
ProofLet O(r,T) = AA~) and O(r', T') = A'A~) (where the exponent (p) means that 
we have tensored the Z-lattices AAT and A'AT, over Z[l]). Since (r,T) f"V (r', T') there p 
exists a matrix ry = (a b) E GLt(Z[l]) such that 
c d P 
(9.2) 
with fic and d - ~ (mod f). Because T and T'are reduced this forces ry E GL2(Zp). 
It thus follows that ry E SL2(Z). Using relation (9.2) we deduce that AAT _ 
A'AT, (mod QK,l(fOO)). Finally since T and T'are reduced we have AA~) n V = AAT 
and A' A~) n V = A' AT" It thus follows that 
,T, (O(r, T) n V ) = ,T, (o(r', T') n V ) 
'±' fVD' w, S '±' fVD' w, s . 
This proves (1). The pro of of (2) is similar. D 
We have thus succeeded to attach well defined Archimedean zeta functions to any 
class of 1{~(No, f)/ f"V. 
So far we haven't used the level No-structure build in inside 1{~(No, f). The next 
object we define is a zeta function attached to a good divisor 6 E D(No, f)(P) and a 
pair (r, T) E 1{~(No, f). From now on, in order to simplify the calculation we make 
the following assumption 
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Assumption 9.1 We assume that the good divis or 
do,r 
is primitive i.e. n(do,r) = 0 if (r,j) =1-1. 
Definition 9.2 Let 0 = Ldo,r n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, J)(P) be a good divisor and 
(j,T) E H~(No,J) with red(T) = Vo then we define 
(2) (*(Oj, (1, T), s) := L n( ~~, r)dÔ(*((N~;do' ~~T), s). 
doINo,rE(Z/ fZ) x 
It is an easy exercise to show that ((Oj, (1, T), s) and (*(Oj, (1, T), s) depend only 
on the class of (1, T) modulo rv. We also have the useful formula ((oah (1, T), s) = 
((Oj, (a, T), s). 
Remark 9.2 First of an note that there is a hat on zeta functions appearing on 
the right hand side of (1) and (2). Note also that the lattices Ador has endomorphism 
by OK = Z + wZ and Ador* has endomorphism by Z + jwZ which is the order of 
conductor J of OK· 
Remark 9.3 In the case where j = 1 as in [DD06] one has that ((Oj, T, s) = 
(*(Oj, T, s). In general if j > 1 then ((Oj, (1, T), s) =1- Ç(Oj, (1, T), s). In proposition 
9.4 we relate both of them under the assumption that the primes dividing j are inert 
in K. 
9.2 Special values of ((6r , (A,T), l-k) as integrals of Eisenstein 
series of even weight F2k 
We are now ready to relate periods of Eisenstein series with special values of the 
Archimedean zeta functions ((or, (1, T), s) and Ç(or, (1, T), s). 
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Lemma 9.2 Let (j, T) E H~(Na, f) where QT(X, y) - Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 and 
red(T) = Va. Then for all odd integers k 2: 1 we have 
(1) 3(*(6j , (A, T), 1 - k) = Jç~T*6 QT*(Z, l)k-l F;k(j, z)dz 
= j2k-2 Jç~T6 QT(Z, l)k-l F2k ( -j, z)dz, 
(2) 3((6j, (A, T), 1 - k) = Jç~T6 QT(Z, l)k-l F;k(j, z)dz 
Remark 9.4 If we use proposition 5.1 we see that we can replace Çl and 6 by 
any point in H without changing the value of the integrals of (1) and (2). Note also 
that if (disc(QT)'P) = 1 then 
(9.3) Stabr1 (T) = Stabr1 (f) (T). 
In particular (9.3) is true when red(T) = VO. 
ProofWe only prove (1) since (2) can be proved in a similar way simply by replacing 
T* by T in the argument. Using the remark 9.4 we can assume that 6 E H. We 
compute 
where 8 r(k, z) = L:~,n (~:7r~:;;k which is defined for integers k 2: 2. 
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For every terrn in (9.4) indexed by a do 1 No, we replace the base point 6 by ~ = 6 
and followed by a change of variables z 1--7 :0' We thus get 
Let QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 then because (r, T) E Ji~(No, 1) we have Cl' T)* = 
(-7,T*) = (-7' fJOT) and therefore QT*(X,y) = PCNox2 + Bfxy + toy2 and 
QdOT*(X, y) = PC~~X2 + Bfxy + tfooy2. Therefore QdOT*(dox, y) = dOQT*(X, y). Sub-
stituting in (9.5) the latter equality we get 
(
(_1)k(21T)2k)-1 No k_1l'Ydor*6 k-l 
= -12 (2k -1)! Ln(da,r)do 6 QdOT* (z, 1) 8 rj (k,z)dz. 
do,r 
Now applying Hilfsaz 1 in [Sie68] we find 
where for integers k ~ 2 
e21l"i(mu+nv) 
rp((u, v), T", k) := L Q (m n)k (converges absolutely) , 
('")')\(22 \(0,0» T , 
ç E Ji is an arbitrary point and, E SL2(Z) is such that (u v ), _ ( uv) (mod Z2) 
for all (u, v) E Z2. Set ç := 6 E H. 
When k ~ 3 is odd we readily see that 
(9.7) 
The -Ion the right hand si de cornes frorn Wl (VD) = -1 in the definition of w*. 
Using the functional equation 
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where F*(s) = 7[-sdisc(Qr*)~re~1)2 in combination with equation (9.7) plus the 
observation that (_l)k-1 = sign(a + d) = 1 and sign(c) = -1 in (9.6) we obtain 
F*(l - k) (( _1)k(27[)2k) -1. k- 1 r(k)2 ~ No l-k~* jA No 
-12 F*(k) (2k-1)! dzsc(Qr*) 2 r (2k)f;:n(do ,T)do (((Noldo'ToT),l-k). 
Simplifying we get 
= 3(*(bjA , (1, T), 1 - k) 
= 3(*(bj , (A, T), 1 - k). 
We want to treat now the case k = 1. Using the equation (8.17) we see that we 
need to evaluate lims->l 'ljJr(s, z) (see equation (8.10) for the definition of 'ljJr(s, z)) and 
compare it with 
e27rim2r/ f 
-47[2 E;( -T, z) = ~ ( )2' 
m2 Z - ml 
m#(O,O) , 
Note that originally 'ljJr ( s, z) was only defined when Re (s ) > 1 in arder to have 
absolute convergence. Note that the limit when s ---+ 1 makes sense since 'ljJr(s, z) 
admits analytic continuation. 
Lemma 9.3 We have 
(1) lims->1 'ljJr(s, z) = C~(Z) - 47[2 E~( -r, z)) if T - O(mod 1) 
(2) lims ->1 'ljJr(s, z) = -47[2 E~( -r, z) if r =1 O(mod f) 
Proof See theorem 7 of chapter 3 in [B. 74]. 0 
With this lemma we thus get for any T E ('Ill fZ) x that 
lim 'ljJr(s, z) = -47[2 E;( -T, z) = 8 r (1, z). s->1 
From this we de duce 
(9.8) l 'y, * 6 3(*(bj , (A, T), 0) = -12 F;(j, z)dz 6 
l 'Yr*6 = F;(j, z)dz. 6 
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This concludes the pro of for the case k = 1. It remains to prove the second equality 
of (1). For this we do the change of variables z f--+ fJoz in equation (1) of lemma 9.2 
and we use the two identities 
(9.9) 
with m = 2k and 
Qfr(fx, y) = fQ(x, y). 
D 
Remark 9.5 The relation (9.8) continues to hold even if the divisor b is not 
primitive because the non holomorphie terms cancel sinee b is good. 
At this point in makes sense to draw the following eorollary from (9.9) 
. Proposition 9.2 Let 6 = ioo and 6 = O. Then for "( E roU No) and k 2: n - 2 
we have 
Note that if"( = then "(* = . (
ab ) ( d cl f No ) 
c d bfNo a 
Proof Simply apply the change of variable z f--+ f10 to the left hand si de and use 
(9.9). 
Proposition 9.3 Let 6 = L:do,r n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, 1) be su ch that 
L n(do, r)do = L n(do, r) ~: = 0 for aU r E 71.1 fZ, 
dolNo dolNo 
then the Eisenstein series Fk,8(r, T) is holomorphie at the set of eusps roU NoHO, ioo}. 
Using proposition 5.1 we deduce 
1,(iOO) 1,(0) . zn Fk ,8(r, z)dz = zn Fk ,8(r, z)dz 
100 ° 
1
,(0) 1ioo 
=. zn Fk ,8(r, z)dz + zn Fk ,8(r, z)dz. 
100 ° 
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If we lel'y = (: !) we gel 
{% zn Fk,(j(r, z)dz = {~zn Fk,(j(r, z)dz + too zn Fk,(j(r, z)dz. JiOO Jioo Jo 
Remark 9.6 This is a reciprocity formula. 
9.3 Sorne explicit formulas for (*(8r , (A, T), 0) 
We record in this subsection a special value ofparticular importance namely ((c5j , (A, T), 0). 
From lemma 9.2 we have 
(9.10) 
since 
~ ~ 1 
F2 (j(-r,T)dz = F2(j(r,T)dz = -.dlog,6(jr(T). 
, , 21l"'l 
Let "IT = (: ~). Using equation (5.4) 01 proposition 5.4 and using the lact that 
c5 is a good divisor we de duce 
(*(c5j , (A,T),O) = -4· sign(c) L n(do, r)s{ij-,O) (a, f~o) 
rEZI fZ,dolNo 
=-4·sign(c) L n(do,r) L B 1(Jr:i f )B1(Jra:ai f ) 
rEZlfZ,dolNo i(mod clfdo) cj 0 cj 0 
= -4· sign(c) L n(do, r) L Bl(J:jj~ i)I3t(a(J:jj~ i)) 
rEZI fZ,dolNo i(mod cl fdo) 
(9.11) = -4· sign(c) L n(do, r)D~~l(mod f)(a, cjdo). 
rEZlfZ,dolNo 
9.4 Relation between ((8, (1, T), s) and (*(6", (1, T), s) 
For later purposes it will be important to relate those two zeta functions. We have 
the following 
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Proposition 9.4 Assume that f is divisible only by primes that are inert in K 
then we have 
f-1 ~ * aAT """"" ~ aAT \]! ( ,f"T')' W1, s) = ~ \]! (Àu a ,f"T')' W1, s) fv D u=O' fv D 
where Àu,a is an algebraic integer chosen so that Àu,a (uA~NO + TŒ)(mod 1), Àu,a is 
coprime to p and totally positive. 
Corollary 9.1 Using lemma 8.2 we deduce 
f-1 2: ((Àu,a * 5, (a, T), s) = (*(5, (a, T), s). 
u=O 
Proof of proposition 9.4 We have 
f -2s;T;*( aAT ) = """"" 
'J' Vl5,W1'S ~ 
f D hT(fNo))\{Oio(m,n)=(O,1)(mod f)} 
f-1 
=2: 
sign(QfNoT(m, n)) 
IQfNoT(m, n) Is 
sign(QNOT(m, n)) 
IQNoT(m, n)ls 
Note that the discriminant of QNOT(X, y) is equal to D. Since '"'(NOT E ru) the second 
summation makes sense since the congruences (u, ~) (mod f) are preserved under the 
action of '"'(NOT. Now because the primes dividing f are inert in K we get automatically 
that the algebraic numbers {Àu,a}~:6 are coprime to fp. We have that the right hand 
side of the last equality equals to 
f-1 
= """"" N (A ) s """"" W 1 ( À ) ~ NOT ~ IN(À)ls 
u=O OK(fOO) x \{OioÀEANoT,À=u+1NoT(mod f)} 
f-1 ( AIN, ) 
= 2,( X;:,~~ANOT<T,f,W1,S 
f-1 
= 2: ( ((Àu,aaA NoT )-1, f, W1, s) . 
u=O 
where for the last equality we have used the fact that ANoTANoT<T = (A!NO). 0 
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10 P-adic zeta functions and p-adic Kronecker limit 
formula 
Definition 10.1 We define the p-adic zeta function attached ta a good divisor 
6 E D(No, f)(P) 
and a pair (j, T) E 1i~(No, 1) with Qr(x, y) = Ax2 + Bxy+Cy 2 and (disc(Qr), p) = 1 
ta be 
(10.1) Ç( 6j, (A, T), s) := ~ r (Qfr(fx, y)) -sd'iij{ ioo --t fAioo) }(x, y) 
3 Ix 
= ~(f)-2S 1 (Qr(X, y))-Sd'iij{ioo --t fr(ioo)} (x, y) 
where (x) denotes the unique element in 1 + pZp that differs from x by a p -1 root of 
unity. This zeta function makes sense for any s E Zp. As usual (±fr) = Stabr1 (T). 
Corollary 10.1 For n ?: 0 an even negative integer congruent ta 0 modulo p - 1 
we have 
Proof Combine (1) of lemma 9.2 with (1) of theorem 6.1. 0 
Remark 10.1 We thus see that our p-adic zeta function interpolates rational 
values of the Archimedean zeta function (*(6j, (A, T), s) at negat'ive integers. 
Lemma 10.1 The derivative (Ç)'(6j, (A, T), 0) at s = 0 is given by 
(Ç)'(6j, (A, T), 0) = -~ lZ0gp(Qr(X, y))d'iij{ç --t frÇ}(X, y) 
where ç = ioo. 
Proof This is a direct calculation using equation (10.1). Note that the integral over 
X. of logp( Qfr(fx, y)) = logp P + logp Qr(x, y) is the same as logp Qr(x, y) since the 
total measure is zero so that the constant term logp p vanishes. 0 
We can now deduce a p-adic Kronecker limit formula 
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Theorem 10.1 Let (r, T) E H~(No, 1) with T reduced, i.e. red(T) = vo. Then 
we have 
(10.2) 
Proof From theorem 6.2 we have 
(10.3) 
Replacing T by T Œ in the previous identity gives us 
(10.4) u(6n TŒ) = i (x - TŒy)d'iir{ioo -* 'l'T,,(ioo)}(x, y) 
But 'l'T = 'l'T"· Therefore multiplying (10.3) with (10.4) together and taking the p-adic 
logarithm of this product combined with lemma 10.1 gives us (10.2). D 
We end this subsection with the following useful proposition 
Proposition 10.1 
Proof Use lemma 6.2 with equation (9.10). D 
Il Dedekind sums and periods of Eisenstein series 
Il.1 Dedekind sums 
In order to give explicit formulas we need to introduce certain Dedekind sums. Let 
En be the n-th periodic Bernoulli polynomial, see definition 4.6. It is easy to show 
that they satisfy the following distribution relations 
(11.1) 
N-l . 
Nk-1 ~ B ( x + M ~) = B (ax) ~ k a MN kM 
i=O 
where M and N are nonzero integers and a is coprime to N. 
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Definition 11.1 Let a and ci-O be two integers, not necessarily coprime with 
fic. Let s, t 2: 1 be integers and choose a residue class r E Z/ f7L We define 
(11.2) Dr (mod f) ( )._ s-l s,t a, c .- c 
l<h<e 
h=r(m;d 1) 
~ ~ 
Es(h/ c) Et(ha/ c) 
s t 
where En is the n-th periodic Bernoulli polynomial, see definition 4.6. 
When the level f is fixed we omit the mod f notation. 
Lemma 11.1 Those Dedekind sums satisfy the following useful identities: 
(1) D:,~mod f)(ad, dc) = D:,~mod f)(a, c) 
(2) d-;;(t-1)D:,~modf)(a,c/do) = ( deor-1 e L: h=l h=r(mod f) 
B(h)-h 
S CJdO Bt( CU) 
s t 
for any a, c, dE Z s.t. doflc. 
Proof Let us prove the first identity first. 
= (dC)s-l 
= (dc)s-l 
= (dC)s-l 
(dC)s-l 
-
h(mod de) 
h=r(mod f) 
s t 
~ ~Bs(~)Bt(~) 
L..t L..t s t i(mod e) )=0 
i=r(mod f) 
L 
d-1 B (i+ej) B (Qi) ~ s de t e 
L..t s t i(mod e) j=O 
i=r(mod f) 
Bt(~) ~ Bs(i/~+j) L t 6 s i(mod e) j=O 
i=r(mod f) 
i(mod e) 
i=r(mod f) 
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t s 
This completes the first part of the lemma. Let us prove the second part. 
o 
c 
Bs(hl (cl do)) Bt(hal c) 
-
h=l 
s t 
h:=r(mod f) 
c/do do-l B (h+jc/dO) B~ ( h+jc/dO) ~ ~ Sc/do tac = 
~ ~ s t 
h=l J=O 
h:=r(mod f) 
c/do do-l B ( h ) B ( h+jc/dO) L L s ~ t ad;(C/dO) = 
h=l j=O 
h:=r(mod f) 
c/do B ( h ) do-l B ( h+jc/dO) L s ~ L t ad;(C/dO) = 
h=l j=O 
h:=r(mod f) 
c/do 
L 
h=l 
h:=r(mod f) 
B ( h ) B ( ah ) 
s ëjd;; t ëjd;; 
s t 
d-(t-l) Dr(mod f) ( Id) 
o s,t a, CO· 
Il.2 A technical lemma 
Here is sorne technical lemma that will turn out to be essential later on. 
Lemma 11.2 Let s, t 2:: 1. For any rational number % (p could divide c), we have 
inside Qp the following identity: 
1· Dr(mod f) ( ) _ Dr(mod f) ( ) _ s-lDP- 1r(mod f) ( ) lm +( -1) j t a, c - st a, C Pst pa, C 
J-'>OO S PP" , 
The proof is similar to [DD06] but it avoids the use of Dedekind reciprocity formulas. 
Proof Let x = % E Q with (a, c) = 1 and assume first that p f c. Let b be an 
integer such that abp _ 1 (mod c). 
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Note that 
(11.3) Dr(mod f) ( ) _ s-1 s,t a, c - c 
therefore 
1<I<c 
l=ar(m-;d f) 
- -Bs(lbp/c) Bt(l/c) 
s t 
(11.4) D r(mod f) ( ) _ s-1+(p-1)pj 
( )
0 ac-c s+ p-l pJ,t ' 
and similarly 
(11.5) D r(mod f) ( ) s-1 s+(p-1)pj,t pa, c = c 
1<I<c 
l=ar(mOd f) 
l<l<c 
l=ar(m-;d f) 
s 
s 
t 
t 
Write y. = {lbp/c} and yi = {lb/cl. Since C(p-1)pj ---+ 1, then subtracting ps-1 times 
(11.5) to (11.4) we see that it suffices to prove that 
(11.6) 
For s > 0, this follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [YouOl]. In the course of the 
pro of of Theorem 3.2 of [YouOl] he gets that for any positive integer b coprime to p 
the following equality 
(11.7) 
B 0 () s-1+(p-1)pj B 0 ( 1) (bs+(p-l)pj _ 1) s+(p-l)pJ X - P 0 s+(p-l)pJ X 
S + (p - l)pJ 
_(bS _l)Bs(x) - pS-lBs(X/) = O(modpJ+ l7Lp) 
s 
where Xl is such that pxl - x E {O, 1, ... ,p - 1} and s ;::: 1. The denominator of ~n at 
p is well behaved. If (p - 1) t n then ~n is p-integral. If (p - 1) 1 n then vp ( ~n) = -1 -
vp(n). Using the previous observation it follows that limj_oop(p-l)pj B s+(p-1)pi (Xl) = O. 
Letting j -+ 00 in (11.7) we get that 
(11.8) (bS _ 1) lim B s+(p-1)pj (x) = (bS _ 1) Bs(x) - ps-l Bs(XI) . 
J-"OO S S 
When s ;::: 1 we can always choose b such that bS - 1 #- O. Therefore we can cancel 
the two factors bS - 1 in (11.8) to get (11.6). It remains to treat the case where s = O. 
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We have vp(Y) ~ 1. Let 9 = (p - l)pJ. Notethat 
(11.9) 
If (p - 1) f k then ~k E Zp. If (p - l)lk then we can write k = (p - l)pUm with 
(m,p) = 1. 80 Vp(~ky9-k) ~ -1 - u + (p - l)pU ~ 0 sinee pi-u - 1 ~ m. We thus 
deduee from (11.9) that limj->ooB(p_l)pj(Y) = B(p-l)pj. 
Let w be the Teichmüller char acter at p. If we look at Lp(s) the p-adic L-function 
twisted by the trivial character. We have the formula 
Here w-n means the primitive character associated to w-n (so w-n(a) is not neeessarily 
equal to w(a)-n). 80 letting n = (p - l)pj therefore w-n(p) = 1 we get 
L (1 - (p - 1)~) = -(1 _ p(p-l)pLl) B(P-l)pj. 
p (p - l)pJ 
Now we know that lims->l(s - l)Lp (s) = 1 - ~. 80 letting j --+ 00 we get 
lim B(p_l)pJ = 1 - ~ 
J--->OO P 
this proves the daim for S = o. 
We need to treat now the case where pic. This case turns out to be simple. Let 
us prove the following elementary lemma 
Lemma 11.3 Let h be any integer and 0 -=1 c E Z su ch that pic. Then we have 
the following: 
(1) limj->oocs+g Bs+9 (%) = cSBs (%)) if (h,p) = l. 
(2) limj->oocS+9Bs+9(%) = 0) ifplh. 
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where g = (p - 1)~. 
Proof of lemma 11.3 Let us prove the first case. We have 
(11.10) cs+g Bs+g(~) = f: (8: g) Bkhs+g-ké 
k=ü 
(11.11) ~ ~ (s: g) Bkh,+g-kck + k~' (s: g)Bkh'+9-kc' 
Now sinee Iclp < 1, Ihl p = 1,1 C;:) Ip ::; 1 and IBklp ::; p, the li mit in (11.11) exists when 
j -7 00. Sinee (h,p) = 1 the limit of the first term is cSBs(~) and the limit of the 
second term is O. This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Assume now that plh. If vp(h) ~ vp(c) then ~ E 7I..p. In this case we know that 
limj->oo BS+CP-1)pj (~) exists by (11.6). Finally sinee pic it follows that limj->oo cs+g Bs+g( %) = 
o. Assume now that vp(c) > vp(h) = m ~ 1. Then by the first part of the lemma 11.3 
we know that limj->oo(p':n)s+gBs+g(~~;:) exists. It follows limj->oocs+gBs+g(%) = 0 
sinee m ~ 1. D 
With Lemma 11.3 it is now easy to prove Lemma 11.2 for the case where pic. We 
have 
(11.12) 
l<h<c 
h=r(m~ f) 
(p,h)=l 
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On the other hand we have 
D r(mod f) ( ) s-lDP-
1r (mod f) ( ) 
s,t a, C - P s,t pa, C 
_ Dr(mod f) ( ) _ s-lDP-1r(mod f) ( /) 
- s,t a, C p s,t a, C p 
L 1 ~ h ~ ah cs - BS-l (- )Bt (-) -C C 
l<h<c 
h=r(mod f) 
l<h<c 
h=r(mod f) 
L 
l<h<c 
h=r(mod f) 
(p,h)=l 
S-l(:')S-l B (~)B ( ah ) p s-l / t / pep cp 
Compare with (11.12). This concludes the pro of of lemma 11.2. D 
11.3 Moments of Eisenstein series 
In this section we compute the moments of certain Eisenstein series. This will turn 
out to be essential for the proof of theorem 6.1. 
We remind the reader that for r E 7l/ f71 we have defined 
_ ((-1)k(27fit )-1 1 e-27rimr/f 
Ek(r, z) - (k _ 1)! L (m + nfT)k' 
m,n 
where r E 7l/ f71. 
Those Eisenstein series are modular with respect to the group foU), in the sense 
that for ail 'Y ~ (: ~) E r oU) we have the transformation formula 
(11.13) 
where 1 * r = dr(mod 1). In or der to simplify the notation we define only for this 
section 
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Let 
Ek,r(T) = L aEk,r(n)q~. 
n:2:0 
be the q-expansion at ioo. We want to compute the behaviour Ek,r(T) in a neigh-
bourhood of a cusp ~ E r 0(1) (ioo). For that we will use the transformation formula 
(11.13). Let, = (: !) E roU). Then wc have the idcntity 
. , ait' + bal ( t) t' > O. ,1, = cit' + d = -;; - c( cit' + d) , 
From (11.13) we deduce 
Ek,r (it') = Ek,dr (,( it')) (cit' + d)-k 
( a 1) ( ., )-k = Ek,dr -;; - c( cit' + d) c'tt + d 
Ek,dr (~ + it') 
( -ict')-k 
where it = - C(Cit\d)' When t' -t 00, t -t O. We thus de duce the formula 
(11.14) 
Observe that the convergence to 0 in (11.14) is exponential. 
Let c5 = L.::doINo,rEZ/fZ n(do, r)[do, rJ E D(No, f)(P) be a good divisor. Remember 
that 
Fk,o(j, z) = L n(do, r)doEk,jr(doz). 
do,r 
Because of the choice of the n(do, r)'s we have 
do,r 
~ ( ikaEk . (0)) 
= 6 n(do, r)do Ek,jr(doz) - (t~a)~ 
do,r 
= Ln(do,r)do (Ek,jr(doz) - aEk,ajr(O)) 
do,r 
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For the last equality we have used the assumption L:dolNo n(do, r)do = 0 for every 
r E 7/.,/ j7/.,. Let % E fo(f) (ioo). Since 
. ( . ikaEk,jr(O)) hm Ekjr(a/e+'lt)- ()k =0 
t-..O ' te 
we find 
(11.15) 
The limit (11.15) is valid for any j E 7/.,/j7/." % E fo(f)(ioo) and it converges expo-
nentially to 0 when t ---+ 0+. 
It thus makes sense to consider line integrals of the form 
(11.16) 
since Fk,o(j, z) tends to zero exponentially for both endpoints of the li ne integral. In 
the sequel we will compute (11.16) for the integers 1 S s S k-1. In order to compute 
(11.16) it is enough to compute integrals as in the next proposition. 
Proposition 11.1 Let % E fo(f) with e ~ 1 then we have 
a . 8-1 _ 'l r(mod f) 100 'S t=O (Ek,r( ~ + 'lt) - aEk,r(O)) t dt - Jk-1 Dk-s,8 (a, e). 
Before the proof of proposition 6.1 we remind the reader the Fourier expansion of 
periodic Bernoulli polynomials: 
For integers s ~ 1 we also define 
A direct calculation shows that 
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Proof of proposition 11.1 We have 
(11.17) 1: (Ek,r(~ + it) - aEk,T (0))tS-1dt = 
1 ~ -21i"ibr/f {OO ["'"' "'"' k-l( m + ( l)k m )] tS-1dt 
f k L-t e Jo L-t L-t m qn(%+it)+b/f - qn(%+it)-b/f b=O 0 m;:::l n;:::l 
Let us evaluate first the interior of the integral on the right hand side. 
100 [I: I: m k- 1(e21i"im(n(%+it)+b/f) + (_1)ke21i"im(n(%+it)-b/f))] tS-1dt 
o m;:::l n;:::l 
= L L mk-l(e21i"im(n%+b/f) + (_1)k e21i"im(n%-b/f)) 100 e-21i"mntts-ldt 
m;:::ln;:::l 0 
= r(s) LI: mk-l(e21i"im(n%+b/f) + (_1)k e21i"im(n%-b/f)) 1 
(27f)s m;:::l n;:::l (mn)s 
= r(s) "'"' "'"'(e21i"im(n%+b/f) + (_1)ke21i"im(n%-b/f)) 1 (27f)s L-t L-t m1-(k-s)ns 
m;:::l n;:::l 
Since fic we de duce 
where for the second equality we have used ((x, 1- k) = _Bk~X) where ((x, s) is the 
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Hurwitz zeta function. 
Substituting the latter expression in equation (11.17) we get that (11.17) is equal to 
o 
-r(s)f c L 
Jk-l 
c 
L 
l=1 
l=r(mod f) 
k-s s 
1=1 
l=r(mod f) 
We take the opportunity here to prove a functional equation between the L-
- -function of Fk,o and Fk,o' Before we need to introduce sorne definitions and prove a 
analytic continuation result. 
Proposition 11.2 Let f E Mk(G, <C) where G is a discrete subgroup of 8L2(2) 
and % E G(ioo). Define 
Af(s; a, e) := e7ris/2cs-11°° (f(it + ale) - af(O))ts - 1dt 
then Af(s; a, e) admits a meromorphic continuation on <C. 
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Proof Since limt-+o (f(it + ale) - (~C~~?k) converges to a exponentially we find that 
Af(s; a, e) 
is holomorphie for Re(s) > k. We want to extend it to C\{k, a} where k is the weight 
of f. We have 
D 
From this computation we can de duce a very nice functional equation between 
Corollary 11.1 Define 
L(Fk,o, s) := 100 Fk,o(it)tS-1dt 
and 
L(F~,o' s) := 100 F~,o(it)tS-ldt 
then L(Fk,o, s) and L(Fk,o, s) are entire functions in s related by the following func-
tional equation 
(11.18) 
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Proof Since Fk,O(Z) and Fi:,o(z) decay exponentially to 0 when t tends to 0 and ioo 
we get that s 1---* L(Fk,O' s) and s 1---* L(Fi:,o, s) are analytic on aIl of cc. Let us prove 
the functional equation. 
Using the calculations in proposition 11.2 and setting to = vlNo we deduce that 
N ow applying the change of variable t 1---* f hot in the second term and using equation 
(9.9) we find 
(11.19) L(Fk,o, s) = JOO Fk,O(it)ts- 1dt + (f No)-s+1( _l)kik JOO Fi: o(it)tk- s- 1dt 
1 1 ' 
y'7NQ y'7NQ 
Doing a similar computation we find that 
(11.20) L(Fi:,o' s) = j~ F;:,o(it)tS - 1dt + (f No)k-s-1ik j~ Fk,o(it)tk- s- 1dt 
y'7NQ y'7NQ 
Comparing (11.19) with (11.20) we obtain (11.18). 0 
Proposition 11.3 Let~ E r 1(f)(ioo). Fortheintegers1:S s:S k-1AEk,r(s;a,c) 
admits rational values. More precisely we have 
( l)S s-l A ( . ) - - c Dr(mod f) ( ) Ek,r S, a, c - f k- l k-s,s a, c . 
Proof It is a direct consequence of proposition 11.1. 0 
We can now write down an explicit formula for the moments 
Proposition Il.4 Let ~ E r 0 (f) and 1 :S s :S k - 1. Then we have 
l iOO znFk(j,z)dz = fLl t (~)(~t-l(-l)ILn(do,r)dolDt~2-;~I~l(a,c/do) 
c 1=0 do,r 
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Proof We have 
= L n(do, r)AEk,j)S; a, c/do) 
do,r 
Therefore 
(Xl zn Fk o(j, z)dz = (:Xl (~ + itt Fk8(j, ~ + it)idt 
J,,-' Jo c ' c 
c 
= t (~) (~t-l {OO (it)l Fk,o(j, ~ + it)idt 
1=0 Jo 
= t (~) (~t-lc-le~(l+l)c(I+1)-l 100 Fk,o(j, ~ + it)t(l+l)-ldt 
1=0 
~ (n) (a)n-l -1 ) 
= l ~ c A Fk ,8(j,Z) (l + 1; a, C 
= t (~)(~t-lc-lLn(do,r)AEk,j)l + 1;a,c/do) 
1=0 do,r 
= t (~) (~)n-l L n(do, r)dü1( :0 )-(1+1)+1 AEk,jr (l + 1; a, c/do) 
1=0 do,r 
Using proposition 11.3 we find 
_ 1 ~ (n) (a)n-l( 1)1'" (d )d-1Djr(mod f) ( /d ) 
- Jk-1 6 l ~ - 6 n 0, r 0 k-l-1,1+1 a, co· 
1=0 do,r 
D 
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We can now give explicit formulas for the moments of Mj {ioo ---+ %}. 
Proposition 11.5 Let ç = % E fo(jNo)(ioo) with c ~ 1 and let Mj{ioo ---+ %} be 
as in theorem 6.1. Then we have 
(11.21) 
-12 ( n+m) ~ (n) (a)n-l()l '" () -l jr(mod f) ( 1 ) fn+m 1 - P ~ l -;- -1 ~ n do, r do Dn+m- l+1,l+1 a, c do . 
l=O dojNo,rE(Z/fZ)x 
Proof Using the first property of theorem 6.1 we have 
_ 12 ( n+m) ~ (n) (a)n-l( )l'" ( ) -l jr(mod f) ( 1 ) 
- - fn+m 1 - p l -;- -1 ~ n do, r do Dn+m- l+1,l+l a, c do 
l=O do,r 
where the second equality follows from proposition 11.4. 0 
Remark 11.1 In the case where c5 = I:do,r[do, rl E D(No, 1)+ and n + m -
l(mod 2) we have 
L n(do, r)dolD~~:~~!i,l+l (a, cldo) = O. 
do,r 
Similarly when c5 = I:do,r[do, rl E D(No, 1)- and n + m - O(mod 2) we have 
L n(do, r)dolD~~:~~!L+1 (a, cldo) = O. 
do,r 
Proposition 11.6 Let Mj{ ioo ---+ %} be as in theorem 6.1 with c ~ 1 then we have 
(d )d-l (Djr(mOd f) ( Id) n+m-lDjr(mod f) ( Id ) ) n 0, r ° n+m-l+l,l+l a, c ° - p n+m-l+l,l+l pa, co· 
dolNo,rE(Z/ fZ) x 
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Proof Using the fourth property of theorem 6.1 we have 
( xnymjij{ioo -+ ~}(x, y) = t oo zn Fm+n+2,p(j, z)dz hpx~ c J% 
= l ioo zn (Fm+n+2(j, z) - pm+n+l Fm+n+2(j,pz))dz 
c 
and using proposition 11.4 and the assumption that p * 6 = 6 we de duce 
(d )d-l (Djr(mOd j) ( Id) n+m-IDjr(mod j) ( Id )) n 0, r 0 n+m-l+l,l+l a, c 0 - p n+m-l+l,l+l pa, co· 
doINo,r6(Z/ jZ) x 
D 
12 Proof of theorem 6.1 
In this section we prove the theorem 6.1 following essentially the same steps as [DD06]. 
We brake the proof in four steps. 
12.1 Measures on Zp x Zp 
Let ç = ~ E r 0 (f No) (ioo) with p f c. In this subsection we prove the following crucial 
lemma 
Lemma 12.1 There exists a unique family of Zp-valued measures on Zp x Zp 
indexed by (ZI fZ)X 1 (p) denoted by Vç,j for some j E (ZI fZY 1 (p) su ch that 
(12.1) (h(x, y)dvç,j(x, y) = (1 - pk-2) t oo h(z, l)Fk(j, z)dz, hpx~ h 
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for every homogeneous polynomial h(x, y) E Z[x, y] of degree k - 2. Moreover we have 
v~,"(*j(ax + by, cx + dy) = V~,j(x, y) 
If we use the equation (12.1) to the monomials xnym we get 
r xnymdvÇ,j(x, y) = -12f(1 - pn+m) t oo zn Fn+m+2 (j, z)dz 
}ZpXZp }~ 
(12.2) 
12 ( n+m) ~ (n) (a )n-l ( )1 '""' ( ) -1 jr(mod f) ( / ) 
= - fn+m 1- p l ~ -1 ~ n do, r do Dn+m- 1+1,1+1 a, c do 
1=0 ~~ 
for all integers n, m 2: O. We set 
In,m(j) := (1 - pn+m) t (~) (~)n-1( _1)1 L n(do, r)do1D~~:~~lL+l (a, c/do). 
1=0 do,r 
Our key tool in showing the existence and uniqueness of {VÇ,jhE(Z/fZ)X/(P) is the 
following result, which is a two variables version of a classical theorem of Mahler. 
Lemma 12.2 Let bn,m E Zp be constants indexed by integers n, m 2: O. There 
exists a unique measure v on Zp x Zp such that 
We define rational numbers Cn,i'S to be 
for any 0 :::; n and 0 :::; i :::; n. 
For j E (Z/ fZr / (p) we define 
n m 
ln,m(j) = L L Cn,iCm,i,hdj)· 
i=O i=O 
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80 in or der to prove lemma 12.1 it is enough to show that Jn,m(j) E Zp. Note that 
we can ignore the denominator f in the expression in (12.2) since f is co prime to p. 
Proof of the p-integrality of Jn,m(j) In order to show the p-integrality of the 
terms Jn,m(j) we need to analyze more closely the terms In,m(j). By definition we 
have 
In,m(r) = (1 - pn+m) t (~) (~t-l( _1)1 L L n(do, r)dü1 D~~:~~lL+1 (a, c/do). 
1=0 rE(Z/fZ)X dolNo 
Let us concentrate on the terms LdolNo n(do,r)dülD~~:~~li,I+1(a,c/do). Using 
(2) of lemma Il.1 we find 
(12.3) 
C 
d-1Dr(mod J) ( /d) - (~)k-I-2 L o k-I-11+1 a, c 0 - d 
' 0 h=1 
h=jr(mod J) 
Bk-I-1 (h/ (c/ do)) BH1 (ha/ c) 
k-1-1 1+1 
We would like to think of (12.3) as the coefficients of a generating function. For the 
sequel we construct such a generating function. 
We have by definition 
ex n 
xe = '" En(f))~ 
eX -1 ~ n! 
n;:::O 
We set B( h) = {':} for 1 ::; h ::; c. For the value of h in this range we let Fh = 1/2 
when h = c and 0 otherwise. We thus have 
xee(h)x ~ ha XH1 
eX _ 1 + XFh = L EH1 ( ~ ) (t + 1)! . 
t;:::O 
Rearranging a bit we find that 
e(h)x 1 B .(ha) t 
e _ _ F1 = '" s+1 -Z x =: E(h x) 
eX - 1 x + h ~ t + 1 t! ' 
s;:::O 
We also define for 1 ::; h ::; c 
(
e{hdO/C}(Y/dO) 1 ) 
A(r, h, y) := L n(do, r) ey/do _ 1 - y/do + Fh 
dolNo 
= '" '" (d ) BS+1(h/(c/do)) (JL)S ~ ~ n 0, r s + 1 do' 
s;:::o dolNo 
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We have 
A( h )B(h ) = ~ ~ (d )Bs+l(hl(e/~o)) Bt+l(hale) (JJs (x)t r, ,y , x ~ ~ n 0, r 1 1 1 1 
S + t + s. t. 
80 
(12.4) 
s,t;:::O dolNo 
L A(r, h, y)B(h, x) 
l<h<c 
h-=j~m--;'d f) 
s,t;:::O dolNo l<h<c ,h-=j~m--;'d j) 
BS+l (hl (cl do)) BHl (hal e) yS xt 
s + 1 t + 1 s! t! 
s t ~ ~ (d ) -sd-tDrj(mod f) ( Id) Y x 
= ~ ~ n o,r e 0 s+l,t+l a,e 0 'f' s. t. 
s,t;:::O dolNo 
Now taking the summation over the r's in (ZI fZY of equation (12.4) we find 
(12.5) L A(r, h, y)B(h, x) 
rE(Z/fZ)X l:::;h:::;c 
h-=jr(mod f) 
= e-s ~ ~ ~ (d )d-tDrj(mod j)( Id )yS xt ~ ~ ~ n o,r 0 s+l,Hl a,e 0 'f' s. t. 
s,t;:::O rE(Z/ fZ)x dolNo 
In the summation (12.5) sorne caneellations occur and it is important to take them 
into account. We have 
(12.6) 
L L A(r,h,y)B(h,x) 
rE(Z/ fZ) x l:::;h:::;c h=.jr(mod f) 
= L B(h,x)A(hj-l,h,y) 
l<h<c 
(h-:j)~l 
eO(h)x 1 e{hdo/c}(y/do) 1 
= L (ex _ 1 -;,: + Ph) L n(do, hj-l)( ey/do _ 1 - -Id + Ph) 
l:::;h:::;c dolNo y 0 (h,f)=l 
eO(h)x _ 1 e{hdo/c}(y/do) 1 
= L ( eX _ 1 + g(x)) L n(do, hj-l)( ey/do _ 1 - -Id) 
l:::;h:::;c dolNo Y 0 (h,f)=l 
where g(x) := eX~l -~. Note that the term Ph have vanished sinee fic and (h, f) = 1. 
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Now we want to use the fact that I:dolNo n(do, r)do = 0 for all r E (Z/ fZY. 
Expanding (12.6) we find 
(12.7) 
e{hdo/c}(y/do) 1 
g(x) L L n(do, hj-l)( ey/do _ 1 - -Id ). 
lS;hS;c dolNo y 0 (h,f)=l 
Because I:dolNo n( do, hj-l )do = 0 the first term in (12.7) is equal to 
eO(h)x _ 1 e{hdo/c}(y/do) L ( eX _ 1 ) L n(do, hj-l)( ey/do - 1 ). 
lS;hS;c dolNo (h,f)=l 
For the second term of (12.7) we find 
(12.8) 
g(x) 
g(x) 
(x) " "n(d h .-l)d-tBHI(h/(c/do)) yt = 9 6 6 0, J 0 t + 1 t! 
lS;hS;c dolNo (h,f)=l 
" "n(d h .-1)d-tBH1(h/(c/do)) yt = 
6 6 0, J 0 t + 1 t! 
rE(Z/ f7l,) x lS;hS;c dolNo 
h=jr(mod f) 
rE(7l,/ f7l,) x dolNo l<h<c h=j;:(,mod f) 
n(d h .-1) Bt+1(h/(c/do)) yt = 
0, J t + 1 t! 
g(x) L L L d n(d h ._l)d_tBt+1(h/(c/do)) .yt o 0, J 0 t + 1 t! 
rE(7l,/f7l,)X dolNo lS;hS;dco 
h=jr(mod f) 
But using equation (11.1) we have 
lS;hS; dC
o h=jr(mod f) 
t+1 h(mod f f~o) 
h=jr(mod f) 
t+1 
B (jr) 
= (~)-t Hl7 
fdo t + 1 
It thus follows that (12.8) vanishes completely sinee I:dolNo n( do, hj-1 )do = O. 
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80 with aIl those canceIlations we find the important identity 
eO(h)x _ 1 e(3(doh)(y/do) L L A(r, h, y)B(h, x) = L ( eX _ 1 ) L n(do, hj-l)( ey/do _ 1 ) 
rE(71,j f71,) x l:::;h:::;c l:::;h:::;c doJNo h=.jr(mod f) (h,f)=l 
= e-s '" '" '" (d )d-tDrj(mod f) ( Id) yS xt ~ ~ ~ n o,r ° s+l,t+l a,e ° " s. t. 
s,t?O rE(71,/ f71,) x doJNo 
=: Hj(x, y). 
where f3(doh) := t/~o}' We have 
[ys at H ( ) _ -s '" '" (d )d-tDrj(mod f) ( Id) 
ayS axt j x, y - e ~ ~ n 0, r ° s+l,t+l a, e ° 
rE(71,/f71,)X doJNo 
and also 
as a
t 
H (P P) _ sH -s '" '" (d )d-tDrj(mod f) ( Id) 
ayS axt j x ,y - p e ~ ~ n 0, r ° s+l,t+l al e o· 
rE(71,/f71,)X doJNo 
Combining aIl this we get that 
In,mU) = (1 - pn+m) t (~) (~)n-l( _1)1 L L n(do, r)dolD~~:~~:L+l(a, eldo) 
1=0 rE(71,/f71,)X dolNo 
_ ( n+m) '" n (a)n-l( )1 n+m-l ( () (P P))I n ( ) an+m-1 al+1 
- 1-p ~ l ~ -1 e ayn+m-1axl+l Hj x,y +Hj x ,y (0,0)' 
In or der to ease the notation we let Hj(x, y) := Hj(x, y) + Hj(xP, yP) and Dx = ;x 
and Dy = ;y. With this notation we get 
(1 - pn+m) t (~) (~t-l( _l)len+m-lD~+m-lD~H;(x, y)l(o,o) = 
1=0 
(1 - pn+ml t (7) an-'( -ll'cm D;+m-' D~H;(x, yll(o,o) = 
(1 - pn+ml(cDylm t (7) an-' ( -1)'cm D;-' D~H;(x, yll(o,o) = 
(1 - pn+m) (eDy)m(aDy - Dx)n H;(x, y)l(o,o). 
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Now we do a change of variable, we set u = eX and v = eY so Dx = tu ~~ + tv ~~ = 
8 ._ D d··l l d D - 8 8u + 8 8v - 8._ D N t th t u 8u . - u an Simi ar y an y - 8u 8y 8v 8y - V 8v . - v· 0 e a 
U{}(h) - 1 v f3 (doh)/do 
Hj(u,v)= L ( u-1 ) Ln(do,hj-I)(vl / dO _1) 
I~h~c dolNo 
(h,f)=1 
80 Hj(u, v) is a rational function in u l / c and vl/c. 
We do another change of variable we set (u, v) = (~, wcza) so (z, w) = (~, ua/cv l / c). 
Also D = u~ = u(~8z +iL 8w ) = -z~+Q:wiL and D = v~ = v(.!L 8z +iL 8w ) = u 8u 8z 8u 8w 8u 8z c aw v av az av aw av 
~w a:. If we set Dw = w a: and Dz = z tz we get that 
Consequently we have 
Now the p-integrality of Jn,m(j) is a direct consequence of the following lemma 
Lemma 12.3 Consider the subset R of Zp( u l / c , v l / c) defined by 
R := {~ where P, Q E Zp[u l / c , vI/cl and Q(1, 1) E Z; } 
then R is a ring stable under the opera tors (r::) and (~z). Furthermore H ( u, v) E R. 
Proof The same as in [D D06]. 0 
It thus follows that the expression in (12.2) lies in Zp. This concludes the proof 
of lemma 12.1. 0 
12.2 A partial modular symbol of measures on 7lp x 7lp 
In this subsection, we use the family of measures {VÇ,jhE(Z/fZ)x/(P} of lemma 12.1 
to construct a family of partial modular symbols (supported on the set of cusps 
roU No) (ioo)) of measures on Zp x Zp encoding the periods of {Fk(j, z)}jE(Z/fZ)X /(P). 
Note that Zp x Zp is stable under the action of roU No). 
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Lemma 12.4 There exists a unique family of partial modular symbols {Vj hE(Z/fZ)X /(P) 
supported on the set of cusps foUNo)(ioo) of 7Lp -valued measures on 7Lp x 7Lp such 
that 
for r, s E foU No) (ioo) and every homogeneous polynomial h(x, y) E 7L[x, y] of degree 
k - 2. Furthermore if'f = (: !) E foU No) then vj{r -> s }(U) = v>*jbr -> 
,s}(rU). 80 in this sense the measures are foUNo)-invariant. 
Proof Uniqueness is easy. We must show the existence. Let M denote the 
foUNo)-module of degree zero divisors on the set foUNo)(ioo) = f(ioo). Let 
M' ç M be the set of divisors m E Divo(foUNo)(ioo)) for which there exists a fam-
ily of7Lp-valued measures indexed by (7L/f7L)X/(p), {vj{m}}jE(z/fZlX/(P) on 7Lp x 7Lp , 
such that 
Here fm is defined by !rCll-hl := fc~2, and extend by linearity. We must show that 
M'=M. 
It is clear that M' is a subgroup of M. We will show that M' is foU No)-stable. 
Let m E M' and, = (A B) E foU No); for compact open U C 7Lp x 7Lp we C D -
define 
Define also a right action of foU No) on the space of polynomials in two variables 
by 
hl-y(x, y) = h(Ax + By, Cx + Dy). 
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We calculate 
r h(u,v)dvj{,m}(u,v) }zpxzp 
= r h(u,V)dv'Y-1*j{m}h-1(u, v)) 
}ZpXZp 
= r hl'Y(x,y)dv'Y-1*j{m}(x,y) 
}ZpXZp 
where ,-l(U, v) = (x, y). 
= r hl'Y(x, y) dV'Y-1*j{m}(x, y) 
}ZpXZp 
= (1 - pk-2) L hl'Y(z, 1)Fkh-1 * j, z)dz 
= (1 - pk-2) 1 h(z, l)Fk(j, z)dz 
'Ym 
where in the last hne we use the change of variables u = ,Z and the fact that 
iAh-1 * j, ,-1 z)dh-1 z) = Fk(j, z)dz. 
Therefore M' is a roU No)-submodule of M. Lemma 12.1 shows that 
[a/c]- [ioo] E M' 
when p does not divide c. Finally we daim that 
z[roU No)]{[a/ c] - [ioo]}pfc = M. 
Let us prove this last assertion. Let us take 1, f No E Z which a are obviously 
coprime. Note that p t f No so [ioo] - [j10] E M'. Let ~ E roU No)(ioo) with pic. 
Let "( ~ (: ~) E roUNo) 80 "((ioo) ~~. Then 
,([ioo] _ [_1 ]) = [~] _ [a + bf No] 
fNo c c+ dfNo 
Note that pt (c + df No). We thus have 
[~] - [ioo] = ,([ioo]- [f ~J) + ([::~; Z~] - [ioo]) E M' 
Finally the r 0 U No)-invariance of Vj { m} follows from its definition. 0 
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12.3 From Zp x Zp to X 
In this section we show that the family of measures {lIj {x ---+ y} } jE(Z/ jZ) x / (P) (lemma 
12.4) are supported on the set X ç Zp x Zp of primitive vectors. We start with sorne 
lemma. 
Lemma 12.5 Let Cl, C2 E f(ioo). We have 
for every homogeneous polynomial h(x, y) E Z[x, y] of degree k - 2. 
Proof The characteristic function of the open set Zp x 71.,; is (x, y) 1---* limj-->ooy(p-l)pj. 
Let é, = ~ E fo(jNo)(ioo) then for n,m 2: 0, we have 
r xnymdll{ioo ---+ é,}(x,y) = limj-->oo r xnym+(p-I)pjdllj{é, ---+ oo}(x, y) hpx~ hpx~ 
= lim -12 . (1 _ pn+m+(p-I)pj) 
j-->oo fn+m+(p-I)pJ 
. t (~) (~)n-l( _1)1 L n(do, r)dolD~~:~~1i+(P_I)pj,l+1 (a, c/do) 
1=0 do,r 
(12.9) 
n ( ) -12 n a n-l 1 -1. jr(mod f) 
= fn+mL l (-;;) (-1) Ln(do,r)do }!..~Dn+m_l+1+(P_I)pj,I+I(a,c/do) 
1=0 do,r 
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Meanwhile we calculate 
12 ~ (n) (a)n-l( )1" ( ) -1 jr(mod f) ( 1) 
= fn+m 6 l -;; -1 6 n do, r do Dn+m-1+l,I+l a, c do 
1=0 ~~ 
-12 (n+m+2)-n-2 ~ (n) (pa)n-l(_l)l" (d )d-1Djr(mod f) ( Id ) fn+m P 6 l c 6 n 0, r 0 n+m-l+l,l+l pa, c 0 
1=0 do,r 
(12.10) 
= f~:m t (7)(~t-l(-1)1 
1=0 
"(d )d-1(Djr(mod f) ( Id) n+m-1Djr(mod f) ( Id )) 
. 6 n 0, r 0 n+m-l+l,l+l a, c 0 - p n+m-l+l,l+l pa, c 0 
do,r 
Combining lemma 11.2 with the assumption that p * cS = cS gives us that (12.9) is 
equal to (12.10). 0 
Let r, s E r(ioo). We want to show that the measures l/j{r -t s} are supported 
on 
the set X ç Zp x Zp of primitive vectors. 
Lemma 12.6 Let r,s E r(ioo). Then the measures l/j{r -t s} are supported on 
x. 
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Proof L~t, E roU No). Let h(x, y) E Z[x, y] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
1 
k - 2 = Tf1 + n - 2. 
1 : h(x, y)dvj{r -7 s }(x, y) = r hl'Y(x, y)dvj{r -7 s }(r(x, y)) 'Y(ZpxZ;) Jzpxz; 
= r hl'Y(x, y )dV'Y-1*j{ ,-Ir -7 ,-1 S }(x, y) Jzpxz; 
= 1'Y-
18 
hl'Y(z, l)Fk ,p(r-l * j, z)dz 
'Y-Ir 
= 18 h(z, l)Fk ,p(r-l * j, ,-lz)d(r-l z) 
In terms bf matrices, if we let SL2(Z)\M(p) = {,àf~J be a complete set of represen-
tatives with 'i = 2 2 then , (a. b.) 
• Ci di 
(12.11) 
! 
On the other hand using equation (4.15) gives us 
(12.12) , 
,,~ 
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. /""'.. 
Let P = and {ri = ' (
p 0) ( a· 
o 1 Ci 
, } be a complete set of representatives of b· ) 
di 
roU No)/ro(pj No). Then 
(12.13) 
-1 pH ~ 
12j L Fk,p(ri-1 * j, ri- 1 Z)d(r;1 z) 
i=1 
p+1 
= L L n(do, r)doEk(r;1 * rj, dor;1Z)d(ri-1z)-
i=1 do,r 
p+1 
pk-1 L L n(do, r)doEk(r;1 * p-1rj,pdori-1z))d(ri-1z) 
i=1 do,r 
p+1 
= L L n(do, r)doEk(r;1 * rj, dori- 1Z)d(r;1z)-
i=1 do,r 
p+1 
pk-1 L L n(do, r)doEk(ri-1 * p-1rj,pdor;lz))d(r;lz) 
i=l do,r 
p+l 
= L n(do, r)do L Ek(airj, dor;lZ)d(ri-1z)-
do,r i=l 
p+l 
pk-l L n(do, r)do L Ek(p-lairj,pdori-lz)d(ri-lz). 
do,r i=l 
Note that in the last equation we could get rid of p-l sinee p * 8 = 8. 
Sinee Ek(r, rz)d(rz) = Ek(r-l * r, z)dz for any r E roU) we find that 
Ek(airj, dor;lz)d(ri-1z) = Ek(ri * (airj), doz)dz 
= Ek(jr, doz)dz. 
Note also that pdori- 1Z = doPri-1z. The set {Pr;1}f~; is a complete set ofrepresen-
tatives of SL2(Z)\M(p). Using that (12.11) is equal to (12.12) we obtain that 
p+l p+l 
pk-1 L Ek(airj, doPr;1 Z)d(ri-1 z) = pk-1 L Ek(airj, doPri-1z)d(Pr;1 z) 
i=l i=l 
= n(p)Ek(rj, z)dz 
= (pk-l Ek(rj, z) + Ek(prj, z))dz . 
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U sing the fact that p * 5 = 5 we find that 
do,r do,r 
Substituting the latter expression in (12.13) we get 
-12f((p + 1) - (l-l + 1)) L n(do, r)doEk(rj, do) = (p - pk-l)Fk(j, z). 
do,r 
Finally note that Uf~;'i(Zp x Z;) is a degree p cover of X. Rence we get 
p+l 
P r h(x, y)dvj{r -t }(x, y) = L 1 x h(x, y)dvj{r -t }(x, y) lx i=l l'i(ZpXZp ) 
P+11 8 
= L h(z, 1)Fk,p({i1 * j, y;lz)d({-l z) 
i=l r 
. = (p - pk-l) 18 h(z, l)Fk,p(j, z)dz 
= (p_pk-l) r h(x,y)dvj{r-ts}(x,y) 
lZpxzi 
=p r h(x,y)dvj{r -t s}(x, y) 
lzpxzp 
Since this holds for any h homogeneous of degree k we get that the support of Vj {r -t 
s} is included in X. D 
12.4 The measure ILr{ Cl --+ C2} is ro invariant 
The compact open set X is a fundamental domain for the action of multiplication by 
p on IQJ~\ {(O, O)}, (~ ~) (x, y) ~ (px, py). Henee if we define for eompact open 
UÇX: 
then 'fij extends uniquely to a roU No)-invariant partial modular symbol of Zp-valued 
measures on Q;\ {O} which is invariant under the action of multiplication by p: 
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for an compact open U ç Q;\ {(O, On. This almost proves Theorem 8. It remains to 
show that p,j is Î\-invariant i.e. for an compact open set U ç Q;\ {(O, On 
- (p 0) Note that fo = (foU No), P) where P = 0 1 . 
Lemrna 12.7 The partial modular symbol Jij is invariant under f o. 
Proof Sinee 1'0 is generated by roU No) and P = (~ ~), and that "Ii; is roU No)-
invariant; it suffices to show that p,j is invariant for the action of P. For a homogeneous 
polynomial h(x, y) of degree k - 2, we have 
r h(x,y)dp,p-I*j{p-1r -t P-1S}(p-1(X, y)) = r h(x,y)dp,j{~ -t ~}(x/p,y) Jx Jx p p 
= r h(px,y)dJij{~ -t ~}(x,y) 
Jp-Ix P P 
Writing P-1X as a disjoint union 
(12.14) 
P-1X = (Zp X Z;) U(~Z; x Zp) 
p 
= (Zp x Z;)U (~ ~ f (Z; xpZp) 
Using the invariance of p,j under multiplication by p, (12.14) becomes 
r h(px,y)dp,j{r/p -t s/p}(x,y) + r h(x,y/p)dJij{r/p -t s/p}(x,y) Jzpxz; Jz; xpZp 
= (p2-k + (1 - p2-k)) r h(px, y)dp,j{r/p -t s/p}(x, y) 
Jzpxz; . 
+ p2-k r h(px, y)dp,j{r/p -t s/p}(x, y) 
Jz; xpZp 
=p2-k i h(px,y)d'jij{r/p-t s/p}(x,y) 
+ (1 - p2-k) r h(px, y )d'jij{r /p -t s/p }(x, y) 
Jzpxz; 
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lS / P + (1 - p2-k) h(pz, l)Fk(j, z)*dz r/p 
This concludes the proof of theorem 6.1. D 
13 The measure Mr{ Cl -+ C2} is Z-valued 
In this section we want to prove the integrality of the measures Îij{ ioo ---+ %} of 
theorem 6.1 for % E ro(fNo)(ioo). We use the same approach as in [Das05]. 
Let e ~ 1 be a positive integer divisible by f No but not by p and let 
(13.1) 
n 
Definition 13.1 Let 6 = LdoINo,rE(Z/fZ)X n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f)(P) be a good 
divis or. For each integer k ~ 1 and r E (?lI f?l) x we define a distribution on Z by 
the rule 
( n) k-l B ( a ) n ep k epn/do Fk,r(a + ep Z) := L n(do, r) do k' 
dolNo 
where a is any integer. 
We have a natural action of (?lI f?l) x on the measures Fk,r given simply by j * Fk,r = 
Fk,rj' Note that for any compact open set U ç Z we have 
(13.2) 
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For x E Z we let xp denote the projection of x on Zp. 
Proposition 13.1 The distributions Fk,r are Zp-valued measures, and for every 
compact open set U ç Z and every k ~ 1, r E (ZI fZ)X we have 
Fk,r(U) = lu x;-ldFl,r(X). 
Proof See [Das05]. D 
Theorem 13.1 The measures f:lj{ 00 -? ~} take values in Z. 
Proof We know already that the measure Vj := f:lj{oo -? ~} takes values in Zp so 
it is enough to show that it takes also values in Z[~]. First we want to find a dosed 
formula for the compact open sets of the form Zp x (v + pSZp) when (v,p) = 1. 
Let V b~ any compact open subset of Z;. We daim that for any ball of the form 
v + pSZp we can always find a sequence of polynomials {hi(y)} in Qp[Y] such that 
limi hi (y). = R(v+pszp)(Y). We can write down explicitly such a sequence by setting 
where v = vp((pS - 1)1). Using the latter observation and the fact that any compact 
open set V ç Z; can be decomposed as a finite disjoint union of balls we find that 
there exists a sequence of polynomials {fi(Y)} in Qp[Y] such that li mi fi (y) = Rv(y). 
Let fi(Y) = I:~~o cn(i)yn. We have 
r dVj(x,y) = r limfi(y)dVj(x,y) 
Jzpxv Jx ~ 
(13.3) 
= lim r fi(y)dvj(x, y) ~ Jx 
di 
= li~ I: cn(i) 1 yndVj(x, u) 
n=O X 
di 1 n 
= liF -12 L Cn (i) fnP L n( do, r )D~~rr;~t f (a, cl do) 
n=O dolNo 
rE(ZjfZ) x 
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where the last equality uses proposition 11.5. Now using (2) of lemma 11.3 we find 
(13.4) 
n(do,r) (~r' t, 
h=jr(mod f) 
-121im 
where c = ept with (e,p) = 1. Note that fNole. For the last equality we have used 
the definition of Fk,r combined with proposition 13.1 and (13.2). 
We specialize V = v + pSZp for vEZ coprime to p and s 2: t. With this special 
choice of V the limit as i --+ 00 for fi (7) approaches 1 or 0 ace or ding to whether 
xl E V or not, and fi(P?) approaches O. Therefore 
ept 
Vj(Zp xV) = -12 L L Eh (:~) F1,r({x E h+epSZ: Xp E fV}) = 
rE(Z/ fZ) x h=l p 
h=jr(mod f) 
h=fv(mod pt) 
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where Yh. h(mod e) and Yh fv(mod pS). 
80 we get 
ept 
L L 
rE(Z/fZ)X h=l h=jr(mod f) 
(2ha _ 2 [ha]_l) "" n(do,r) (2 Yh - 2 [ Yh ]-1) ept ept 6 eps 1 do eps 1 do 
dolNo 
h=fv(mod pt) 
(13.6) 
80 if the Tight hand side of (13.6) is in Z for a = 1, it will be in Z for any integer a. 
80 in or der to prove the integrality of the measure l/j it is enough to show that the 
right hand si de of (13.6) is in Z for a = 1. If we go back to (13.5) and set a = 1 we 
can rewrite it as 
(13.7) 
l/j(Zp x V) = -12 L L 
dolNo rE(Z/ fZ) x 
dolNo rE(Z/fZ)x 
n(do,r) 
n(do, r) 
h=l h=jr(mod f) 
h=fv(mod pt) 
h=l h=jr(mod f) 
h=fv(mod pt) 
where the second equality cornes from the fact that if h - h' (mod ept 1 do) then Yh -
Yh,(mod eps Ida) and that ~1L(mod do) B1(x + :la) = B1(dox). 
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Now fix r E (Z/ fZY and look at the term 
(13.8) 
L n(do,r) 
dolNo h=l h-=jr(mod f) 
h-=fv(mod pt) 
"""' (d ) e~o 53 ( s_tps f /1 + eA) 53 (pS f /1 + eA) 
L...t n 0, r L...t 1 P s/d 1 s/d ' 
dolNo J-!=l ep ° ep ° 
where A E Z[7] is chosen in such a way that eA - jr(mod 1) and eA == fv(mod pS). 
Note in particular that eA E Z and (eA, 1) = 1. We obtain (13.8) by doing the change 
of variable h = pS f /1 + eA and Yh = h. This is justified for the following reasons: 
{ 
ept } {h(mod ept/do) : h = jr(mod 1), h = fv(mod pt)} = pS f/1 +eA (mod -d ) . 
° l<II<_e 
-r-fdo 
This equality cornes from the fact that pS f /1 _ pS f /1' (mod :t) Hf f~o 1 (/1- /1'). Finally 
since Yh = h we readily see that Yh _ h(mod e) and also that Yh == fv(mod pS). 
Therefore this change of variables makes sense and this proves (13.8). 
U sing the notation in [Hal85] we find that 
(13.9) ~ - ( s_tps f /1 + eA) - (pS f /1 + eA) ( s-t / eA) ~Bl p eps/do BI eps/do = C 1, 1,p ,e fdo, fps'O . 
U sing the Dedekind reciprocity formulas for Bueh Burns for the matrix (~ ~ 1 ) 
(see [Hal85] for the exact formula) we find 
( s-t e eA) L - ( /1 ) - ( eA f~o/1) C l,l,p 'fd '-f ,0 = BI -t BI -f --t ° pS ps- pS ps-J-!(mod ps-t) 
+ ~ """' _1 532 (eA _ f~of1) 
2 L...t _e fps ps-t 
J-!(mod ps-t) fdo 
1 s-t (A) 1 e p - e jd-
+--B2 - +--OB2 (0) 2 _e fps 2 ps-t fdo 
-BI -- (eA) fps 
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Since (do,ps-t) = 1 and eA y(mod fpS) for an integer y (not depending on do) such 
that y _ jr(mod 1) and y - fv(mod pS) we can rewrite the right hand si de as 
(13.10) 
Taking the summation of (13.10) over dolNo weighted by n(do, r) we see that the 
second summation and the third term of (13.10) vanish since L:do n(do, r)do = O. The 
fourth term doesn't contribute to any denominator dviding f. It remains to de al with 
the first summation and the last term. Taking the summation over aH r E (Z/ fZ) x 
then we get cancellations for the prime dividing f by pairing the elements rj(mod 1) 
with their additive inverse -jr(mod 1). This uses the fact that BI( -x) = -BI (x). 
Therefore ~3. 7) lies in Z[~l. This implies that Vj (Zp x V) E (Z[~l) n Zp = 
Z. Since the r 0 translates of the sets Zp x V form a basis of compact opens for 
(Q;\{(O, On/pZ) :::= X, the ro-invariance of the {Vj}jE(ZlfZ)X therefore implies that 
{Vj }jE(ZlfZjX are Z-valued. 0 
Remark 13.1 Note that we have never used the fact that L:dolNo n(do, r) -
O(mod 1) for aH r E (Z/ fZY. In fact this condition can be dropped. 
14 Explicit formulas of ii'r{ Cl ----+ C2} on halls of X 
We want to give an explicit formula of those measures on the compact open sets of 
the form (u + pSZp) X (v + pSZp) for u, vEZ and (u, v,p) = 1. 
Proposition 14.1 Let u, vEZ such that (u, v) EX. For a positive integer SJ let 
Uu,v,s denote the ball of radius p~ around (u, v) E X i. e. 
Let ~ E fo(fNo)(ioo). Let Ar be an integer such that Ar _ fv(modpS) and Ar = 
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r (mod f) then 
(14.1) 
jij{ ioo -7 ~}(Uu,v,s) 
(14.2) 
~ ~ c~o ~ ( a ( Arj ) dofU) ~ ( 1 ( Arj )) 
= -12 6 6 n(do,r) 6 B1 c/fd h+ -f S - -S B1 c/fd h+ -f S 
dolNo rE(2j f2) x h=l 0 P PoP 
= -12 ~ n(do, r) L B1 ( ah _ dofU) B1( h ) L..J psc/ do pS psc/ do . 
dd,r 1 "'5. h"'5.pScjdo 
h=fv(mod pS) 
h=rj(mod f) 
where as usual {x} denotes the fractional part of a real number. Note that if we 
replace v f--+ v + pS or U f--+ U + pB the quantity is unchanged as expected. 
Proof The pro of follows essentially from the explicit formula obtained in equation 
(13.7) for balls of the form Zp x V. We just sketch the pro of. Let c = ept where 
(e,p) = 1. Assume that p f v. Let 1 be such that U lv(mod pS). In the case where 
s 2:: t using (13.8) we have 
Similarly when s ::; t we have 
(14.4) 
(14.5) 
(
pB l) Consider the matrix 1 = 0 1 and observe that 
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The ro-invariance of Mj{ioo -t ~} implies that 
Let (a - le, cpS) = pm and assume that t - m ~ 0 then using (14.4) we deduce 
c/fdo ( ) (+ eA) ~ a eA eA ~ p, fp' 
= -12 L n(do, r) L BI cl fd
o 
. (p, + fpJ -ldop; BI cl fd
o dolNo,r 1-'=1 
which is nothing else than (14.1). The second equality follows from the distribution 
relation of Bl(X), A similar computation holds when t - m ::; O. To handle the case 
when plv one can use the exact same idea as in [Das05J. This concludes the pro of. 
o 
Let us verify if (14.1) is in accordance \;Vith 4) of theorem 6.1 on a simple compact 
open set. First note that 
It thus follows that 
(14.6) 
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Since Il~:~ Uu,O,1 = Ul.,; x pZp) we deduce from (14.1) and (14.6) that 
p-l 
L LBI(~+do!U)fh(_h_) 
l~h~pc/do u=l pc/ do p pc/ do 
h=.jr(mod i) 
h=.O(mod p) 
~ - pha u - ph 
= 12Ln(do,r) L 6 BI(-/d +-)BI(-/d) 
U =l pc ° P pc ° do,r l~h~c/do 
ph=.jr(mod j) 
(14.7) = 12 L n(do, r) 
do,r 
p-l ~ ~- ha u - h 
6 6 BI (-/d +-)BI(-/d) l~h~c/do u=l c ° P c ° 
h=.jr(mod j) 
where the second equality uses the fact that (do!, p) = 1 and the last equality uses 
the assumption n(do,p-Ir) = n(do,r) for all r E (Z/!zy. 
On the other hand if we use 4) of theorem 6.1 combined with the explicit formula 
given by equation (12.10) we find 
ILj{ioo ---+ ~}(Zp x ZpX) = -12 ~ n(do, r)(Dt{mod j)(a, c/do) - Dtl(mod j)(pa, c/do)) c 6, , 
do,r 
- h - ah 
= -12 L n(do, r) L BI(c/do)BI(c/d
o
) 
do,r l~h~c/do 
h=.jr(mod i) 
~ ~-h-pah 
+ 12 6 n(do, r) 6 BI(c/do)BI(c/d
o
) 
do,r l~h~c/do 
(14.8) 
h=.jr(mod j) 
Now using the identity BI(px) = L~:~ BI(X +~) and substituting it in (14.8) we get 
after simplification the right hand si de of (14.7). 
15 Stability property of i0{ Cl -7 C2} on balls of de-
creasing radius marked at an integral center 
We want to show in this section that our measures lT:i {Cl ---+ C2} satisfy sorne stability 
property when evaluated on a ball of decreasing radius for which the center if fixed 
and has integral coordinates. 
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Proposition 15.1 Let (u, v) E Z? n X then there exists a positive integer C( u, v) 
such that for s ;::: C ( u, v) one has that 
where M is independent of (u, v). In the special case where Cl = ioo and C2 = ~ one 
has that 
fiJ·{ioo ----7 ~}(UUV8) = -12 """ n(do,r)Dtimod f)(a, cldo) 
c" L--t ' 
doINo,rE(Z/ fZ) x 
for s large enough. 
Proof In order to prove the proposition it is enough to show that for s large enough 
one has 
(15.1) 
Because n(do, r) = n(do,pr) for aU r E ('Ill fZr we de duce from proposition 14.1 
that 
(15.2) 
f:h{ioo ----7 ~}(UUV8) = C ' , 
c/fdo 
""" """ """ ( ) - ( a ( A p8r ) dofU) - ( 1 ( A rp8)) 
- 12 L--t. L--t L--t n do, r BI clfd h + -f 8 - -8- BI clfd h + -f 8 • 
dolNo rE(Z/ fZ) x h=l ° P PoP 
We set ArpS = fv + rps. Substituting in the right hand side of (15.2) we obtain 
c/fdo 
""" """ """ - ( a ( v r) dofU) 
- 12 L--t L--t L--t n(do, r)Bl -d- h + -.; + - - -s-
dolNo rE(Z/fZ)X h=l cl f ° p f P 
'BI(_l (h+~+~)) 
cl fda pS f 
(15.3) 
""" """ """ - ( ah av dofU) - ( h v) 
= -12 L..t L--t L--t n(do, r)BI d + d - -- BI d + d' 
dolNo rE(Z/fZ)X OSh"S.c/do-l cl a cl f aps pS cl ° pscl f 0 
h=r(mod f) 
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Now let us choose s such that 1 clips 1 + 1 N;!u 1 < ~. The equation (15.3) is then equal 
to 
-12L L L n(da,r) ({_ah }+ av __ dafU) (_h +_v:--) 
doINorE(ZjfZ)Xa:S;h:S;cjdo-1 clda clfdaPs pS cldo psclfdo 
h=r(mod J) 
which can be written as 
(15.4) 
. { ah} h 
-
12 L L L n(do,r) d d+ 
dolNo rE(ZjfZ)X O:S;h:S;cjdo-1 cl 0 cl 0 
h=r(mod f) 
12""" [( av ) ( h v) {ah} v ] --L...t L...t L...t n(da,r) ---dofu -+ + - --
pS doINorE(ZjfZ)X a:S;h:S;cjdo-1 clfda cldo psclfda cldo clfda 
h=r(mod f) 
The triple surnrnation 
(15.5) 
""" [ ( av ) ( h v) {ah} v 1 L...t L...t L...t n(da,r) -d- - dafu d + d + d -d-
dolNo rE(Z/fZ)X O:S;h:S;cjdo-1 cl f a cl a pscl f a cl 0 cl f 0 
h=r(mod f) 
can be bounded by a positive constant Co independent of s. Now ehoose s large 
enough sueh that l~~o < c12 ' Sinee (15.4) is an integer and the first terrn of (15.4) has 
denorninator dividing c2 we eonclude that (15.5) has to be equal to O. This eoncludes 
the pro of. 0 
We rnake the following definition 
Definition 15.1 Consider the measure J1j{ Cl -7 C2} on the space X where Cl, C2 E 
fo(fNa)(ioo) andj E (ZlfZ)x. Let (u,v) EX then we say that a ball Uu,v,r is stable 
with respect ta the marked center (u, v) for the measure J1j{ Cl -7 C2} if for all s ~ r 
one has 
Remark 15.1 Note by proposition 15.1 that every point (u, v) E X n Z2 is eon-
tained in sorne stable ball of centre (u, v) for the rneasure J1j{ Cl -7 C2}. lndeed take 
the ball Uu,v,s where s is big enough. 
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We have the following interesting theorem which a priori seems very surprising taking 
into account the compactness of X. 
Theo.rem 15.1 Consider the Z-valued measure ILr{ Cl ---+ C2} on the space X and 
assume that the integer M in proposition 15.1 is not equal to O. Then there exists no 
cover of X by stable balls with marked centres in X n'li}. 
Proof Assume that 
UUU.V.S.=X 1., t, t 
iEI 
where l is some indexing set and the UUi,Vi,Si 's are stable balls with respect to the 
centres (tli' Vi) E X n Z2. If Uu V· S n Uu v S ....L 0 then either Uu· V· S C Uu· V· S· or 
1" t, t J' J' J r t, t, t - J' J' J 
UUj,Vj,Sj ç UUi,Vi,Si' We can thus discard the smaller ball and still get a cover of X. 
By repeating this we can assume without lost of generality that the balls covering X 
are disjoint. 
By compactness there exists a finite set J ç l such that 
By proposition 15.1 we have that 
U UUj,Vj,Sj = X. 
JEJ 
for some integer M independent of j. By additivity of the measure on compact open 
sets we deduce that 
On the other hand we have 
which gives us a contradiction. D 
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16 Explicit formulas of ((6, (A, r), 1 - k) in terms of 
the measures Mr{ Cl -t C2} 
In this section we would like to relate the value at S = 0 of linear combinat ions of 
partial zeta functions of K to the measure /ir{ Cl --t C2} evaluated on a certain baIl of 
X. Roughly speaking we would like to relate the value 
((a,pn joo, 0) 
to the value 
(16.1) 
for suit able r, u, v, Cl and C2 which depend on a. Remember by lemma 8.2 that if ais 
an integral ideal coprime to p j then 
((a-l,pnj,wI,S) = j-2s'fi ( Fn,WI'S)·, jpn D 
and also by equation (7.15) we have 
So instead of relating the value ((a-I,pn joo, 0) to (16.1) it is enough to relate the 
value 'fi Cpnav'D,WI, 0) to (16.1). 
Let us start with sorne explicit formulas obtained by Siegel where he relates special 
values of a 'zeta function attached to an indefinite binary quadratic form to Bernoulli 
polynomials. Lei "f ~ (: ~) E SL2 (71) be a hyperbolic matrix with ils Iwo real 
fixed points T > TŒ where GQ(r)/Q = {l, o-}. Let Qr(x, y) = A(x - TY)(X - TŒy) = 
Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 ( A > 0 ) be the indefinite primitive quadratic form attached to 
T. Let u, v be two rational numbers not both integers. Assume furthermore that 
mu + nv '" m'u + n'v(mod 7l) for a11 m, n E 712 where "f ( : ) ~ ( :: ). For 
s = 2,3, '.' . define 
e27ri (mu+nv) 
!.p,((U,V),T,S):= L Q ( )s' 
r m,n (Tl \(m,n)EZ2 \(O,O) 
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and for s = 1 set 
'P'Y((u, v), T, 1) := lim 
s--->l+ 
h)\(m,n)EZ2 \(a,a) 
e27ri(mu+nv) sign( QT(m, n)) 
IQT(m, n)ls 
Note that the limit exists since u and v are not both integers. We also let 
Rs(z) := i: QT(W, 1r-1dw. 
c 
Siegel proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 16.1 The quantity 
is a rational number that can be expressed using periodic Bernoulli polynomials. More 
precisely for s 2: 1 we have 
(16.2) sign( a + d) (s - 1 )!2(27r t 2sdisc( QT )s-~ 'P'Y( (u, v), T, s) 
=~(-1)kC2S-k-1R(k)(~) ~ B (a(u+l) )B (U+l) 
6 k!(2s-k) s c 6 k C +v 2s-k C 
k=a l(mod c) 
where R~k)(z) is the k-th derivative of the rational polynomial Rs(z). 
Proof This is the main theorem of [Sie68]. 0 
We obtain the following corollary: 
CoroUary 16.1 We have 
(16.3) 
*.' - ( (7- + l)) - (( 7- + l)) ( (8j , (A,.T), 0) = 4· szgn(a + d) L n(da, r) L B 1 a cl fd
a 
B1 cl fd
a 
. 
do,r l(mod c/fdo) 
where Q,(x, y) ~ AX2 + Bxy + Gy' and "(, ~ (: :) with CT + d > 1. 
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Proof Using the functional equation between w* and w* we get 
(16.4) 
(*(0, (A, T), s) 
= _ F*(l- s) ~n(No r)dg ~ sign(QdoT*(m,n))e21rin/f 
F*(s) ~ do ' ~ IQdoT* (m, n)ll-s do,r (')',. (fdo)) \{(O,O)#(m,n)EAfdo ,.} 
F*(l- s) ~ (No)S ~ 
= - F*(s) ~ n(do, r) do ~ 
do,r (')',. (fdo)) \{(O,O)#(m,n)EAfdo"} 
sign( QfdoT )(m, n)e21rim/f 
IQfdoT(m, n)ll-s 
Now evaluate (16.4) at s = O. Using the assumption that ois a good divisor with the 
explicit formulas in theorem 16.1 we de duce (16.3). 0 
Remark 16.1 If we compare (16.3) with (9.11) we see that the two formulas 
coincide since sign( a + d) = 1 and sign( c) = 1. 
Now let ).,0<,(3 = À = a + (3Vfj be an algebraic integer coprime to f where a, (3 are 
integers to be specialized later on. Consider the zeta function 
where QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 and T = -B2AVJ5. Using equation (7.1) we find 
that 
Now we want to specialize a and (3. Let u bean integer coprime to f and v be any 
integer. Choose integers a and (3 such that 
(16.6) (3 = (2A)-lu(mod f), Œ - -B(2A)-lu - v(mod f), Œ + f3VD » O. 
Note that ((3,1) = 1. In general we cannot guarantee that (a+(3Vfj, 1) = 1. However 
if we assume that aU the primes dividing f are inert in K then we get automatically 
that (a + f3VD, 1) = 1. 
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Proposition 16.1 Let AAT be the integral ideal assaciated ta QT(X, y) = Ax2 + 
Bxy + Çy2 and "fT ~ (: ~) be as in section 8.2. Let 1/. be integer coprime ta 
f and v be any integer. Let Àa,{3 ;= À be chasen ta satisfy (16.6). Assume that the 
primes dividing f are inert in K. Then if s ~ 1 is an add integer we have 
(16.7) sign(a + d)2
2snr( ~ )2 
re;S)2r(s)2 
2s-1 ( )k 2s-k-1 ( (U + l) ) (U + l) 
. """ -1 C R(k)(~) """ B a 1 ~ B ~
6 k!(2s - k) S c 6 k C + f 2s-k C 
k=ü l(mod c) 
~ (ÀAAT ) 
= 'li" fv75' W1, 1 - s . 
Proof When s ~ 1 is odd we deduce form (16.5) that 
Now using the functional equation of 'li" (see equation (8.8)) combined with the the-
orem 16.1 we deduce (16.7). D 
We would like to relate the special values 
where a, .À are co prime to fp with the evaluated measures '/ij{ ioo -+ ~: HUun,vn,n) for 
certain 
depending on a, À and n. We will make a simplifying assumption. We will assume 
that E =J l(modp) where (f) = OK(jOO) x and E > 1. 
Proposition 16.2 Let u and v be fixed integers nat bath divisible by p. Let a = 
AAT where QT(X, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 and T is reduced. Assume that (a,pi) = 1. 
Let À = GY + f3v75 » 0 be an algebraic integer caprime ta fp. Let (E) = OK(jOOr 
whcre E > 1. Assume fur/hen!!ore that < # 1 ( mod p). Let "fT ~ (: !) be the 
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matrix corresponding to the action of E on the AT with respect to the ordered basis 
{T,l} then 
(16.8) \îf ( .ÀAAT ,Wl, 0) = 4 ~ BI (an ( 2Af3 + l) _ Bf3 + a) BI ((~ + l) fpnJD ~ Cn fpn fpn Cn 
(
an bn ) (a b) pn 
where. = . If we choose a and f3 in su ch a way that 
cndn cd 
then we have 
f 
(16.9) -:3""" """ n(do, r)\îf (.ÀyrA:)lr, Wl, 0) = /iu{ioo -t an}(U~ ~ n)' L L f n D C f'f' 
y=l doINo,rE(Z/ fZ)X p n 
where .Ày = ay + f3JD. 
Proof The proof of (16.8) follows directly from proposition 16.1. It remains to prove 
(16.9). We have 
en/do ( ( ) ) (( ru h) . - fan ru rv - fpn + 
= -12 L n(do, r) L BI C Id . f n + h - -:;;: BI c Id 
dolNo,rE(Z/fZ) x h=l n ° P P n ° 
where the third equality follows from the distribution relation of BI (x) and the last 
equality 1S a consequence of proposition 14.1. 0 
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Remark 16.2 Note the similarity with the formula (14.1) which corresponds to 
Jil{ioo ,~}(Uu,v,n) for a = ao and c = co. The difference with the formula (14.1) 
is the variation of the cusp an as n vary and the dependence of Ji with the first 
! ~ 
coordinate of the centre of the ball Uu,v,n. 
We have ,the following corollary 
Corollary 16.2 With the same notation as proposition 16.2 we have 
r 
-3 L (fpn(Ày * 0, (A, T), 0) = Jiu{ioo ~ ~n}(Ul'7,n) 
y=l n 
where the index pn f emphasizes the fact that the conductor is fpn and not f. In 
particular, when n = 0, the zeta function (f(Ày * 0, (A, T), 0) is exactly the same as 
the one a,ppearing in definition 9.2. 
17 ~ome evidence for the algebraicity of the u(r, 7) 
invariant 
In this sedion we would like to prove a norm formula for our p-adic elements u(r, T). 
But before this we would like to remind the reader some functorial properties of the 
reciproci~y map and apply it to the number field K(joo), i.e. the narrow ray class 
field of K of conductor f. 
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17.1 The reciprocity map of Class field theory applied to 
K(foo) 
Consider the following Hasse diagram 
with LI K and L' 1 K' finite abelian extensions of number fields K and K' where 
K ç K' and L ç L'. Let S and S' be the set of real places of K and K' respectively. 
Let cond(LI K) = fooT be the conductor of the extension of LI K where fis an integral 
ideal of (9K and ooT is a product over all real places of T where T ç S. Similarly 
we let cond(L' 1 K') = f'ooT' where T' ç S'. Class field theory gives us the following 
commutative diagram: 
res 
G L' jK' ----------..+. G Lj K 
reCL'jK' 
where IK(f) is the group of fractional ideals of K which are coprime to f and 
where PK, 1 (fooT) is the group of principal fractional ideals of K that can be generated 
by an ele,ment À E K congruent to 1 modulo f such that ÀO" > 0 for aU CI E T. The 
vertical arrows of the diagram are isomorphisms given by: 
rec1)K : IK(f) ---t GLjK 
P f-+ Frob(plp) 
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"~ 
where pis any prime ideal of L above l' (pis assumed to be unramified in LI K) and 
Frob(pl'f?) is the relative Frobenius of p over 1'. It thus follows from the commutativity 
of diagram that the set of prime ideals of K that split completely in Lare precisely 
the prime ideals inside hiK. In the special case where K = K' we again de duce from 
the commutativity of the diagram that hl KI J L' / K ce:: G L' / L· 
Let K = Q( V75) be a real quadratic number field with D = disc(K) > 0 and 
Gal(KIQ) = {1, al Let f be a positive integer coprime to D. Let p be a prime 
number ip.ert in K which is coprime to f D. We denote the two infinite places of K 
by 001 and 002 and also 00 = 001002. Consider the Hasse diagram 
K(foo) 
1 
K((f) 
/ 
Q((f) 
where K (f (0) ç Q stands for the narrow ray class field of conductor f. By class 
field theory K (f (0) corresponds to the maximal abelian extension of K for which 
a fractional ideal a of K splits completely in K (f (0) iff a = (7f) for sorne totally 
positive element n _ l(mod 1). Let T E Gal(Q/Q) then the extension K(foot 1 K is 
again abelian over K. The ideals of OK which split completely in K(foo t are the 
principal ideals (nT) ç OK where n - l(mod f) and n is totally positive. Since nT is 
totally P9sitive and congruent to 1 modulo f we get, by the maximality of K(foo) 
with respect to the latter property on ideals of OK which split completely in it, that 
K(foot ç K(foo). Since T was arbitrary it follows that K(foo) is normal over Q. 
We denote by OK(fY the group of units of OK which are congruent to 1 modulo f 
and by O!K(foo y the group of totally positive units of OK which are congruent to 1 
modulo f. In or der to have the existence of strong p-units in K(foo) we make the 
following assumption 
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Assumptions: We assume that 
Obviously (2) implies (1) but in general the converse is false. In the case where 
p - l(mod 1) it is easy to see that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Assumption (1) 
implies that K (j (0) is a totally complex Galois extension over Q. Similarly, if we 
let r = pOK, assumption (2) implies that K(joo)(Frp ) is a totally complex Galois 
extension over Q. 
We h~ve the following short exact sequence 
(17.1) 
which splits. Let us denote by /, E GK(foo)/Q a lift of Œ i.e. /'IK = ŒIK and /,2 = 1. One 
can show that if 9 E GK(foo)/Q then g( := /,g/,-l = g-l. Therefore the conjugation 
by /, on OK(foo)/K corresponds to -1. Let 9 E GK(foo)/Q and denote again by 9 : 
K (j (0) cri <C, the corresponding complex embedding. We can write 9 as 9 = h/, 
for sorne h E GK(foo)/K- Let c E GK(foo)/Q be a complex conjugation induced on 
K(joo) yia the embedding 9 : K(joo) "--+ <C, so c = g-1700g where 7 00 is the complex 
conjugati~n on <C. Note that c E GK(foo)/K since K is real. Let g' E GK(foo)/Q and 
write it as g' = h'/, for sorne h' E GK(foo)/K. We have 
It thus f?llows that the complex conjugation is independent of the choice of the 
complex embedding of K (j (0) in <C and therefore K (j (0) is a Galois CM field over 
Q. A similar computation shows that K(jooVr p is also a Galois CM field over Q. 
From n0'Y on we denote the complex conjugation of K(joo) (or K(joo)Frp ) by 7 00 , 
The iflverse of the reciprocity map gives us an isomorphism 
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The acti~n of GK/Q on IK(f)/PK,l(fOO) is the obvious one. If [a] E IK(f)/PK,l(fOO) 
is an ideaJ class then raja = [aa]. We also have another involution in GK(joo)/Q which 
plays an ~mportant raIe namely the complex conjugation Too . One can show that Too 
corresponds to the ideal class (1 + fVD)PK,l(fOO) under rec. 
17.2 A "norm" formula for u(r, T) 
In this section we want to compute a certain norm of u(r, T) in or der to relate it to a 
product M normalized Gauss sums. In order to simplify the notation we set 
If (r, T) E 1{~k(No, f) then the basis {T, 1} is oriented i.e. T - Ta > o. Let ArAT be 
the integtal ideal corresponding to (r, T) then (ArAT t = ArATO" and the basis {Ta, 1} 
is no more oriented. Nevertheless we can still define u(r, Ta) in the obvious way. If 
we denote again by (J the non trivial automorphism of G Kp/Qp then one readily sees 
that u(r, T)a = u(r, Ta). 
To any divisor 6 = L:aEAfOO naa E Z[A foo ] and a set of positive integers {da}aEAfoo 
coprime to p we associate the zeta function 
(17.2) ((6, s);= 2:: nad~~ ( ~, Wl, s) 
aEAfoo f 
= 2:: nad~f2s((a;;\ f, Wl, s) 
aEAfoo 
where aa E a is an arbitrary chosen integral ideal and Wl = sign 0 NK / Q. To any 
divisor 5= L:do,r n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f) and element (l, T) E 1{~K(No, f) we can 
attach a çlivisor 
doINo,rE(7I../ f7l..) x 
where the map n is the map appearing in definition 5.7. Having such a divisor 6 
allows us: to associate a zeta function (similar to the zeta function appearing in 1) of 
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definition 9.2) 
where D(r/do, dOT) nOK = Ar/doAdOT is an integral ideal of OK and Ar/do is a positive 
integer such that Ar/do - r/do(mod f). We have suppressed the T in the notation of 
((6, s) sinee it already appears in the writing of 6: In a similar way, one can define a 
zeta function (*(6, s) (similar to the zeta function appearing in 2) of definition 9.2) 
(17.3) ( *(K ).= 'Ç"' (d )ds;T;* (D(r/do, dOT) n OK ) u, s. L....t n 0, r 0':1' v75 ,Wl, S . 
do,r Df 
For the definitions of \[1 and \[1* see definition 8.2. 
Remar k 17.1 In general the zeta functions (* ( 6, s) and ((6, s) are different. Later 
on, it will be crucial to be able to compare one to each other. This is the content of 
proposition 17.3. 
In section 9 we have constructed a p-adic zeta function ç; (6, s) which interpolates 
special values of (* (6, s) at negative integers congruent to ° modulo p - 1. We have 
proved also a p-adic Kronecker limit formula relating special values of ç; (a * 6, s) to 
our p-adic invariant u( a) E K;. More precisely we have proved that 
(1) 3(*(a* 6, 0) = vp(u(a)) 
(2) 3(Ç;)'(a*6,0) = -logpNKp/lQp(u(a)) 
for any a E A foo. Having in mind the theory of CM for imaginary quadratic number 
fields we have formulated the following conjecture 
Conjecture 17.1 Let a E A foo be an ideal class of the narrow ray class group of 
conductor f. Then the element u(a) is a strong p-unit in L := K(joo)(Fr p } ç KpJ 
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z.e. for all places v f p of K(foo) (including the infinite one) we have lu(a)llI = 1. 
Furthermore if we let 
rec-1 : IK(f)/ JL / K ----7 GL / K 
be the inverse of the reciprocity map given by class field theory then 
u(atec-1(a l ) = u(aa'). 
Remark 17.2 The field L = K(foo )(Frp ) is the largest subfield of K(foo) for 
which gJ = pOK splits completely. 
By construction u( c) lives naturally in K; so we can write it as 
. where E( c) E O~ . If conjecture 17.1 is true then the polynomial 
p 
(17.4) f(x) := 
should have coefficients in OK [l ]. p 
II (x - u(b)) 
Remark 17.3 From conjecture 5.1, since u(a) is a strong p-unit, we have that 
u(atoo = u(a)-l where 7 00 corresponds to the complex conjugation in GL / K. It thus 
follow that if 0: is a root of f (x) then 0:-1 is also a root of roo (x) = f (x). From this we 
deduce that f (x) = xdeg(f) f (~), i.e. f (x) is a palindrome polynomial with coefficients 
in OK[l]. Similarly g(x) = f(x)fŒ(X) E Z[l][x] is a palindrome polynomial with p p 
coefficients in Z[ 1 J. p 
Let us fix a prime 13 in L = K (f (0) (Frp) above gJ. Conjecture 17.1 tells us that it is 
possible to take an embedding L'---+ Kp such that 
II (hrec-l(c-lb») 3(* (lFkl5,ü) U(C)OL = 1" 
bEh(f)/h/K 
where we think of u(c) as a root of f(x). We should point out that up to a root of 
unit y in L the strong p-unit u(c) is completely determined by the set of integers 
{3(*(b * 6, 0) hEh(f)/h/K ' 
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since two such units would differ by an element of norm 1 for all places of L, therefore 
a root of unit y in L. 
Constructing a subgroup of p-units of maximal rank in K(foo) is a very difficult 
problem since we don't even know how to construct explieitly the field K (f (0). How-
ever, much is known about the strong p-units of the subfield K ((f) ç K (f (0) which 
is nothing else than a subfield of the cyclotomie field Q( (f' (D). For the cyclotomie 
field Q( (N ), with N coprime to p, the construction of a subgroup of the group of 
strong p-units of maximal rank is provided by normalized Gauss sums. Let r be the 
smallest integer such that pr 1 (mod N) and set q = pr. Let 
Wq : IF; -+ /-Lq-l 
be the Teichmüller char acter. Let also (p be a primitive p-th root of unity. We define 
as usual an additive char acter of IF q as 
A Gauss sum with respect to the character wt is defined as 
T(W~) := L w~(a)'l/Jq(a) E Q((p, (q-l). 
aElFq 
Because the Frobenius automorphism of IF q, x 1---+ xP, is bijective and that 'l/Jq(xP) = 
'l/Jq(x) we deduce that 
(17.5) 
A normalized Gauss sum is an expression of the form r(~. We set 
r(wq ) 
where c is any integer. From (17.5) we deduce that g(PN) = g('fv). Normalized Gauss 
sums are strong p-units and one can compute explicitly their factorization in the 
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number field Q((p, (q-l). An example of a subgroup of strong p-units of maximal 
rank in Q( (N) is provided by 
U:= ({g (~ r} ) ç Q((NY· 
jEZ/NZ/{±l} 
(17.6) 
Note the presence of the exponent 2N. Since g (z;:f)2N = g (~)2N E Q((N) we deduce 
that 2N 
g (~) E Q((N)Frp ç Q;r. 
In particular in the case where -1 E ([5) :S (Zj NZ) x we have that Q( (N )Frp is totally 
real and therefore g (~ )2N = ±l. This can be proven in purely elemantary way. Let 
us prove it without appealing to the notion of strong p-units since the computation 
is instructive. Let s be such that pS _ -1(mod N). Then since g (~) = g (P~C) we 
get that 
On the other hand a direct computation shows that 
Combining both we conclude that g (ft) is a real number with absolute value 1 so it 
is eq ual to {± 1 } . 
From now on let us assume that -1 ~ (p) :S (ZjNZ)x. In this case one can show 
that the Z-rank of U is <P~~). This is proved essentially by showing that the divisors 
of Gauss sums give rise to the universal odd distribution of degree 0, see Lemma 
2.3 of chapter 17 of [Lan94a]. Using proposition 1.1 and the fact that -1 rt (p) :S 
(Zj NZ) x we deduce that the Z-rank of the group of strong p-units of Q( (N) is equal 
to <P~~). From this we conclude that U has maximal rank. It follows that one can find 
<P~~) elements inside the set (Zj NZ) j {±1} that give rise to Z-linearly independent 
normalized Gauss sums (inside the multiplicative group Q((N)X). Note that in order 
to get a subgroup of maximal rank one really needs to go over all j E Zj NZj {±1} and 
not just over j E (ZjNZy j{±I}. In fact one can give an example of an integer N 
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(divisible by three distinct primes) such that the group generated by the normalized 
Gauss sums arising from the indices j E ('!lI N'!ly 1 {±1} has not a maximal rank. 
For a basis of universal odd distribution of degree 0 see [Kuc92]. 
Even if we don't know the algebraicity of u( c) the Shimura reciprocity law for-
mulated in conjecture 17.1 allows us to define a pseudo norm of u(c). Note that the 
p-adic element u(c) E K; depends only on the ideal class c E A foo as the notation 
indicates. 
Definition 17.1 Let M and M' be number fields such that 
K ç M ç M' ç K(f (0). 
The reciprocity isomorphism gives us canonical isomorphisms 
and 
rec-;)/K : IK(f)1 JM/K -+ Gal (MI K). 
Therefore recM'/K induces a canonical isomorphism between JM/KI JM'/K and Gal(M' lM). 
We define 
II u(bc). 
If we have K ç M ç M' ç Mil ç K (f (0) on can verify that this pseudo norm 
satisfies the usual transitivity property namely 
From this we deduce that if u(c), is expected to lie in M' i.e. if it is constant on all 
cE JM'/KIJMII/K then 
Suppose that M ç K (f (0) is an abelian extension of Q contained in M such that 
M· K = !vI and Mn K = Q. Let Gal(KIQ) = {1, (J}. Then there exists a unique 
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embedding (f : M ---+ C such that (fIK = O"IK and O"I M = IdM. Binee u(c) E K; we 
have a natural action of Gal(KjQ) é::::: Gal(KpjQp) = {l, O"} on u(c). This aUows us 
to define 
For the rest of the paper we set 
and 
M:=K·M. 
Note that Ln K((f) = K· Q((f)(Fr~) ;2 M since Fr&J((f) = Fr;((f) = (f where 
8J = pO K· Note also that 
and 
We want to prove the following theorem which is the main result of this section: 
Theorem 17.1 Let p, f, No be chosen as usual and let r5 E D(No, j)(P) be a good 
divisor. Assume that aU the primes qlf are inert in K and that -1 ~ ('fi) :::; (Zj fZ)x. 
Then one has 
(17.7) 
where S is a product of normalized Gauss sums in F := M. Q((p) ç Q;r((p). 
Corollary 17.1 The quantity NL/M(u(r,T)) lies in K; n F = M = Q((f)Frp ç 
Q;r. Note that because of our assumption we have that M is a CM field. 
There are 4 steps in proving the "norm formula" of theorem 17.1. 
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(1) Calculate (G)'(c*5,0) (where G(5,s) is the p-adic zeta function appearing in 
definition 10.1) and relate it to the p-adic invariant u(c). This is the content of 
the theorem 10.1. 
(2) For the second step one considers a slightly different p-adic zeta function denoted 
by (p,o(5,s) (see the proof of proposition 17.1 for the definition). This step 
consists in expressing 
as a linear combination of p-adic L-functions that behave weIl under the base 
change from GM / K to GM / Q . More precisely if we let XE GM / Q then the base 
change translates as a factorization of L-functions of the form 
(17.8) L(s, X 0 NK / Q) = L(s, X)L(s, X (~)). 
where X 0 NK / Q is a character of GM / K . We can interpolate special values of 
(17.8) p-adically and we obtain 
Lp(s, XWp 0 NK / Q ) = Lp(s, XWp)Lp(s, XWp (~)). 
The appearance of the Teichmuller char acter raised to the power 1 is an artifact 
of p-adic interpolation. Note that only odd characters X's of Gal(M /Q) will 
contribute to the p-adic interpolation since we are only interested by the values 
of L(X, 1 - m) for odd integers m ~ 1. 
(3) Compute L~(O, XWp) for odd characters of GM / Q (note that Lp(O, XWp) = 0 since 
X(p) = 1) and relate it to normalized Gauss sums. This is accomplished by 
combining a limit formula for Lp(s, XWp) that was proved by Ferrero-Greenberg 
([FG78]) with the Gross-Koblitz formula ([GK79]) relating the p-adic gamma 
function r p ( s) to Gauss sums. 
(4) Relate (;(5, s) to (p,o(5, s) and (*(5,0) to ((5,0). 
The steps 2 and 3 are proved in the next proposition: 
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Proposition 17.1 Let ° = LaEAf(X) na [a] E Z[A joo ] and {da}aEAf(X) be a set of 
integers coprime to p. Set 
where Ua E a is chosen to be an integral ideal. Then for every fixed congruence class 
i modulo p - 1 there exists a p-adic zeta function denoted by (p,i (0, 8) (8 E Zp) such 
that for all n :s: 0, n - i(mod p - 1) 
(1) (TrL/M(p,i) (0, n) = (1 - p-2n)TrL/M«(0, n) where TrL/M is taken under the 
natural action of Gal(LjM) on cS un der the reciprocity map. Note that the 
action is well defined sinee p * cS = cS. 
(2) In the case where i = 0 let 
b = L n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f)(P) 
do,r 
be a good divis or for the data p, f, No and let 
(17.9) 
doINo,rE(Z/ jZ) x 
where (1, T) E 'H~K (No, f) with T redueed. Suppose that -1 tJ. (p) :s: (Zj fZ)X 
then 
(17.10) 
where 5 is a product of normalized Gauss sums in M· Q(p) ç Qp. Moreover we have 
(17.11) 
Note that 5 2j E M ç Q~r so it makes sense to take its valuation at p. 
Proof of proposition 17.1 Let c5 = La na [a] E Z[A joo ]. Recall that 
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Since W is essentially a partial zeta function attached to .K (see lemma 8.2) then 
applying the main theorem of [DR80] to every term of ((S, s) we get that for a fixed 
i(mod p - 1) and a fixed b E A foo that the values 
(17.12) 
vary p-adically continuously when n ranges over integers n ~ ° and n i( mod p). 
By density this gives us a p-adic zeta function 
which interpolate the values of (17.12) on this fixed congruence class modulo p - 1. 
Let 
(1) TrL/M((S, s) = LbEJM/K/h/K ((b* S, s) 
(2) TrL/M(p,i( S, s) = LbEJM/K/h/K (p,i(b * S, s) 
By the definition of Tr L/ M(p,i (S, s) the values 
coincide with TrL/M(p,i(S, n) for integers n ~ ° and n _ i(mod p - 1). Since the 
values in (17.12) vary p-adically continuously when n ~ 0 and n i(modp -1) this 
implies that TrL/M((S, s) varies p-adically continuously on this subset. This proves 
the first part of the theorem. 
It remains to prove the trace formula (equation (17.10)) and the valuation formula 
(equation (17.11)) for the p-adic zeta function (p,o(S,s). Since (p,o(S,O) = ° we have 
d~(d~(p,o(S,s))ls=o = (;,o(S, 0). Aiso we have (d~((S,s))ls=o = ((S, 0). Therefore 
without lost of generality we can assume that aIl the da 's are equal to 1. We have 
that 
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for integers n ::; 0 and n - O(mod 2). The second equality cornes from equation (7.13) 
proved in section 7. From this we de duce that 
for integers n ::; 0 and n == O(mod 2) and a E a. We let 
(j_ : IK(f)/ JM / K ---+ GM / K 
[a] ---+ O"a 
be the isomorphism induced by class field theory where (jais the Frobenius associated 
to the ideal class of a. We have 
TrL/M(((O, n)) = 4f2n L n(do, r) 
(17.13) = 4f2n L n(do, r)(((jÏ(~o,r)' K . Q((f ) (Frp ) / K, n), 
do,r 
where 
I(do, r) := Ar/doAdOT = rl(r/do, dOT) n OK. 
We have a natural isomorphism between Gal(K((f)/ K) and Gal(Q((f )/Q) induced 
by the restriction. At the level of the ideals class groups the restriction map corre-
sponds to the norm N K / Q. Under this natural identification we have 
(17.14) {X E êM / K} = {X E IK(ff7P;;;(foo) : XIJM / K = 1} 
= {X 0 NK/Q : X E IQ(f)jP;;;(foo) , X(p) = 1} 
If we restrict to odd characters of Gal (M / K) then we have 
(17.15) {X E IK(ff7P;;(foo) : XIJM / K = 1, XOO = Wl} 
= {X 0 NK/Q : X E IQ (f)jP;;;(foo) , Xf( -1) = -1, X(p) = 1}. 
-We can write any character X of IK(f)/PK,1(foo) as XfXoo where Xf is the finite 
part of X and XOO is its infinite part (see the end of subsection 7.1). vVe say that X 
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is even if Xoo = Wo and odd if XOO = W1 = sign 0 NK/IQ' A similar thing holds for 
-characters X E IIQ (f) / PIQ, 1 (f 00 ). One verifies easily that Xoo = 1 if Xi is is an even 
character of (Z/ fZ)X and Xoo = sign if Xi is odd. It is easy to see that characters 
X E IK(f)/PK,l(foo) S.t. XIJM / K = 1 and XOO = W1 are induced by the norm of an 
odd character of (Z/fZY ~ IIQ(f)/PIQ,l(foo). 
Let (J EGal (M / K) then the partial zeta function (( M / K, (J, s) = (((J, s) can be 
written as 
(17.16) 1 (((J, s) = IG 1 L X((J)L(s, X) 
M/K ~ 
XEG M / K 
Substituting this in (17.13) we obtain 
4Pn 
TrL/K(((5, n)) = IG 1 L n(do, r) L X((JI(~o,r))L(n, X) 
M/K d ---o,r xEh(f)/PK,l(fOO) 
XIJM / K =l 
=I~pn 1 Ln(do,r) L XO N K/IQ(I(do,r)-l)L(n, X 0 NK/IQ) 
M/K d ---o,r xE(Z/ iZ) x 
x(p)=l 
= I~:::I Ln(do,r) ~ XONK/IQ(I(do,r)-l)L(n,x)L(n,x (~)) 
do,r xE(Z/ iZ) x 
X(p)=l 
where the second equality uses the identification given by (17.14). We want to inter-
polate p-adically those special values. For every integer m 2: 1 and m _ l(mod 2) we 
can rewrite the right hand si de of the last equality as 
4f2(1-m) (D) (17.17) IGM/KI ~ XoNK/IQ(I(do,r))L(l-m,x)L(l-m,x -; ) 
xE(Z/iZ)x 
x(p)=l 
x(-l)=-l 
since for X an even character L(l - m, X) = O. We have the following weIl known 
proposition 
Proposition 17.2 Let X be a Dirichlet character then there exists a p-adic L-
function Lp(s, XWp) su ch that 
L (1 _ ) = _ (1 _ (Xw~-n)(p)) Bn,xw~-n P n, XWp 1 . P -n n 
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for ail integers n 2: 1 and n l(mod p - 1). 
Proof see theorem 5.11 in [Was87]. 0 
-From the previous proposition we deduce in the case where X E ('!l/ f'!l)x and 
X(p) = 1 that for n - l(mod p - 1) 
) ( 1) Bn,x ( (D)) ( 1) Bn,x( If) Lp(l - n, XWp = - 1 - -1- --, Lp 1 - n, X - wp = - 1 + -1- . P -n n * p -n n 
The second equality follows from the fact that (~) = -1. From this we deduce that 
Lp(l- n, XWp) = (1-1/p1-n)L(1- n, X) and Lp(l- n, X (~) wp) = (1 + 1/p1-n)L(1-
n, X (~)) for integers n 2: 1 and n - l(mod p - 1). Substituting in (17.17) and 
recalling the definition of (TrL/M(p) (5, s) we get 
(TrL/M(p) (8, 1 - m) = 
4j2(1-m) (D) le 1 L n(do, r) ~ X 0 NK/Q(I(do, r))Lp(l - m, XWp)Lp(l - m, X -; wp), 
M/K doINo,rE(Z/fZ) X xE(Z/fZ) X 
x(p)=l 
x(-l)=-l 
for m 2: 1 and m l(mod p - 1). By density of the set {n 2: 1 : n l(mod p - 1)} 
in 7lp we obtain 
(TrH(p) (5, s) = 
4(J?s (D) le 1 L. n(do, r) ~ X 0 NK/Q(I(do, r))Lp(s, XWp)Lp(s, X -; wp ) 
M/K dolNo,rE(Z/fZ)X xE(Z/fZ) X 
x(p)=l 
x(-l)=-l 
for an s E 7lp . Let us define an auxiliary p-adic L-function that will play an important 
IOle later on. 
Definition 17.2 We define the Archimedean zeta function 8(s) and its p-adic 
counterpart 8 p ( s) as 
8(s) := 
~~ (D) le 1 L n(do, r) ~ X 0 NK/Q(I(do, r))L(s, X)L(O, X -; ). 
M/K doINo,rE(Z/fZ)X xE(Z/fZ)x 
x(P)=l 
x(-l)=-l 
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and 
8 p (s) ;= 
4(1)28 (D) IG 1 L n(do,r) ~ X 0 NKjQ(I(do,r))Lp(s,XWp)L(O,X -; ). 
MjK doINo,rE(ZjfZ)X xE(ZjfZ)X 
X(p)=l 
x(-l)=-l 
Note that L(O,X (~)) = -Bl,x(~) and there]ore 2L(0,X (~)) 
Moreover wh en k ;::: 1 and k _ l(mod p - 1) then 
1 (1 - pl-k )8(1 - k) = 8 p (1 - k). 
Now let us take the derivative of (TrLjM(p)(b, s) at s = O. Applying the chain rule 
and using the observation that Lp(O, XWp) = ° we get 
(17.18) 
(TrLjM(p)'(b, 0) = 
IG 4 1 L n(do, r) ~ X 0 NKjQ(I(do, r))L~(O, XWp)Lp(O, X (~) wp). 
MjK doINo,rE(ZjfZ)X xE(ZjfZ)X 
From this we de duce that 
(17.19) 
x(p)=l 
X(-l)=-l 
A straight forward calculation also shows that 
(17.20) (TrLjM()(b,O) = 8(0). 
N ote the dicrepancy of a factor 2 of the two previous formulas. 
N ow we would like to write the zeta functions 8 and 8 p (s) in terms of p-adic 
partial zeta functions attached to Q. Using the definition of 8 p (s) we see that in 
order to do this it is enough to relate Lp(s, XWp) to p-adic partial zeta functions of Q. 
The function L(s, X) can be rewritten in terms of partial zeta functions of Q as 
(17.21 ) L(s, X) = L x(a)((a, ]00, s) 
aE(ZjfZ) X 
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Note that every partial zeta function ((b,pfoo, s) (where (b,p) = 1) is p-adically 
continuous when s is restricted to the set of integers n ~ 0 and n O(mod p - 1). 
Therefore the values 
(17.22) 
b(mod pj),(b,p)=l 
b(mod f)Ea!Ji) 
r 
((b,pfoo, s) = (1 - l/pS) L ((pia, foo, s) 
i=l 
are p-adically continuous when s is restricted to the set of integers n ~ 0 and n = 
O( mod p - 1). Remember that r was defined to be the or der of p modulo f. We define 
(17.23) 
to be the p-adic zeta function which interpolates p-adically (17.22) on the set of 
integers {n ~ 0 : n _ O( mod p - 1)}. It was crucial here to take the sum of the 
right hand side of (17.22) over all congruence classes of the powers of p modulo f 
in order to be able to factor out the Euler factor at p. Note that by construction 
(p(a, foo, 0) = O. 
Remark 17.4 The reader should be careful to not confuse the different zeta 
functions introduced so far. When a E Z and (a, f) = 1, the notations ((a, foo, s) 
and (p(a, foo, s) correspond to partial zeta functions attached to Q. The partial zeta 
functions introduced earlier which were involving a divis or 6 E Z[Ajool were attached 
to K. N amely: 
(1) The Archimedean ones: ((6, s) defined by the equation (17.2) and (*(6, s) de-
fined by equation (17.3). 
(2) The p-adic ones: (;(6, s) which interpolates special values of (*(6, s) and (p,o(6, s) 
which interpolates special values of ((6, s). 
For a character X which is trivial on (p) ~ (Z/ fZ)X we can rewrite (17.21) as 
r 
L(s,X) = L 
i=l aE(Zj jZ)X j!Ji) 
r 
(17.24) L x(a) L ((pia, foo, s). 
aE(Zj jZ)X j!Ji) i=l 
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From the latter equality and the density of the set of integers {n ::; 0 : n = O( mod p-
1)} in 2p we deduce that 
(17.25) x(a)(p(a, foo, s), 
aE(Zj jZ) x j f.J5) 
for all s E 2p. We will need the following lemma 
Lemma 17.1 Assume that -1 tJ (p) ::; (2/ f2V. The zeta functions 8(s) and 
8 p ( s) can be rewritten as 
r 
(17.26) 8(s) = 4f28 L na L ((pia, foo, s) 
aE(Zj jZ)X j f.J5) i=l 
and 
(17.27) 
aE(Zj jZ) x j f.J5) 
where the na 's are elements in ~2 given by the following formula 
M oreover we have nap = na and n-a = -na. 
Proof The fact that the na's are equal to the expression (17.28) follows directly from 
the definition of 8(s), 8 p(s) and of equations (17.24) and (17.25). Also the fact that 
n ap = na and n-a = -na are straight forward. It is also easy to see that that the 
na's are invariant under Gal(Q/Q) therefore they lie in Q. The character X (~) is a 
character modulo D f. We have 
L(O, X (~)) = -B1,)c( €-) 
= ~f L x(a) (~) a 
l::;a::;Vj (a,Vf)=l 
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therefore jDIGM/Klna E Z. It remains to show that 2na E Z. We can rewrite na as 
Djl~M KI L L L n(do, r)x 0 NK/Q(I(do, r))x(a) (~) a 
/ dolNo 5(E(Z/fZ)X ls,as,Df 
rE(Z/fZ) x 5«p)=l (a,Df)=l 
5«-1)=-1 
Let QT(X,y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 then we have N(AdoT ) = A/do' Also sinee Ar/do -
rjdo(mod 1) we have N(Ar/doAdOT) = A;/do ~ - (;or doA-1(mod 1). We can thus 
rewrite the previous expression as 
which again can be rewritten as 
(17.29) 1 
Let G = (Z/ jZ) x j (p( mod 1)). By assumption we have -1 ~ (p (mod 1)) :::; (Zj jZ) x . 
Therefore there exists a character W of G such that w( -1) = -1, i.e. W is odd. Let 
us denote by êeven and êodd the set of even and odd characters of G respectively. 
Note that êodd = wêeven . An easy computation shows that for every a E (Zj jZ)X 
~ x(a) = 1 
XEGodd 
We can thus rewrite (17.29) as 
(17.30) 1 2Dj L dolNo 
rE(Z/fZ)x ls,as,Df (a,Df)=l 
o 
ar2dü1 A-I E ±(p(mod f)) 
if a E (p(mod 1)) 
if a E -(p(mod 1)) 
otherwise 
where E(a) = 1 if a(mod 1) E (p(mod j)) and E(a) = -1 if a(mod 1) E -(p(mod j)). 
Every element 0 :::; a :::; D j - 1 can be written as (al, a2) where al _ a(mod D) and 
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a2 = a(mod 1). Every term a = (al, a2) in the sum (17.30) can be paired with the 
term al = (-al, a2). Since (~) = (~) (the quadratic character (~) is associated to 
a real quadratic field and E(a) = E(a')) we see that the sum in (17.30) is congruent 
to 0 modulo D. Now using the fact that 6 is a good divis or we have for a fixed 
r E (Z/ jZy that L:dolNo n(do, r)do = O. Let us fix an element b E ±(p(mod j)) and 
an element r E (Z/ jZy. Summing over aH the elements {d~~A }dolNo we obtain 
( 
D ) dobA L n(do, r) ~ ~E(b) = O(mod j). 
dolNo r 
For the latter congruence we have used the fact that all the primes dividing No are 
split in Q( -115) and also that 6 is a good divisor. From this we de duce that (17.30) 
lies in ~Z. This completes the proof of the lemma. D 
We can now state the key ingredient that allowed us to relate the first the deriva-
tive at s = 0 of TrL/M(p,o(6, s) with normalized Gauss sums. 
Theorem 17.2 Lei a E (Z/jzy and lei (p(a,joo,s) be ihep-adiczeiajunciion 
iniroduced in (17.25). Then 
(;(a, joo, 0) = -logp 9 (7) 
a? 
where 9 (7) = T(WQ9 ) E Q((f' (p), W q : IF; --+ {tq-l C Qp is ihe Teichmüller 
T(Wq ) 
character and q = pr _ 1 (mod j) where r = ord f (p). Noie ihai 9 (7 ) 2f E Q( (f )Frp • 
We have 
a i p'a 1 
( ( ) 
2f) r r (--------( ) ) 
vp 9 7 = 2j~((pa,joo,0) = 2j~ -j- -"2 ' 
where x is chosen io be ihe unique inieger beiween 1 and j -1 such ihai x = x( mod j). 
Proof Combine the results of [FG78] with [GK79] plus standard results about fac-
torization of Gauss sums. D 
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~ ... 
Using (17.27) we deduce that 
8~(s) = 4 L na(;(a,foo, O) 
aE(lL/ flL) x / (p) 
(17.31) = 4 L 2na(;(a, joo, 0) 
{ 1~a~f/2}/(p) (a,f)=l 
where for the second equality we have used the fact that n-a = -na, 9 ( 7) = 
±g (7) -1 and that -1 ~ (p). Now using theorem 17.2 we can rewrite the right hand 
si de of (17.31) as 
(17.32) 
-4 L (2na) logp 9 (7) . 
{ 1~a~f/2}/(p) (a,f)=l 
N ow from lemma 17.1 we get that 2na E Z. Set 
s= II 9(7)'"" 
{ l~a~f /2}/ (P) (a,f)=l 
We thus have by definition that 
Now using (17.19) and the last equality we deduce that 
This proves (17.10). It remains to show the valuation formula (17.11). Using theorem 
17.2 with the definition of S we get 
r 
= 6/·4 L na L ((pia, /00, 0) 
aE(lL/ flL)X / (P) i=l 
= 6j8(0) 
= 6j(TrL/M() (5, 0), 
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where the second last equality uses (17.26) and the last one uses (17.20). This shows 
equation (17.11) and therefore concludes the pro of of proposition 17.1. 0 
In or der to finish the proof of theorem 17.1 we need to relate ((8, 0) to (* (8, 0) 
and G (8, s) to (p,o (8, s). The next proposition takes care of this. 
Proposition 17.3 Let 5' = Ldo,r n(do, r)[do, r] E D(No, f)(P) be a good divisor. 
Let (l,T) E 1i~K(No,J) with T reduced and let 8 = Ldo,rn(do,r)[ArAdor] E Afoo. 
Assume furthermore that all primes dividing f are inert in K then 
f-1 
(*(8,0) = L ((Àu * 8,0), 
u=o 
and 
f-1 
(;(8,s) = L(p,0(Àu*8,s). 
u=o 
where Àu is an algebraic integers of K chosen so the Àu = (;io U + Ta) (mod f), Àu is 
coprime to p and totally positive. 
Proof Using proposition 9.4 gives .us 
(*(8, s) = L n(do, r)dg~*(-:;;r, W1, s) 
do,r Df 
f-1 
= L L n(do, r)dg~(Àu A~, W1, s) 
u=O do,r f D 
f-1 
(17.33) = L((Àu*8,s) 
u=O 
Using corollary 10.1 we deduce 
(17.34) 
f-1 
(1 - p-2n) L ((Àu * 0, ,n) (1~3) (1 - p-2n)(*(0, n) 
u=o 
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10.1 G(8, (1, T), n) 
:= (;(8, n). 
for every n ::; 0 and n O( mod p - 1) . By density of the set of integers {n ::; 0 : n = 
O(mod p - 1)} in Zp we get 
f-1 
G(6, s) = L (p,o(Àu * 6, s). 
u=o 
o 
We can now prove theorern 17.1. Using the latter proposition with equations 
(17.10) and (17.11) of proposition 17.1 we get that 
(17.35) 
and that 
(17.36) 
where S' is a product of norrnalized Gauss surns inside Q((f )Frp • Q((p). Note that 
(S')2f ç Q;r so it rnakes sense to take the p-adic valuation. On the other hand in 
section 17.2 wé have proved the existence of an elernent U E K; for which 
(17.37) 
and 
6jTrL/M (G)' (6, 0) = -2j logp N L/M 0 N Kp /lQlp(u) 
= -2j logp N L/M(U), 
Now using the observation that vp(uŒ ) = vp(u) where Gal(Kp/Qp) = {l, o-} we get 
(17.38) 
Cornparing (17.35) with (17.37) we obtain 
10gp(S')2f = 2j logp N L/M(u). 
Cornparing (17.36) with (17.38) we obtain 
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From this we conclude that 
This concludes the proof of theorem 17.1. 0 
We should expect a refinement of theorem 17.1 of the following form 
Conjecture 17.2 The element 
is a product of normalized Gauss sums in M . Q((p). 
18 Numerical examples 
In this section we record the results of sorne computations that we did using the 
software Magma in or der to test the validity of the conjecture 5.1. 
Conjecture 5.1 says something about the existence of strong p-units in abelian 
extensions of real quadratic number fields. In order to make sure that such units 
exist one needs to impose a certain number of conditions on the real quadratic field. 
To fix the idea let us assume that f = 3, No = 4 and that the good divisor 8 = 
2[1,1]- 3[2, 1] + 1[4,1] E D(No, 1) = D(4, 3). It thus follows that the modular unit 
attached to the data (1, No, 8) is 
Le K = Q( v'I5) be a real quadratic field where D = discriminant(K). In order to 
have the existence of non trivial strong p-units in K(3oo) attached to the previous 
modular unit one needs to have that 
(1) (D, 3) = 1 (not essential but simplifies the construction) 
(2) D _ l(mod 8) (we want 2 to split in K) 
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(3) (~) = -1 (p has to be inert in (Q( v75)) 
(4) OK(3)X = OK(300Y (K(300) has to be totally complex otherwise there exists 
no strong p-units other that {± 1 } ). 
The first thing to notice is that the fourth condition is always satisfied. If E E O~, 
E = u+3vVD _ l(mod 3) and N(E) = -1 then the equation x2 - 32Dy2 = -1 would 
admit a non trivial integral solution namely (x, y) = (u, v). A congruence modulo 3 
shows that it doesn't have any. Therefore K(300) is always totally complex. Using 
class field theory one de duces that 
(18.1) 
If we let jJ be a prime ideal of K(300) above pOK then our conjecture predicts that 
the strong p-units liein K(300) (Frob(pjp)). Since we would like our strong p-units 
to be primitive elements of K(300) over K we will impose the additional condition 
that Frob(jJjp) = 1 which is equivalent by class field theory to the congruence p -
l(mod 3). 
By (18.1) it follows that in the case where the narrow ray class group of conductor 
3 of K is of or der 2 we expect K (300) = K ( .;=3). For a general f and a general 
real quadratic number field K = (Q(v75) such that OK(fy = OK(fOOY we have the 
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following Hasse diagrarn: 
K(Joo) 
Pic+ 
K 
+ ~ A1>\ 
where Ki:} (respectively H"j() stand for the narrow ring class field of conductor f 
(respectively the narrow Hilbert class field). Here s is sorne integer that can be 
cornputed explicitly. 
The tables in the next pages record sorne of our results. For every admissible D the 
narrow class group of conductor 3 is given by IK (3)/PK ,1(300) where K = Q(v'I5). 
For every class CEl K (3) / PK, 1 (300) we pick an ideal ne that can be written as rAT 
for sorne r E Z coprirne to 3 and TEK (reduced with respect to p) such that A4T is 
again an OK-ideal. We always choose T in such a way that T - TeT > O. Let E > 1 be 
such that OK (300 ) x = {± 1} x EZ then we let "fT be the rnatrix corresponding to the 
action of E on AT with respect to the ordered basis {T, 1}. 80 we have 
(18.2) 
If we let "fT ~ (: :) then one can verify that c = O(mod 12) and d - l(mod 3). 
For this ideal class C we thus have ap-adic invariant u(C) := u(rAT) = u(r,T) E K;. 
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If our conjecture is true then weexpect 
PD(x) := 1 II (x - u(C)) E OK[-][X], 
. p 
CElK(3)/ PK,! (300) 
where PD(x) is a palindrome polynomial. Because of the presence of the 12-th power 
in the definition of /30 (T), it turns out that very often our units u( C) are power of 
smaller units. For every admissible D we define a certain integer nD 112. This allows 
us to define a polynomial 
which has sm aller height. The column valuation in the tables correspond to the 
valuation of the distinct roots of PD (x). 
We want to explain briefly how one can go about the computation of the p-adic 
integral 
u(r, T) = i (x - Ty ) dp,r { ioo -+ 'YT(ioo )}(x, y), 
where 'YT E roU No). We follow the same method that was developed in [Das05]. 
When T is reduced, we have an explicit formula for vp(u(r, T)) (see equation (9.11)). 
In practice one doesn't compute directly vp(u(r, T)) from the formula (9.11) since 
the rational number 'YT (ioo) = ~ tends to have a too big height. In practice one 
computes 1l'(y,O)(')1) where 'Y goes over a system of generators of roUNo) and then 
uses the cocycle property that was proved in proposition 5.2 to compute 1l'(y,ü)(')1T) 
quite efficiently. Having said this it remains to explain how to compute 
(18.3) 
where logp is the p-adic Iwasawa logarithm and 
(18.4) 110gç(X - Ty)dpr{ioo -+ ~}(x,y) 
where logç : /tpLl -+ '1'.,j(p2 - 1)'1'., is the discrete logarithm with respect to the 
( ac 
db) E generator ( of /tpLl' Let 'Y = roU No) and for m = [C2] - [Cl] E 
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Divo(fo(fNo)(ioo)) denote jir{Cl -t C2} by jir[m]. We have 
1 10gp(x - Ty)djir[m](x, y) = 110gp(xl - Ty')djir[m](x' , y') 
wherq ( ~ ) = ( :: ) Let F (: :) then we have 
l l0gp(xl - Ty')djir[m](x' , y') = llogp((ax + by) - T(CX + dy))djir[m](x' , y') 
= 11ogp(x(a - TC) - y( -b + Td))djir[m] (x', y') 
1 ( -b + dT) - [ ]( 1 ') = logp x - y dpr m x, y x a - CT 
= 110gp (x - y"(-lT) djir[m] (x', y') 
where for the third equality we have used the fact that jir[m] has total measure O. 
Using the fo-invariance of Pr[m] we de duce from the last equality that 
Replacing m by "(m we get 
We have a similar computation when logp is replaced by log(. In the appendix of this 
thesis we show that Divo(fo(JNo)(ioo)) is a finitely generated Z[fo(JNo)]-module. 
Let {ml, ... , ms} be a set of generators of Divo (f 0 (f No) (ioo )) over Z [f 0 (J No)]. Then 
given am E Divo(fo(JNo)(ioo)) we can find integers ai,-y such that 
s 
(18.6) m = 2:= 2:= a-y,nmi· 
i=l -yEroU No) 
Using (18.5) we find that 
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Using the last equality we see that it is sufficient to compute 
(18.7) 110gp (x - yT) ditr[mi] (x, y) 
for fixedT E Hp n K, r E ('!LI j'!L)X 1 (p) and i E {l, ... , s}. The latter observation 
is quite important. Essentially it says that the knowledge of the moments of itr[mi] 
for i = 1, ... , sand r E ('1'.1 j'1'.)X 1 (fi) ,up to a certain precision, are sufficient to 
compute (18.3), see equation (18.8). This is crucial since in general the height of 
TT (ioo) = ~ is very big. Moreover, observe that the computation of those moments 
doesn't depend on T and therefore doesn't depend on the real quadratic number field 
K = Q( JD). Therefore those moments, which depend only 6, j, No and p, need only 
to be computed once. Once they are computed one can let the discriminant D vary 
and reuse them. This is one of the key feature of the method. 
The integral (18.7) can be rewiÏtten in the following way 
ll0gp (x - yT) ditr[mi](x, y) 
= r logp (x - YT) ditr[mi](x, y) + r logp (x - YT) ditr[mi] (x, y) 
Jzpxzi JZi xpZp 
= r logp (y) ditr [mi](x , y) + r logp (:: - T) ditr[mi] (x, y) J~x~ hpx~ y 
+ r logp(x)ditr[mi](x, y) + r logp (1 - TJL ) ditr[mi] (x, y) 
JZi xpZp JZi xpZp x 
(18.8)= r logp(y)ditr[mi](x, y) + r logp(x)ditr[mi](x, y) 
JZpxzi JZi xpZp 
+ r logp (t - T) dl1r[mi](t) + r logp (1 - :C) dl1r[mi](t) 
Jzp JJIl!l(lQp)\Zp t 
where 7l"*itr[m] = I1r[m]. One can compute the first term of the last equality by 
finding a. polynomial j(y) E '1'.p[Y] such that [j(y) - logp Y[p is very small for aH 
y E '1'.;. Having done this one can then use the explicit formulas of proposition 11.5 
to compute 
A similar computation can be do ne for the second term of (18.8). For the third term 
of (18.8) one can exp and logp(t - T) around the balls i + p'!Lp (for i = O ... p - 1). 
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After a few manipulations and tricks one can use the explicit formulas of proposition 
11.5 to compute this term. A similar computation can be do ne to handle the fourth 
term of (18.8). Note that an those integrals are computed up to a certain accuracy 
which depends on the accuracy of the various moments of j:qmi] for i = 1, ... , s, 
r E (ZjfZ)Xj(p). 
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For p = 7 and <5 = 2[1,1]- 3[2, 1] + 1[4, 1] 
D h(3)/h,I(3oo) nD valuations FD(X) 
17 2/22 12 ±2 x2 - iàx+ 1 
41 2/22 12 ±2 x2 - Rx+ 1 
73 (2(22)' 12 ±2,±2 (x' - Rx+ 1)2 
89 2/22 12 ±2 x2 - iàx + 1 
97 (2(22)' 12 ±2,±2 (x' - Rx+ 1)' 
145 2/22 x 2/82 3 ±O,±O, ±4,±4, 
±4, ±4, ±8,±8 Xl6 + * (-232650JD - 21142198)x15 
.,t.( -63553176225JD + 345833578130241)x14 
"h(2873907075070350JD - 1633501333699078382)x13 
+~( -122040271091639213775JD + 13994939454565494390367)xl' 
+,k (245879796465956207634 750JD - 24438525925640084934308094 )xll 
+,h( -1111134115782593132787676350JD + 79341283297565905615496513974)x lO 
+,h (1257312832261114545316699200JD - 91571248476833194701244416496)x9 
+J".( -3047800972612593555659676375JD + 197591625237545799679273846779)x8 
+,h(1257312832261114545316699200JD - 91571248476833194701244416496)x7 
+,h ( -1111134115782593132787676350JD + 79341283297565905615496513974)x6 
"k(245879796465956207634750JD - 24438525925640084934308094)x5 
2i" (-122040271091639213775JD + 13994939454565494390367)x4 
.,lo(2873907075070350JD - 1633501333699078382)x3 
.,t. (-63553176225JD + 345833578130241)x' 
*( -232650JD - 21142198)x + 1 
185 (2/22)' 12 ±2,±2 (x2 - Rx + 1)2 
209 (2(22)' 12 ±2,±2 (x' - Rx + 1)' 
241 (2(22)2 12 ±2,±2 (x2 - Rx+ 1)2 
257 2/62 6 ±4±4,±12 x6 + ~(-3861384345JD + 2642736525)x5 
+~( -131838694065JD + 38755163079075)x4 
+ ,i" (-42697160860228875JD + 52795271447651171)x3 
+2.~" (-131838694065JD + 38755163079075)x2 
+ ,.i" (-3861384345JD + 2642736525)x + 1 
265 Z/2Z x Z/4Z 12 ±1, ±1, ±1, ±1 (x' + 13/7x + 1)4 
313 (Z;2Z)' 12 ±4,±4 (x2 - 239/2401x + 1)2 
353 'lL/2Z 12 ±6 x2 + 153502/117649x + 1 
377 2/22 x 2/82 6 ±O, ±O, ±O, ±4, 
±4, ±4, ±4, ±8 xl6 + *( -1760385JD -7054747)XI5 
+ 2.i" (9559963245JD + 464126557983)X14 
+.,t.( -53041186688295JD - 537520756632797)x13 
+~(192563525818981905JD + 6876802449703149427)x12 
"h( -485482000049992075875JD - 4797177871518763359825)xll 
+"h(243544398204099135360JD + 9678515302483741595848)x lO 
+"h( -503348326156969555320JD - 4848335400921890746456)x9 
+,i" (510228736297262050635JD + 19739177187465235837509)x8 
+"h( -503348326156969555320JD - 4848335400921890746456)x7 
+"h(243544398204099135360JD + 9678515302483741595848)x6 
+"h( -485482000049992075875JD - 4797177871518763359825)x5 
+ ,i" (192563525818981905JD + 6876802449703149427)x4 
+.,t.( -53041186688295JD - 537520756632797)x3 
+virr(9SS996324SJD + 464126557983)x' 
+*(-176038SJD -7054747)x + 1 
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D h(3)( PK,I(3oo) nD valuations PD(X) 
409 (Z(2Z)' 12 ±2,±2 (x' - Rx+ 1)' 
433 (Z(2Z)' 12 ±2,±2 (x' - 239(2401x + 1)' 
481 (Z(2Z)' 6 ±4, ±4, ±4, ±4 (x' - 4034(240lx + 1)' 
,(x' + 4034(240lx + 1)' 
521 Z(2Z 12 ±6 x' + 153502(117649x + 1 
545 Z(2Z x Z(8Z 6 ±4,±4,±4,±4 
±8,±0,±0,±0 X16 + .r.(-821748v'D - 883036)X15 
,h( -662987514v'D + 64572360210)x14 
,h( -4804666374063v'D + 168656428624495)x13 
.,Jo ( -29687922599132553v'D + 148379250278264885)x12 
,h( -24730779023499008949v'D + 1669025701762044317685)x11 
,.i" (-101267373093542176521 v'D + 2291647792063133649065)x 1O 
,h( -67135410173257826013v'D + 656526802434111941885)x9 
~(-37079433752321502423v'D + 3398662046679747603795)x' 
,h( -67135410173257826013v'D + 656526802434111941885)x7 
~(-101267373093542176521 v'D + 2291647792063133649065)x6 
,h( -24730779023499008949v'D + 1669025701762044317685)x5 
.,Jo ( -29687922599132553v'D + 148379250278264885)x4 
,h( -4804666374063v'D + 168656428624495)x3 
,h( -662987514v'D + 6457236021O)x' 
.r.( -821748v'D - 883036)x + 1 
577 . Z(2Z x Z(14Z 3 ±O, ±O, ±O, ±O 
±O, ±O, ±4, ±4 
±4, ±4, ±8, ±8 
±16,±16 x28 + ,h(3072931836030v'D - 22401936501001O)x'7 
,hl -807 44527708229367583076038Sv'D + 25250643264175060209505146459).26 
,k (163142954974661344 77098480406623145v'D - 365561307455028402276987851148978069 )X25 
?x24+ ?x23+ ?x22+ ?x21+ ?x20 + ?X19 
+ ?X 18+?X 17 +?:rI6+ ?:x15+ 7.r,14 
?X13+ ?x12+ 7.1:11+ ?xlO+ 7:r9 
?x8+?x7 + ?X6 +?X5+ ?x4 
,k(16314295497466134477098480406623145v'D - 365561307455028402276987851148978069)x' 
,hl -807445277082293675830760385v'D + 25250643264175060209505146459)x2 
,h(3072931836030v'D - 224019365010010)x + 1 
593 Z(2Z 12 ±10 x2 + 445987849 (71Ox + 1 
601 Z(2Z x Z(2Z 12 ±4,±4 (x' - 239(2401x + 1)' 
649 Z(2Z x Z(2Z 12 ±4,±4 (x' - 239(2401x + 1)' 
689 Z(2Z x Z(8Z 6 ±O, ±O, ±4, ±4 
±4, ±4, ±8, ±8 x16 + .r.( -618426v'D - 8713894)x15 
+,h(4604823397503v'D + 147886093075761)x14 
+.,Jo( -19183045951916226v'D - 407733319394678270)x13 
+ 2i" (109659951891903026817v'D + 3910704142483041468031)x12 
+,h ( - 23225559689501708130981Ov'D - 4964477528251534939685550)x" 
+,h (52504047 4109379546835038690v'D + 15576771537970282875572123638 )x1O 
+,h( -706099228761774606524643168v'D - 15544824675030134872021527376)x9 
+ rt,,- (126706295043609630832077 4809v'D + 43008002951423525795071287675) x' 
+,h ( -70609922876177 4606524643168v'D - 15544824675030134872021527376)x7 
+,h (5250404741 09379546835038690v'D + 15576771537970282875572123638 )x' 
+,h( -232255596895017081309810v'D - 4964477528251534939685550)x5 
+ ~ (109659951891903026817 v'D + 3910704142483041468031 )x' 
.,Jo ( -19183045951916226v'D - 407733319394678270)x' 
,h (4604823397503v'D + 147886093075761 )x' 
.r.( -618426v'D - 8713894)x + 1 
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D h(3)/PK,1(3oo) nn valuations PD (x) 
713 2/22 x 2/82 12 can't find good representatives 
745 2/22 x 2/42 12 can't find good representatives 
761 2/62 6 ±4, ±12, ±20 x· + ~(-326067672535605VD - 159275255786742675)x5 
,.i" (8032023240607066367832165VD - 742791729857944519743344331)x' 
~(-12154109980551447665799417375VD + 4510987549804784189418087515459)x3 
~ (8032023240607066367832165VD - 742791729857944519743344331 )x' 
~(-326067672535605VD - 159275255786742675)x + 1 
769 2/22 x 2/22 12 ±4,±4 (x' - 239/2401x + 1)2 
817 2/22 x 2/22 x 2/102 12 can't find good representatives 
857 2/22 6 ±28 x 2 + 591717446468983676495806/7"x + 1 
881 2/22 12 
913 2/22 x 2/22 12 ±8,±8 (x' - 4743554/78x + 1)' 
929 2/22 12 
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For p = 13 and r5 = 2[1, IJ - 3[2, IJ + 1[4, IJ 
D h(3)/ FK ,I(3oo) nD valuations FD(X) 
41 2/22 12 ±2 X2 - 337/169x + 1 
73 (2/22)2 12 ±2,±2 (X2 + 337/169x + 1j2 
89 2/22 12 ±2 X2 + 337/169x + 1 
97 (2/21,)2 12 ±2,±2 x4 + 674/169x3 + 170691/28561x2 + 674/169x + 1 = 
(x2 + 337/169x + 1j2 
137 2/21, 12 ±6 x2 + 9397582/4826809x + 1 
145 2/22 x 1,/82 3 ±O, ±O, ±1, ±1 Xl6 + 1~8 (25064550y']5 + 1456407962)x15 
±1, ±1, ±2, ±2 ~(-9909170774179425y']5 + 367233567480055041)X14 
l~o(35640369711526913550y']5-45167895449503053818222)xI3 
?xI2+ ?xll + ?XlO+?X9+ ?x8+ ?x7 + ?x6 + ?x5+ ?x4 
l~o(35640369711526913550y']5-45167895449503053818222)x3 
13\6 ( -9909170774179425y']5 + 367233567480055041 )x2 
1~8 (25064550y']5 + 1456407962)x + 1 
161 (2/21,)2 12 ±2,±2 (x2 + 337/169x + 1)2 
193 (1,/21,)2 12 ±4,±4 (x2 _ 56447/28561x + 1)2 
241 (2/21,)2 
265 2/22 x 1,/42 
281 2/21, 
305 2/22 x 1,/42 
353 2/21, 
385 (2/22)3 
401 2/102 6 ±4,±4,±4 x lO + 21~'2 (7954953835725y']5 - 13563872824361)x9 
±4,±6 1;16 (-4235895970542018y']5 + 4333681004006130303)x8 
2.~2o(16411128241572257983407y']5+27954073324685459115657)x7 
?x6 + ?x5+ ?x4+ ?x3 
V;16 (-4235895970542018y']5 + 4333681004006130303)x2 
~(7954953835725y']5 - 13563872824361)x + 1 
409 (2/22j2 
449 2/21, 
457 (2/22)2 
505 2/22 x 1,/82 
553 (2/22)3 
577 2/22 x 1,/142 
593 2/21, 
19 Discussion and future directions 
In this thesis we have proposed a conjectural construction of elements lying in totally 
complex ray class fields of a real quadratic number fields K. Our construction is very 
much in the spirit of the theory of complex multiplication available for imaginary 
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quadratic number fields. We have been able to provide sorne theoretical evidence for 
the algebraicity of the local elements u(r, T) E Kpx (see theorem 17.1). Despite the 
latter result, it seems that for the moment the proof of the algebraicity of u(r, T) is 
out of reach. Since our units can be related with the first derivative at s = 0 of a 
p-adic zeta function interpolating classical values of partial zeta functions attached 
to K we see that the strong p-units that we have constructed are nothing else than 
Gross-Stark p-units that were predicted by the p-adic Gross-Stark conjectures (see 
[Gro81]). Therefore we are not constructing new units. But instead of proposing only 
a formula for the logarithm of its norm, we propose a formula for the unit itself, which 
can be se en as a refinement. The main feature of the approach used in [DD06] and 
in this thesis resides probably in the fact that we can compute those units p-adically 
in polynomial time using modular symbols coming from Eisenstein series. With a 
certain amount of work, the method could be implemented using the mathematical 
software Magma and allowed ourself to test the truth of conjecture 5.1. 
The relative situation K /Q with K real quadratic admits an obvious generalization 
namely the case L' / L, were L and L' are totally real number fields and L' is quadratic 
over L. In this case if the degree of L' over Q is 2n then the group of units of L has 
rank n - 1 and the one of L' has rank 2n - 1. Therefore the units in L' which are 
not coming from L form a lattice of rank n in O~I' In this special situation one can 
replace the one variable Eisenstein series attached to Q by the n-variable Eisenstein 
series of parallel weight k attached to L namely 
b b k è rriTr (f3) 
Ek(f'" a, z) = N(f") L N(az + ,B)k 
OL(foo)X \{(O,O)#(a,f3)E ~f x ~} 
(19.1) 
where N(az +,B) = rr=l(a(i)zi + ,B(i)), a, b, f are integral ideals of L such that 
(f, b) = 1, " is the different ideal of the number field Land 0 L (foo ) x are the totally 
positive units of L congruent to 1 modulo f. The constant term of the q-expansion 
of (19.1) is a partial zeta function associated to L(foo) / L where L(foo) corresponds 
to the narrow ray class field of conductor f of L. The special values of these partial 
zeta functions were studied in section 7 of the present thesis. A unit E E O~I acts 
naturally on the OL-Iattice OL + TOL ç L' where T E L'\L and therefore gives rise 
to a matrix in SL2 (OL) having T as a fixed point. Let p be a prime ideal of L which 
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is inert in L'. As in the one variable case one can probably construct a family of Z-
valued measures on pl (Lgo) where Lgo denotes the complet ion of Lat p. This family of 
Z-valued measures can probably be indexed by pairs (Cl, C2) E (f(ioo)t x (f(ioo)t 
where f would be a suit able congruence subgroup of SL2(Ogo). For a pair (Cl, C2) one 
could define first a measure J-l{ Cl --+ C2} on the distinguished compact open ball OLp 
by the rule 
where Cl = (Cli), C2 = (C2i) and Ek,go(~, a, z) is the p-stabilization of Ek(~, a, z). 
Using the almost transitive action of f on balls of pl( OLp) and extending J-l{ Cl --+ C2} 
to all balls of pl(OLp ), by forcing a f-invariance, one obtains a family of measures 
indexed by pairs (Cl, C2) E (f( ioo))n X (r( ioo))n which are f-invariant by construction. 
As in the one variable case one can probably use this family of measures to construct 
a (n + 1 )-cocycle /'î, in zn+l (f, Lgo X). We should expect this n + 1-cocycle to split. 
One strategy to show the splitting of /'î, would be to try to lift the family of measures 
introduced previously to the larger space X := (OLp X OLp)\(pOLp X pOLp)' Most 
computations that we have done in this thesis can probably be carried over to this 
setting. The only thing which is missing is an analogue of the Gross-Koblitz formula. 
Therefore proving an analogue of theorem 17.1 might be out of reach. 
For the next discussion we have in mind the recent construction obtained by 
Dasgupta in [Das06]. Let K be a totally real number field and L a CM abelian 
extension of K. Let S be a set of places of K containing all the Archimedean places 
and all the finite primes which ramify in LI K. Consider the group ring Q[GL / K ]. Let 
Œ EGal (L 1 K) then we define 
1 (s(LIK,Œ,s)=(s(Œ,s)= L N(a)s' Re(s»l. 
(a,S)=1 
Œa=(J' 
For every negative integer k ::; 0 define the Stickelberger element 
8 L / K ,S(k) = L ((LI K, Œ, k)Œ- I E Q[GL / K ]. 
aEGL / K 
Let A(LI K) be the annihilator of the Z[GL/K]-module J-lL of roots of unit y of L. In 
[Coa77], Coates shows how the main theorem of [DR80] implies the following result 
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Theorem 19.1 Assume the main theorem proved in [DR80j. Let k ::; 0 be a 
negative integer then if 0; E A(L/ K) then 0;8L/K,S(k) E Z[GL/K]. 
We are now ready to state Brumer's conjecture, which is an attempt to generalize the 
classical theorem of Stickelberger. 
Conjecture 19.1 Let CL,s be the S-ideal class group of L. Then one has an 
inclusion of Z[GL/K]-ideals 
Moreover when 0; = w8L/K,S(O), where w = #/1L, we have for all ideal a of L 
for some a E (L)-. 
Note that the generator a is uniquely determined up to a root of unit y in L. When S 
is large enough the first part of the conjecture was proved by Wiles as a consequence 
of the main conjecture for totally real number fields, see [Wil90]. 
Let us assume that the data (L/ K, S) satisfies the following assumptions 
(1) S = {p} U T where T consists exactly of the infinite places of K and finite 
primes which ramify in L / K 
(2) The prime p is inert in K and and pOK = P splits completely in L. 
(3) L is a CM field corresponding to the narrow ray class field of conductor f of K 
where f is sorne ideal of K coprime to p. 
Let Ln = Kfpn be the ray class field of conductor fpn over K. For every n 2: 0 we have 
a group ring element 8 Ln / K ,S(O) E IQ[GLn / K l. For every integer 0 :::; m :::; n we let 
reSnm be the natural restriction maps reSnm : Q[GLn /K] -t Q[GLm /K]. The elements 
8 Ln/ K,S (0) satisfy the distribution relations 
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Let W n = #ILLn- Note that for n large enough one has W n+1 = PWn- Let Pn be a 
prime ideal of Ln above p chosen in sucha way that Pn+1IPn- Note that this tower 
of primes depends only on the initial choice Po in Lo = Kf since after the first step 
aH the extensions are totaHy ramified at Po- Using the Brumer-Stark conjecture for 
every n there exists a unique strong p-unit Un E (Ln)- (up to a root of unit y) defined 
by the relation 
For every 0 :::; m :::; n, those strong p-units are related by the norm in the foHowing 
way 
When n :::: 1 and a E Gal(Ln/ K) the p-adic zeta function (p,s(Ln/ K, a, s) has no 
zero at s = 0 since aH the primes q of Ln above a prime of Sare ramified in Ln/ K_ 
Therefore we faH outside our initial setting where the order of vanishing of the p-adic 
L-function at s = 0 was equal to 1. However when n = 0, the or der of vanishing 
of (p,s(Lo/ K, a, s) at s = 0 is equal to 1, and therefore one has a conjectural p-adic 
formula for the element Uo viewed as an element of (Lo)po- From this point of view, 
it seems to be a very natural question to look for a similar formula for the element 
Un viewed as an element of (Ln)Pn- Even though we faH outside our original setting, 
where the order of vanishing of the partial zeta function at s = 0 was assumed to be 
1, a formula similar to what Dasgupta is proposing in [Das06] might exist_ It would 
be quite interesting to provide such a conjectural p-adic formula for the strong p-units 
A Partial modular symbols are finitely generated 
over the group ring 
A modular symbol taking value in an abelian group A is a function 
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denoted by the suggestive notation m(x,y) := m{x ---+ y} such that 
(1) m{ x ---+ y} = -m{y ---+ x} for aIl x, y E ]pl1(Q), 
(2) m{x ---+ y} +m{y ---+ z} = m{x ---+ z}, for aIl x,y,z E ]pl1(Q). 
We have a natural action of GL2(Q) on modular symbols given by 
for aIl 1 E GL2(Q). One can define a univers al Z-module X s.t. for any modular 
symbol m : ]plI (Q) X ]plI (Q) ---+ A we have the foIlowing commutative diagram 
where in is a group homomorphism. When A = CC one can show that X ~ Divo(JPlI(Q)) 
as a Z-module. For any 1 E GL2(Q) and a modular symbol m we define 
In practice one is interested to r-invariant modular symbols for sorne subgroup r :::; 
GL2(Q). Very often r is discrete but not always. 
Definition A.1 A partial modular m with respect ta a subgroup r ç GL2 (Q) 
which takes value in an abelian group A is a map 
m:SxS---+A 
for a certain subset S ç ]pl1(Q) which is r-invariant and for all x, y, z E S we require 
(1) m{x -+ y} = -m{y -+ x} 
(2) m{x -+ y} + m{y ---+ z} = m{x ---+ z} 
Let us prove now prove a very useful theorem. 
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Theorem A.l Let xE lPl(Q) and r be afinitely generated subgroup ofGL2(Q) 
then the r -module Divo (rx) is finitely generated. The number of generators of Divo (rx) 
can be taken to be less than or equal to the number of generators of r. 
Proof Let G = (gl, ... , gn). l daim that {[x] - [gix]}i=l is a generating set as a 
r-module of Divo(rx). Let Fn = (Xl, ... , xn) be the free group of n elements. We 
have a natural onto group homomorphism f : Fn ---+ G where f(Xi) = gi. For an 
element w E Fn that is redueed we have a weIl defined notion of length. We define 
Sk := {w E Fn : length(w) = k}. 8inee UkSk = Fn we have Ukf(Sk) = G. We do a 
pro of by induction. 
Let M = Z[r]( {[x] - [gix]}i=l). We need to show that M = Divo(rx). Assume 
that for aIl 9 E f(Sk) and k :::; m - 1 we have [x]- [gx] E M then we daim that 
If g' E f(Sm) then [x] - [g'x] E M. 
Let us prove it. 8ince 9 E f(Sm) there exists a word w E Fn of length m such 
that f(w) = g. 80 there exists a Xi s.t XiW' = w where w' is a word of length 
m - 1. By induction we have [x] - [J( w')x] E M. Finally note that [x] - [gx] = 
gi([X]- [J(w')x]) + ([x]- [giX]) E M. 8ince the induction hypothesis is true for k = 1 
it is true for any k by the inductive step. 0 
Corollary A.l Assume that lPl(Q)jr is finite and and r finitely generated then 
Divo (lP l (Q)) is a finitely generated r -module. 
is equal to Divo(lPl(Q)). Let Yi E rXi and Yj E rXj. By the previous theorem 
we have [Xi] - [Yi] E M and [Xj] - [Yj] E M. Also [Xi] - [Xj] E M. Therefore 
[Yi] - [Yj] = ([Xj] - [Yj]) + ([Yi] - [Xi]) + ([Xi] - [Xj]) E M. 0 
80 more generally for any finitely generated subgroup r :::; GL2 (Q) and a subset of 
cusps S = U~=l rXi (having finitely many r -orbits) we find that Divo (S) is a finitely 
generated r-module. 
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Corollary A.2 Binee fo(N) is finitely generated we have that Divo(fo(N)(ioo)) 
is a finitely generated Z[fo(N)]-module. 
So this gives us a theoretical way of computing a partial modular symbol knowing 
only the values on a set of generators for Divo(S) over f. Let us work out an explicit 
example. Consider the modular group ro(N) =< gl, ... , gr >. For any element 
9 E G there exists a reduced word X1X2 ... Xn = 9 where Xi E {gl, g11, ... ,gr, g;l} 
and Xi =1= X;;l for aIl 1 ::; i ::; n - 1. For any integer k 2: 1 we let X k = TI7=1 Xi. A 
direct computation reveals that 
n 
[ioo]- [g(ioo)] = LXn-d[ioo]- [xn -i+l(ioo)]). 
i=l 
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